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ABSTRACT 

 The conventional ways for retrieving information from web pages are time-

consuming. A possible solution is to integrate useful data over the whole Internet with 

uniform schemes so that people can easily access and query the data with the relational 

database techniques. Many approaches are proposed to solve this problem. Based on the 

degree of users’ involvement, these approaches can be classified into three categories: 

manual, semi-automatic, and automatic. 

  This dissertation proposes a novel semi-automatic approach based on the 

maximum entropy segmental Markov model to extract structured data from web pages. 

The main purpose of this approach is to overcome the shortcomings existing in current 

semi-automatic approaches: many training web pages and too general or specific learned 

models (or templates). This approach decreases the number of training web pages by 

modeling the sequences embedding structured data instead of their context. In addition, 

the sequences embedding structured data are modeled with segmental Markov models, 

each of whose states corresponds to a subsequence embedding one data item. Finally, the 

maximum entropy principle is applied to learn the transition distributions to prevent 

generating too general or specific models from training data. This approach, therefore, 

can reduce the users' labor of preparing training data while remaining a good 

performance. The experimental results on thirty web sites show this approach has better 

performance than Stalker, a known good performance semi-automatic approach, when 

only one training web page is provided. 
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CHAPTER 1  

INTRODUCTION 

To retrieve information on the web, people visit web sites or browse a large 

number of web pages related by key words with the help of search engines. However, 

manually visiting and searching sites is very time-consuming. Some researchers, 

therefore, propose to integrate useful data over the whole Internet with uniform schemes, 

so, people can easily access and query the data with relational database techniques. At the 

same time, the integrated data can be mined to provide value-added services, such as 

comparison shopping. 

As the data sources on the Internet are scattered and heterogeneous, it is very 

difficult to integrate data from web pages. On the other hand, web pages may present 

information with embedded structured data, most of which comes from backend 

relational database systems. Finding a way to extract structured data from web pages and 

integrating the data with uniform schemes is necessary. 

To help the reader understand, Section 1.1 illustrates the problem of extracting 

structured data from web pages. The basic ideas and research purpose are presented in 

Section 1.2.  The outline of this dissertation and the contributions are explained in 

Sections 1.3 and 1.4, respectively. 

1.1 Problem Definition 

The problem of extracting structured data from web pages can be illustrated with 

the following simple example. Figure 1.1 is part of a web page embedding structured data 

containing product information. An approach is expected to extract structured data like 
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Table 1.1 from a set of similar web pages. As the source file of a web page consists of a 

sequence of content, such as structured data in Table 1.1, and tags, this problem can be 

defined as follows: given the source file of a web page, finding the subsequences which 

contain structured data, and then extracting these data.      

 

Figure 1.1: Part of a web page 

Table 1.1: Extracted structured data from the web page 

Image file name Toshiba Satellite A75-S1253 Notebook $799.99

Image file name Norwood Micro 17-inch LCD Multimedia Monitor $179.99
 

1.2  Research purpose 

The approaches [ATZE1997, HAMM1997, HUCK1998, COHE1998, 

SAHU1999, FELD2002, COHE2002, HSU1998, KUSH1997, MUSL1999, CHAN2004, 

ZHAI2005a, HOGU2005, EMBL1999, CHAN2001, BUTT2001, CRES2001, LIU2003, 

ARAS2003, LERM2004, ZHAI2005b, LIU2005] for extracting structured data from web 

pages can be classified into three categories: manual, semi-automatic, and automatic. As 

the manual approaches [ATZE1997, HAMM1997, HUCK1998, COHE1998, 

SAHU1999, FELD2002] need users to write extraction rules in the special rule languages 

after investigating the characteristics of the web pages embedding structured data, they 
 2
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are time-intensive and error-prone. Therefore, researchers currently focus on the 

approaches belonging to the latter two categories. Semi-automatic approaches 

[COHE2002, HSU1998, KUSH1997, MUSL1999, CHAN2004, ZHAI2005a, 

HOGU2005] adopt machine learning technologies, such as instance-based learning or 

inductive learning, to generate extraction rules based on the provided training examples, 

which contain extracted structured data labeled by users. One limitation of these 

approaches is that their performance depends on the coverage of the training web pages 

for a set of web pages embedding similar structured data; the more training web pages, 

the better performance of the approaches. However, more training web pages means more 

work for users. The automatic approaches [EMBL1999, CHAN2001, BUTT2001, 

CRES2001, LIU2003, ARAS2003, LERM2004, ZHAI2005b, LIU2005] are based on the 

assumption that the similar structured data are embedded with similar sequences of tags 

and content on web pages. Hence, structured data can be automatically found by 

searching the similar subsequence of a web page without the user’s involvement. One 

limitation of these approaches is that they only process the web pages containing at least 

two similar structured data. In addition, unexpected structured data can be extracted by 

these approaches and users still need to post-process them.  

Since the semi-automatic and automatic approaches have their own advantages 

and disadvantages, the motivation of this research is to propose a new approach, which 

can combine the advantages of semi-automatic and automatic approaches and avoid their 

disadvantages. The new approach is based on the following two initial ideas: unlike other 

semi-automatic approaches based on the inductive learning paradigm, which generate 
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extraction rules based on the context of structured data (or data items) of a web page, it 

constructs a model to describe the sequence (instead of its context) of embedding 

structured data (or data items). As a result, it can reduce the number of training web 

pages and maintain the same good performance as other semi-automatic approaches 

because similar structured data are embedded with the similar sequences, which is the 

basic assumption adopted by the automatic approaches, Secondly, as the semi-automatic 

approaches based on the instance-based learning paradigm usually generate templates by 

combining difference among the training data, the learned templates may be too general 

or specific to correctly extract structured data from similar web pages. The cause of this 

problem is that extra assumptions are made from training data. For example, one training 

data contains a distinct symbol not existing in other ones; a learned template containing 

this symbol makes an assumption that all sequences embedding similar structured data 

contain this symbol. This problem can be solved by enforcing a model only describe the 

characteristics of training data without extra assumptions. To satisfy the requirements of 

the above two ideas, a maximum entropy segmental Markov model approach is proposed 

to extract structured data from web pages. 

1.3 Outline of the dissertation 

The dissertation is organized into five chapters. Chapter I provides an introduction 

to the problem and a solution proposed in this dissertation, which is the basis for this 

study. Next, Chapter II provides a review of existing literature. The material covered in 

this chapter mainly explains the semi-automatic and automatic approaches. It starts with a 

general classification of current approaches and discusses their advantages and 
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disadvantages. Then several typical approaches from two categories are reviewed. The 

background knowledge, the maximum entropy principle and the Markov model, which 

are relevant to this dissertation, are also explained.    

The proposed solution is discussed in Chapter III. The chapter firstly explains the 

basic ideas of the solution and then explains the maximum entropy segmental Markov 

model and its inference algorithm in detail. In addition, algorithms for reducing users’ 

involvement in generating training data are introduced. Finally, the design of the 

experiments, and the metrics for evaluating the performance of the proposed approach 

and the chosen existing approach are explained. Chapter IV briefly explains the 

implementation of the proposed approach and analyzes the presented experimental 

results. Chapter V summarizes the study, makes conclusions, and suggests future work in 

this area.   

1.4 Contribution 

The main contributions of this dissertation are presented as follow: 

• A maximum entropy segmental Markov model (MESMM) is proposed to model 

the sequences embedding structured data on web pages. 

• A new approach based on the maximum entropy Markov model (MESMM) is 

proposed to extract structured data from web pages. 

• An inference algorithm is proposed for the MESMM models. 

• A new definition of the feature functions is proposed for the web pages. 

• A heuristic method is proposed to reduce the search space of subtrees. 

• An automatic method is implemented to help users generate training data. 
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CHAPTER 2  

LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Introduction 

To retrieve information on the web, people visit web sites or browse a large 

number of web pages related by key words with the help of search engines. However, 

manually visiting and searching sites is very time-consuming. Some researchers, 

therefore, propose to integrate useful data over the whole Internet with uniform schemes, 

so, people can easily access and query the data with relational database techniques. At the 

same time, the integrated data can be mined to provide value-added services, such as 

comparison shopping. 

As the data sources on the Internet are scattered and heterogeneous, it is very 

difficult to integrate data from web pages. On the other hand, web pages may present 

information with embedded structured data, most of which comes from backend 

relational database systems. Finding a way to extract structured data from web pages and 

integrating the data with uniform schemes is necessary.   

In this chapter, a variety of approaches for extracting structured data from web 

pages is illustrated. These approaches are classified into three categories: manual, semi-

automatic, and automatic. Each category is explained in detail as well as its 

representative approaches in Sections 2.3 and 2.4. To let readers easily grasp the basic 

ideas of the approaches, prerequisite knowledge is explained as well in Section 2.2.   

Leaning extraction rules, which is the crucial part of the approaches for extracting 

structured data from web pages, also exists in developing general purpose information 
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extraction systems for natural language text. A wide range of machine learning 

techniques, such as hidden Markov models (HMM) [BAUM1966, RABI1989, 

FREI1999, MANN2000], maximum entropy Markov models (MEMM) [MCCA2000], 

and segmental semi-Markov models (SSMM) [GE2002, JANS1999], have been used in 

this field. As the model adopted by the proposed approach is based on these models, the 

relevant topics, the maximum entropy principle and the Markov model, are explained in 

Sections 2.5 and 2.6, respectively. 

2.2 Prerequisite knowledge 

In this section, the concept of string (tree) similarity and the algorithms of 

computing the similarity of two strings (trees) are explained. The suffix tree technique 

and its advantages are also briefly illustrated. This knowledge is very helpful in 

understanding approaches given in the sections that follow.      

2.2.1  String similarity 

A conventional measure of the similarity of two strings is the number of permitted 

edit operations to transform one string to another [DROZ2005]. Three permitted edit 

operations are usually considered: insertion (I) of a character into a string, deletion (D) of 

a character from a string, and substitution (S) of a character in a string. Besides these 

three operations, the matching (M) of two characters is used, but is not considered 

editing. For example, given the string apple, S1, a series of operations transforming it into 

the string cable, S2, are as follows: 
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Table 2.1: The example of edit operations 

Operations I M S D M M
S2 c a B  L E 
S1  a P p L E 

              

In Table 2.1, the character c is inserted into S1, the left p in S1 is substituted with b in S2, 

and the right one is deleted from S1; a, l and e are matching characters. 

 More than one series of operations for transforming a string into another exist. In 

order to make a series of operations accurately reflect the similarity between two strings, 

the edit distance, also called Levenshtein distance [GUSF1997], is used. The edit 

distance of two strings is defined as the minimal number of edit operations, insertion, 

deletion, and substitution, which transform one string into another. In the above example, 

the edit distance between “cable” and “apple” is three.    

The edit distance focuses on the difference between two strings. An alternative 

way is alignment (matching), which emphasizes the similarity between two strings 

[GUSF1997]. An alignment of two strings is obtained first by inserting dashes or spaces 

into or at the ends of two strings so that the resulting strings (called aligned strings) have 

the same length. After that, one aligned string is placed above the other and their 

characters or spaces are compared. For example, the two strings in the preceding example 

can be aligned as follows: 

Table 2.2: The example of aligning two strings 

S1 c a b  l e 
S2  a p P l e 
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The edit distance adopts mutational events to describe the transformation of one 

string to another and emphasizes the process. Alignment, however, concerns the 

relatedness of two strings. Although these two ways formalize the similarity from 

different perspectives, they are in fact equivalent: the alignment of two strings can be 

converted to an equivalent series of edit operations. In the above alignment example, if 

the spaces in “cable” and “apple” are considered as deletion and insertion operations, 

respectively, and the matching of different characters, such as b and p, as substitution, 

then the alignment can be easily converted to a series of edit operations in Table 2.1.  

 The concept of string similarity can be generalized for sequences, which describe 

a series of ordered tokens. A token could be a character, a space, or a special string, such 

as tags in html files. The length of a sequence S, which is denoted by |S|, is the number of 

contained tokens and is greater than zero.      

 To avoid confusion, the definitions in [GUSF1997] are adopted to formalize the 

similarity of two sequences represented with alignment. 

Definition 2-1: Let Σ' be Σ with the added token “_”, denoting a space. Then, for 

any two tokens x, y in Σ', s(x, y) denotes the value (or score) obtained by aligning token x 

against token y.  A set of the scores (s(x, y)) is called a scoring matrix or a matrix score 

scheme of Σ'. 

Definition 2-2: For a given alignment A of S1 and S2, let S1' and S2' denote their 

aligned sequences respectively, and let l denote the (equal) length of two sequences S1' 

and S2' in alignment A, the score of A is defined as . ))(),((
1

'
2

'
1∑

=

l

i
iSiSs

 9
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Definition 2-3: Given the scoring matrix over the alphabet Σ', the similarity of two 

sequences S1 and S2 is defined as the value of the alignment A of S1 and S2 that 

maximizes total alignment score, which is also called the optimal alignment score of S1 

and S2.  

According to the above definitions, the optimal alignment of two sequences 

depends on the scoring matrix. Users assign values to the scoring matrix used to find the 

optimal alignment of sequences, which satisfy the user’s requirements. For example, 

Table 2.3 is the scoring matrix for the tokens in the alphabet {a, b, c, _}. The score of 

matching token ‘a’ is greater than the ones of the other tokens. Hence, in an optimal 

alignment, the token ‘a’ is matched as much as possible. Table 2.4 is the optimal 

alignment of two sequences abc and bca. The optimal alignment score is three.  However, 

provided the scoring matrix in Table 2.5, the score of matching two distinct tokens, ‘a’ 

and ‘b’, is greater than other values, As a result, ‘a’ and ‘b’ are matched as much as 

possible in an optimal alignment. With respect to this scoring matrix, the optimal 

alignment of “abc” and “bca” is in Table 2.6. The optimal alignment score is four.  

Table 2.2: One scoring matrix for {a, b, c, _} 

S a b c _ 

a 3 -∞ -∞ 0 
b  1 -∞ 0 
c   1 0 
_    -∞ 
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Table 2.3: The optimal alignment of abc and bca 

S 0 0 3 0 0 
S1 _ _ a b c 
S2 b c a _ _ 

 

Table 2.4: An optional scoring matrix for {a, b, c, _} 

S a b c _ 

a 0 2 -∞ 0 
b  0 -∞ 0 
c   1 0 
_    -∞ 

 

Table 2.5: The optimal alignment of abc and bca 

S 2 0 2 0 
S1 a _ b c 
S2 b c a _ 

 

2.2.2  Finding the optimal alignment of two sequences 

The algorithm for finding the optimal alignment of two sequences is based on the 

dynamic programming technique. Given two sequences S1 and S2 and a scoring matrix, 

let be the score of the optimal alignment of 

prefixes and ,  where  is the subsequence of S1 from 1 to i, and 

 is the subsequence of S2 from 1 to j. Then can be calculated based on 

the following equation:  

j)) ... (1S i), ... (1V(Sj)V(i, 2 1=

i) ... (1S1 j) ... (1S2

j) ... (1

i) ... (1S1

S2  j) V(i,

  (j))}S (i),s(S 1)-j1,-V(i (j)),S s(_, 1)-jV(i, ), _(i),s(S j)1,-{V(i j)V(i, 2121 +++=Max
 

(2.1) 

 

 11
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Where ||1||1 21 SjandSi ≤≤≤≤

2S _)),(( 1 iSs

))((_, 2 jSs

))(),(( 21 jSiS

;  and  are the ith token in  and the jth 

token in , respectively.  is the score of the ith token in  matching the space 

in the scoring matrix, is the score of the jth token in  matching the space, 

and  is the score of  the ith token in  matching the jth token in  . 

)(1 iS )(2 jS

1S

1S

1S

2S

s 2S

 Equation (2.1) means that the optimal alignment score  of the subsequences 

and  is the maximal value among the following three values: the 

optimal alignment score of subsequences and  plus the 

score  of the ith token in S1 against a space, the optimal alignment score 

of subsequences and  plus the score of the jth 

token in S2 against a space, and the optimal alignment score of subsequences 

and  plus the score  of the ith token in S1 against the 

jth token in S2.   

j)V(i,

1)-

j1,-V(i

i) ... (1S1

s(S

1)-jV(i,

-i ... (1S1

j) ... (1S2

) _

j ... (1S2

j)1,-V(i

i) ... (1S1

1)

i ... (1S1

(j))

j) ... (1S2

(j))Ss(_, 2

1)-

(i),1

1)

1)-j ... (1S2

S(i),s(S 21-

Based on Equation (2.1) , the score of must calculate the scores of V(i-1,j-

1) ,V(i,j-1) and V(i-1,j), which are in turn calculated in a similar way. The procedure runs 

recursively till reaching the following initial scores.  

 j) V(i,

V 0)0,0( =  (2.2) 

∑
=

=
i

k
kSsiV

1
1 _)),(()0,(  (2.3) 

∑
=

=
j

k
kSsjV

1
2 ))((_,),0(  (2.4) 
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In Equation (2.3), the optimal alignment score  is the sum of the scores of 

the tokens in the subsequence against spaces while sequence is empty. 

Equation (2.4) has the same meaning as Equation (2.3) except sequence  is empty.   

)0,(iV

i) ... (1S1 2S

1S

 The optimal alignment algorithm consists of two steps. The first step is to 

calculate the optimal scores of any pairs of the prefixes of two sequences. Based on 

optimal scores, the second step constructs an optimal alignment. Given two sequences  

and , a matrix  with the size 

1S

2S m )1|(|)1|(| 21 +×+ SS

i) ... j) ... (1S2

 ... (1S1

],[ jim

|,1|[| 21

 is created. Starting from the initial 

index of the sequences, the algorithm consecutively calculates the score of the optimal 

alignment of two prefixes,  and , according to Equation (2.1). At the 

same time, the optimal alignment score of and  is stored in the 

corresponding cell of the matrix, . The procedure runs iteratively till reaching the 

ends of two sequences. The value of 

 (1S1

i)

|

j) ... (1S2

]1++ SSm  is the score of the optimal 

alignment of  and . Figure 2.1 shows the algorithm of calculating the optimal score 

of two sequences.  

1S 2S
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Algorithm OptimalScore (In: , , s ; Out: m)  1S 2S
//  and  are two sequences; s is the scoring matrix; m is the matrix storing the 
//optimal alignment scores of any two prefixes of  and           

1S 2S

1S 2S
{ 
      Create the matrix m with size )1|(|)1|(| 21 +×+ SS ; 
       m[0,0]=0; 
       For i=1 To | S1|  

            m[i,0] =   ∑
=

i

k
kSs

1
1 _)),(( ;

       EndFor 
       For j=1 To | S2|  

          m[0,j] = ;  ∑
=

j

k
kSs

1
2 ))((_,

       EndFor 
       For i=1 To | S1|  
          For j=1 To | S2| 

                
))(),((]1,1[

),((_,]1,[_),),((],1[(],[

21

21

jSiSsjim
jSsjimiSsjimMaxjim

+−−
+−+−=

 

          EndFor     
      EndFor    
   } 

Figure 2.1: The algorithm of calculating the optimal alignment score 

Suppose Table 2.7 is the scoring matrix for {a, b, c, d, _}. It implicitly sets several 

requirements on the optimal alignment of two sequences. Each token is only allowed to 

match against the same one or space as the values of any pairs of distinct tokens are 

infinitely small. In addition, the score of two identical tokens is greater than the one for 

the token against a space.  
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Table 2.6: The scoring matrix 

S a b c d _ 

 a 2 -∞ -∞ -∞ 1 
 b  2 -∞ -∞ 1 
 c   2 -∞ 1 
 d    2 1 
_     -∞ 

 

With the scoring matrix, the optimal alignment score of two sequences cacdbd 

and cabbdb can be obtained in the following steps according to the algorithm in Figure 

2.1. 

          Step I: 

     Establish a 7×7 matrix m and initialize the first row and column of the matrix 

according to Equations (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4) 

          Step II: 

 Calculate the optimal alignment score m[1,1] using Equation (2.1): 

     m[1,1]= max{m[0,1]+s(c,_), m[1,0]+s(_,c), m[0,0]+s(c,c)} 

     according to the scoring matrix, s(c,_)=1, s(_,c)=1 and s(c,c)=2. Hence, 

     m[1,1]=max{1+1,1+1,0+2}=max{2,2,2}=2.    

         Step III:  

    In the same way as Step II, consecutively calculate the values of m[1, j] and 

m[i,1], where 6,2 ≤≤ ji . 

        Step IV: 

    In the same way as Step II and III, calculate the values of the remaining cells in 

matrix m in the order of m[2,2], m[3,3], m[4,4], m[5,5], and m[6,6].  
 15
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The final matrix m is shown in Table 2.8. The value in m[6,6] is the optimal alignment 

score of the sequences cacdbd and cabbdb based on the scoring matrix of Table 2.7. 

Table 2.7: The matrix containing the scores of any pair of prefixes 

M  c a c d B d 
 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 

C 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
A 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
B 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
B 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
D 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 
B 6 7 8 9 10 11 ↑12 
 

Based on matrix m, the optimal alignment of two sequences is obtained by tracing 

back from m  to m[0,0]. A cell in the matrix m[i,j] except in the first row 

and column has three neighbors, m[i,j-1], m[i-1,j] and m[i-1,j-1], which are called upper, 

left, and diagonal cells respectively. If m[i,j] equals to m[i,j-1]+ , m[i-

1,j]+ , or m[i-1,j-1]+ , then one of   against a space,  

against a space, and  matching  is chosen. For the cells in the first row or 

column, the neighbors are left and upper cells. If m[i,0] equals to m[i-1,0]+ , 

then against a space is the alignment for the ith token in . Similarly, if m[0,j] 

equals to m[0,j-1]+ , then  against a space is the alignment for the jth 

token in .  Starting from

]1||,1|[| 21 ++ SS

))((_, 2 jSs

(( 1Ss

_)),(( 1 iSs

)(1 iS

2S

))(),(( 21 jSiSs

)(2 jS

)(2 jS

]1||,1| 21

)(2 jS )(1 iS

_)),i

)(1 iS

((_, 2S

1S

))js

[| ++ SSm , one from the left, upper, or diagonal cells 

is selected according to the above rules. After a neighbor cell is chosen, the neighbor of 

the neighbor is selected in the same way. The procedure runs iteratively till reaching the 

cell m[0,0].  

 16
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The optimal alignment of the sequences cacdbd and cabbdb can be constructed in 

the following steps based on the matrix Table 2.8. 

Step I: 

         Starting from m[6,6], its value is equal to m[5,6]+s(b,_) and m[6,5]+s(_,d).     

         So one from the upper or left neighbor cells for m[6,6] is chosen. Here, 

m[5,6] is chosen. 

Step II: 

         With respect to the m[5,6] chosen in Step I, its value is equal to  

m[4,5]+s(d,d), m[4,6]+s(d,_), and m[5,5]+s(_,d). Hence, one of three 

neighbors can be chosen. Here, m[4,5] is chosen, so the d of the sixth 

column matches the d of the fifth row in the optimal alignment. 

          Step III: 

        Like the preceding steps, the procedure runs iteratively with the cell chosen 

in the last step till reaching the m[0,0].  

 17

]1||,1|[| 21 ++ SSm

  The arrows in Table 2.8 indicate chosen cells during the procedure of finding the 

optimal alignment of cacdbd and cabbdb. A path, called an optimal path, from m[0,0] and 

 is formed during this procedure. As more than one candidate cell can 

be chosen in each step, several optimal paths exist in matrix m. In other words, two 

sequences have several optimal alignments with the same optimal score. The arrows in 

Table 2.4 compose an optimal path for the sequences of cacdbd and cabbdb. The 

corresponding optimal alignment is Table 2.9. Table 2.10 is another optimal alignment of 

“cacdbd” and “cabbdb”. 
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Table 2.8: An optimal alignment 

 c  A _ c d b d _
 c  A b _ _ b d b

 

Table 2.9: Another optimal alignment 

 c  A _ c _ d b d
 c  A b _ b d b _

 

2.2.3  Multiple sequence alignment 

 The preceding algorithm only finds the optimal alignment of two sequences. In 

some applications, however, multiple sequences need to be aligned. Intuitively, the 

dynamic programming technique can be applied again to solve this problem. But the 

exponential time complexity of the algorithm makes it unsuitable for practical use 

[GUSF1997]. Instead of finding an optimal alignment, some algorithms find a suboptimal 

alignment for multiple sequences. One of classic algorithms is the center star method 

[GUSF1997]. Let S denote a set of sequences to be aligned. The center star algorithm 

first selects a sequence Sc as the center sequence, which maximizes Equation 2.5.  

∑ ∈SS ci
i

SSV ),(  (2.5) 
 

Then Sc is aligned with each of the remaining sequences. Figure 2.2 is the center star 

algorithm. 

 
 
 
 
 

 18
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 is a set of sequences; MV is the scoring matrix; A is a multiple alignment for S. 

quation (2.5) in S 

 be the aligned sequences of the optimal alignment of Sc
* and Si 

s in A except  and , at locations  
e spaces are inserted into Sc

*  
ndFor  

}   
Figure 2.2: The center star multiple alignment algorithm 

Given three sequences, abc, abd, and dbc and the scoring matrix in Table 2-3, the 

center star algorithm works as follows: 

     Step I:  Select the sequence abc as S according to Equation (2.5).   

     Step II: Align the sequences abc and abd to get the following optimal alignment: 

                  a b c _  

              a b _ d  

             The above two aligned sequences are added to A.  

                      

 Step III: Align the sequences abc_ and dbc to get their optimal alignment: 

                 _ a b c _ 

                 d_  b c _ 

Algorithm  CenterStarAlignment (In: S, MV; Out A) 
// S
{ 
      Find Sc according to E
      For each Si in S-{Sc} 
            Let Sc

* be the aligned sequence of Sc in A 
            // A only contains the sequences, which have been aligned.               
            Let S and S'*

c  '
i

            Add cS  and iS  to A '* '

 '*
cS '

iS            Add spaces to the aligned sequence
            wher
     E

c 

⎟⎟
⎠

⎞
⎜⎜
⎝

⎛
=

d
c

b
b

a
a

A
_

_
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ned sequence of abc_ in the alignment, 

_d in A is added with a space in the corresponding 

position too. At the same time, the aligned sequence d_bc_ is added to A.  

                             
⎟

⎠

⎜

⎝

t of edit operations which transform one tree into another. The allowed operations 

t X be a tree and let X[i] be the ith node of tree X in a preorder walk of the tree. 

tree A of size n1 and a tree B of size n2 is a set of ordered 

ns for all (i1, j1), (i2, 

As a space is inserted into the alig

ned sequence abthe alig

⎞⎛ __ cba

⎟
⎟

⎜
⎜=

_
_

_
_ d

cb
ba

d
A  

2.2.4 Tag trees, similarity, and mapping 

 A web document can be represented with a tag tree and, like the definition of 

sequence similarity, the similarity of two trees [TAI1997, VALI2002] is defined based on 

a se

include node removal, node insertion, and node replacement. An alternative way of 

representing tree similarity is tree mapping. Tree mapping [TAI1997] is formally defined 

as: 

 Le

A mapping M between a 

pairs(i,j), one from each tree, satisfying the following conditio

j2) M∈ : 

(1) i1=i2 iff  j1=j2; 

(2) A[i1] is on the left of A[i2] iff  B[j1] is on the left B[j2]; 

(3) A[i1] is an ancestor of A[i2] iff  B[j1] is an ancestor of B[j2]. 

According to the definition, a node is not allowed to repeat more than one time and the 

relationships of sibling and hierarchy among nodes are both preserved. In addition, 
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mapped

 to the time complexity of pping in the general setting, a restricted 

tree ma

cro

 b

 nodes may reside at different levels. Several algorithms exist to find the maximal 

mapping between two trees. [CHEN2001] shows the time complexity of these algorithms 

is greater than quadratic. 

Owing  tree ma

], called sipping algorithm [YANG1999 mple tree mapping (STM) is used to 

evaluate the similarity of two trees. In the algorithm, mapped nodes are not allowed to 

ss levels.  

Let A and B e two trees and BjAi ∈∈ ,  two nodes in A and B, respectively. A 

matching between two trees is pping M such that for every pair (i, j) 

M, 

 B, 

atching between Am and Bn is larger than any maximum 

aximum matching 

 defined to be a ma

∈ i and j are non-root nodes. Their parents have identical symbols where 

(parent(i),parent(j))∈M. A maximum matching is a matching with the maximum number 

of pairs. 

Let A=<RA, A1,A2, ....,Am> and B=<RB,B1,B2.....,Bn> be two trees, where RA and RB 

are the roots of A and B. Ai and Bj are the ith and jth first-level subtrees of A and

respectively. When RA and RB contain identical symbols, the maximum matching between 

A and B is MA,B+1, where MA,B is the maximum matching between <A1,A2, ....,Am>  and 

<B1,B2.....,Bn>. MA,B can be obtained by the following dynamic programming scheme: 

1. If the maximum m

matching between Am and Bi ( 1≤i≤n), then MA,B is the maximum matching 

between <A1,A2, ....,Am-1>  and <B1,B2.....,Bn-1> plus the m

between Am and Bn. 
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m. Given two trees, if their root symbols are 

rned. Otherwise, the algorithm finds 

 maximum matching between first-level subtrees of A and B and saves it in W. Based 

, a dynamic programming scheme is applied to find the number of pairs 

, B; Out Nm) 
er of matching.  

ees A and B contain distinct symbols 

of first-level sub trees of A 
ber of first-level sub trees of B 

r i=0 .... m 
        M[0,j]=0 for j=0......n  

        For i=1 To m  
9.                 For j=1 t
10.                        M[i,j]=m j]) 
11.                           where W[i,j]=SimpleTreeMatching(Ai,Bj); 
12.                EndFor 

returned as the maximum matching between trees A and B (line 14). The MN1,N15 matrix 

2.  Otherwise, MA,B is the same as the maximum matching between <A1,A2, ....,Am>  

and <B1,B2.....,Bn-1>, or <A1,A2, ....,Am-1>  and <B1,B2,....,Bn>  

 Figure 2.3 shows the STM algorith

distinct, then the number of matching is zero and retu

the

on the W matrix

in a maximum matching between A and B. 

Algorithm: SimpleTreeMatching (In: A
// A and B are two trees; Nm is the numb
{ 
1.    If the roots of the two tr
2.       Return 0 
3.    Else 
4.        m=the number 
5.        n=the num
6.       Initialize M[i,0]=0 fo
7.               
8. 

o n 
ax(M[i,j-1],M[i-1,j],M[i-1,j-1]+ W[i,

13.        EndFor 
14.        Return M[m,n]+1  
15. End If 
} 

Figure 2.3: The simple tree mapping algorithm  
(Adapted from [YANG1999, P.3]) 

 

 Figure 2.4 is an example adapted from [YANG1999] to demonstrate the 

algorithm. To find the maximum matching between trees A and B, their root symbols N1 

and N15 are compared at first. Because two symbols are identical, MN1,N15[4,2]+1 is 
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 jth first level subtress of A and B, which is 

comput

m, 

e mappings between nodes are found by tracing back the Ms and Ws. The procedure is 

milar in spirit to the one of constructing the optimal alignment of two sequences, so it 

oes not be explained any more. The detail of the procedure refers to [YANG1999].    

 

 

 

is computed based on matrix WN1,N15. Each entry in WN1,N15, say WN1,N15[i,j], is the 

maximum  matching between the ith and

ed recursively based on its M  matrix (line 11). For example, WN1,N15[4,2] is 

computed recursively by building matrices MN5,N17, WN5,N17, MN11,N20, and WN11,N20. All 

the relevant cells are shaded in Figure 2.4. 

After getting the maximum matching between two trees with the STM algorith

th

si

d
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MN1,N15                                                                                          WN1,N15 

 0 1(N16) 2(N16-N17)
0 0 0 0 

 24

1(N2) 0 3 3 
2(N2 ) 0 3 5 -N3
3( 0 3 5 N2-N4) 
4(N2-N5) 0 3 6 
 

MN5,N17                                                                                           N5,N17 

 0 1(N20) 2(N2

W

0-N21)
 0 0 0 0 

1(N11) 0 2 2 
 

MN11,N20                                                                                           WN11,N20 

 0 1(N22) 
 0 0 0 

1(N12) 0 1 
2(N12-N13) 0 1 
3(N12-N14) 0 1 

 

Figure 2.4: The simple tree mapping example  

 
(Adapted from [YANG1999, p.4]) 

N16) 2(N17)  1(
1(N2) 3 0 
2(N3) 0 2 
3(N4) 2 0 
4(N5) 0 3 

 1(N20) 2(N21) 
1(N11) 2 0 

 1(N22) 
1(N12) 1 
2(N13) 0 
3(N14) 0 
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ternal 

node, except the root, has at least two children; the corresponding edges are labeled with 

the subsequences of S, and these edge labels start with distinct tokens. For example, 

Figure 2.5 is the suffix tree of the sequence abcdab. The root has four child nodes. Four 

edge labels are cdab, dab, b and ab, respectively. These labels have distinct starting 

tokens. Furthermore, the suffix of S has |S| leaves and the sequence generated by 

concatenating edge labels from the root to a leaf is a suffix of S. The token $, sequence 

end marker, is adde ther suffix. 

2.2.5 Suffix Tree 

For a sequence S, its suffix tree is defined as a rooted, directed tree. Each in

d to distinguish the suffix, which is the prefix of ano

 

Figure 2.5: The suffix tree of the sequence abcdab 

The brute force algorithm has quadratic time complexity to build the suffix tree of 

a sequence [DROZ2005]. An efficient algorithm, called the Ukkonen algorithm, runs in 

time proportional to the length of a sequence in general [GUSF1997]. When each token 

in a sequence is distinct, the time complexity of the algorithm is still quadratic. Because 

many text books address suffix tree algorithms, the algorithm is not explained here. The 

interested readers refer to [GUSF1997, DROZ2005]. 
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ositions are discovered in a 

sequen

e concatenated as abcdab$cdab&. Then 

the general suffix tree is built with the Ukkonen algorithms.  

The leaf nodes in a suffix tree contain only suffix positions. However, in a 

generalized suffix tree, leaf nodes include suffix positions as well as sequence identifiers, 

which indicate the sequence to which a suffix position belongs. Based on the generalized 

suffix tree, not only the subsequences repeating in a sequence, but also the subsequences 

occurring in several sequences, called common subsequences, are found. Figure 2.6 is the 

generalized suffix tree of “abcdab” and “cdab”.  

One prominent feature of the suffix tree is the ability to find and locate repeated 

subsequences in a sequence quickly. In the suffix tree of a sequence, each node (except 

the root) represents a subsequence, and the number of leaf nodes in its subtree is the 

repeating times of the subsequence. On the other hand, by traversing a suffix tree in 

postorder, repeating subsequences as well as their suffix p

ce. For example, in Figure 2.5, the subsequence ab repeats in the abcdab two times 

and the suffix positions are one and five. 

The suffix tree of several sequences is called as a generalized suffix tree 

[GUSF1997]. A generalized tree is constructed as follows: a single sequence is generated 

by concatenating sequences, each of which is added with a distinct end marker. For 

example, the sequences, abcdab and cdab, can b
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$

b
a

b

d
c

b

b
a

$d
c

b
d

c

a

b
a

d

{(1,5)}

{(1,1)}

{(1,3),(2,1)}

&
{(2,3)}

{(1,6)}
{(1,2)}

{(1,4),(2,2)} &

{(2,4)}

Figure 2.6: The generalized suffix tree of abcdab and cda 

 

as f

nted in two ways: a sequence of 

plexity of aligning multiple strings with the dynamic 

programming technique, a suboptimal algorithm, called the center star 

algorithm, is used to find the alignment of multiple sequences. 

• The similarity of two trees is defined in a similar way as sequences. A simple 

tree mapping algorithm is used to reduce the time complexity of finding the 

maximal mapping between two trees. In this mapping, the matched nodes in 

two trees are not allowed to cross tree levels. 

2.2.6  Summary 

In this section, prerequisite knowledge is given. The main points of this section are 

ollows: 

• The similarity of two strings can be represe

minimal edit operations or an optimal alignment. 

• Given a scoring matrix, the optimal alignment of two sequences is obtained 

with the algorithm based on the dynamic programming technique.  

• Owing to the time com
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ay to generate a 

single sequence. Then a generalized suffix tree is built to find common 

subsequences.             

2.3.1 Terms and a running example 

A web page document consists of data (called contents) presenting information 

and some other tokens (called separators), which specify the display information of data. 

For example, in a web page, tags, such as <a>, are called separators, and texts or image 

filenames are called content. Moreover, content is separated by one or more separators. If 

content is contiguous without intervening separators, it is usually considered as one unit. 

As the syntax rather than the semantic of content is concerned, a special symbol, TEXT, 

is used to represent all content in a document. Structured data is content grouped together 

on a web page based on its visual appearance. As the structured data on web pages may 

• The suffix tree technique is used to discover the repeating subsequence in a 

sequence. Multiple sequences are preprocessed in a special w

2.3 The Classification of approaches 

 Many approaches [HSU1998, KUSH1997, MUSL1999, SODE1999, COHE2002 

ADEL1998, RIBE1999] are used to extract data from web page documents. One crucial 

component of these approaches is the construction of extraction rules, which direct the 

procedure for extracting data from web pages (The program for extracting data from data 

sources with extraction rules is usually called a wrapper [WIED1992]). Based upon the 

degree of a user’s involvement in constructing extraction rules, these approaches can be 

classified into three categories: manual, semi-automatic, and automatic. 
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come from backend relational database systems, it is also called data records. These two 

terms, structured data and data record, are interchangeable in this thesis. 

To facilitate the explanation on approaches, a simple web page shown in Figure 

2.7 is used as the running example. Most of the approaches are illustrated based on this 

example. The content of the web page consists of two departments and their students. The 

sequence of data and tags in the web page is shown in Figure 2.8. 

 

Figure 2.7: The running example web page 
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itle>

<b>Computer Science</b></td></tr> 
<a href=””>Jack</a></td></tr> 

<tr> <td><a href=
<tr> <td><a href=””>Mike</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a href=””>Todd</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a href=””>Z
</table> 
<tab
<tr> <td><b>Industry Engineering</b></td></tr> 

<tr> <td><a href=””>Alex</a></td></tr> 

</body> 

<html> 
<head> 
<title>Students in the Departments of University</t
</head> 
<body> 
<table> 
<tr> <td>
<tr> <td>

””>Jane</a></td></tr> 

ach</a></td></tr> 

le> 

<tr> <td><a href=””>John</a></td></tr> 

</table> 

</html> 
Figure 2.8: The sequence of the running example 

ually have some special requirements on provided web pages. For example, 

every tag in a web page must be balanced. As a result, those single starting tags, such as 

2.3.2 The framework  

 The approaches for extracting data from web pages consist of three main 

modules: preprocessing web pages, constructing extraction rules, and extracting data. 

Figure 2.9 shows the general framework. To extract data from web pages in a web site, 

several representative pages are selected as training examples. As approaches construct 

and represent extraction rules in various ways, the preprocessing of web pages is 

optional. In some approaches, users write extraction rules by inspecting the 

characteristics of the context of embedded data. In this case, it is unnecessary to 

preprocess web pages. However, approaches, which automatically generate extraction 

rules, us
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<br>, are balanced by inserting end tags into documents. In addition, some approaches 

extract data based on the tag trees of web pages. As web pages may contain minor 

grammar errors, building their correct tag trees according to the grammar of HTML is 

impossible. In this situation, the preprocessing procedure must correct errors in web 

pages.  

Step I Step II

Training
documents

Similar
Documents

Preprocessing Preprocessing

extracted Data

Extracting data

Extraction
Rules

Constructing

Rules

 

Figure 2.9: The general framework of data extraction approaches 

 Once web p

Extraction

ages are preprocessed, approaches generate extraction rules in various 

ways, s

 

example, some approaches represent extraction rules with a pair of tags preceding and 

following extracted data. Other approaches use a general template of the structure of a 

whole web page.  

uch as inductive learning or hierarchy clustering. As approaches utilize different 

features of the context of embedded data, extraction rules have different forms. For
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2.3.3  Manual category 

The manual approaches [ATZE1997, HAMM1997, HUCK1998, COHE1998, 

SAHU1999, FELD2002] require users to write extraction rules in special extraction 

languages, such as procedural languages [ATZE1997], Perl scripts [COHE1998], and 

LL(k) grammars [CHID1997]. Users, who could be the experts in some domain, inspect 

extracted data and the source code of documents in a data source. Based on the features 

of embedded data, users write extraction rules in (or using) special languages (or 

toolkits). For example, in the web page in Figure 2.7, the department and student names 

are enclosed by <a> and </a> tags and by <b> and </b> ones, respectively.  

 For documents with simple structures, manual approaches are feasible. However, 

the documents in many data sources are very complicated. It is time-intensive and error-

prone to find correct delimiters, such as <a> and <b> in the running example. On the 

other hand, special languages are designed to construct extraction rules. Users must have 

technical expertise in these languages before implementing a wrapper. Furthermore, each 

data source requires a sp mber of data sources on the 

Interne

After extraction rules are generated based on training web pages, the extracting 

procedure uses the rules to extract data from similar web pages, called query web pages.  

ecial wrapper. As there are a large nu

t, these kinds of approaches are not scalable and are labor intensive. Finally, the 

documents in data sources can be modified in the future causing the corresponding 

wrapper to be implemented from scratch again.  
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, 

HSU19

 learning paradigms, such as inductive learning and instance-based 

 MUSL2003, 

KNOB

2.3.4 Semi-automatic category 

In comparison to manual approaches, semi-automatic approaches [COHE2002

98, KUSH1997, MUSL1999, CHAN2004, ZHAI2005a, HOGU2005] only need 

users to label interesting data on web pages instead of inspecting the documents and 

writing extraction rules. Thus, these kinds of approaches to some degree reduce users’ 

labor for generating wrappers. Most of the approaches in this category are based on the 

well-studied machine

learning [MITC1997]. Hence, they are sometimes called wrapper induction approaches.  

The general workflow of these approaches is as follows: users first select a set of 

web pages as training web pages and label the data to be extracted. Special learning 

algorithms then are applied to learn extraction rules for those labeled data on pages. 

Finally, extraction rules are used to direct the extracting procedure to extract data from 

query web pages.      

 The difference among these approaches is how to represent and learn extraction 

rules. For example, OLERA [CHAN2004] takes a template, which is a sequence of 

separators and content, as a rule. In Stalker [MUSL1999, MUSL2002,

2003] and WIEN [KUSH1997, KUSH2000], the tags, which precede and follow 

labeled data, are utilized to form rules. For example, WIEN takes a tuple of tags as a rule. 

Stalker provides a special rule language to compose a rule. In Softmealy [HSU1998], 

rules are represented with special automata. For learning extraction rules, inductive 

learning is used in [KUSH1997, MUSL1999, COHE2002] and the approaches 

[CHAN2004, ZHAI2005a, HOGU2005] are based on instance-learning.     
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es 

than manual ones. However, the approaches in this category still have some 

shortcomings. The approaches require users to provide training examples. As the number 

and distribution of training examples has deep impact on the recall and precision of the 

extracting procedure, choosing a set of suitable training web pages is difficult. Secondly, 

the labor of labeling data is intensive in some approaches. For example, in WIEN 

[KUSH1997, KUSH2000], all data to be extracted on a web page needs to be labeled.  

heuristics of similar structured data embedded on web pages, these kinds 

of approache All of these 

approaches depend on a fundamental assumption: the same type of structured data on 

web e able 

2.10  si These 

Compared with manual approaches, semi-automatic approaches do not require 

users with technical expertise on special rule languages. In addition, users do not need to 

have knowledge of special domains. All they need to do is label the content to be 

extracted. Therefore, for users, semi-automatic approaches have flatter learning curv

2.3.5 Automatic category 

Semi-automatic approaches reduce the labor of users by replacing manual 

construction of extraction rules with data labeling. However, they still have the 

shortcoming of needing users’ involvement. To overcome this shortcoming, various 

approaches [LIU2003, LIU2005, ZHAI2005b, CHAN2001, EMBL1999, ARAS2003, 

BUTT2001, CRES2001, CRES2004] generate extraction rules automatically. By utilizing 

the features or 

s automatically discriminate structured data on web pages. 

 pages is embedded with a similar sequ nce of tags and content. For example, T

 shows two sequences of embedding milar structured data on a web page. 
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sequences are completely identical except em ded content, which is denoted with the 

token, TEXT. 

Table 2.10: Two sequences embedding similar structured data 

Record I Record II 

bed

<tr><td>         

</td></tr> 
<tr><td>          

          <b><span>TEXT</span></b><br>          
<span><span>TEXT</span></span><br></td> 
      <td><a>TEXT</a></td> 
</tr> 

<tr><td>      

</td></tr> 
<tr><td> 

         <b><span>TEXT</span></b><br> 
         <span><span>TEXT</span> 
</span><br></td> 
       <td><a>TEXT</a></td> 

<a><img></a><a><b>TEXT</b></a><br>TEXT 

<span>TEXT<span>TEXT</span></span><br> 

<a><img></a><a><b>TEXT</b></a><br>TEXT 

 <span>TEXT<span>TEXT</span></span><br> 

</tr> 
 

 These approaches can be further classified into two subcategories: finding 

structured data on a web page or through a set of similar web pages. The approaches 

data from web pages with a single 

structu

[EMBL1999, BUTT2001, CHAN2001, LIU2003, LIU2005, ZHAI2005b] belong to the 

first subcategory. These kinds of approaches have a special requirement on web pages. 

Similar structured data must repeat at least two times on a web page. The reason is that 

these approaches rely on contiguous similar subsequences to discriminate structured data 

and their boundaries. Hence, they cannot extract 

re. In addition, these approaches only focus on processing web pages one by one. 

They do not discuss how to generate extraction rules.  

 The second subcategory includes [HAMM1997, CRES2001, LERM2001, 

ARAS2003]. In these approaches, a set of similar web pages is selected as training web 

pages. By finding similarities and dissimilarities among pages, they generate a template 

for a web page or structured data. Then the templates are taken as extraction rules to 

extract similar structured data in query web pages.  
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f 

approaches transform users’ involvement from pre-processing to post–processing. 

Extracted data by these approaches are the whole structured data rather than data items on 

a web page. However, users only may be interested in some data items in structured data. 

Extracted structured data could contain some visual information. For example, some web 

pages use small images as blank lines to format their visual appearance. Automatic 

approaches may consider these images as data items instead of visual information. 

Therefore, users are required to delete these items in extracted structured data manually. 

the 

The automatic approaches can automatically find structured data on web pages 

without users’ labeling. However, these kinds of approaches still have several 

shortcomings. Most of these approaches are based on heuristics and experimental results 

to discover structured data. Therefore, they usually have low recall and precision 

compared to the approaches in the other two categories. Secondly, these kinds o

2.3.6 Summary 

 In this section, a general framework is proposed to explain the approaches for 

extracting data from web pages. All of these approaches usually consist of three basic 

modules: preprocessing, generating extraction rules, and extracting data. Based on 

involvement of users, these approaches are classified into three categories: manual, semi-

automatic, and automatic. 

• In manual approaches, users write extraction rules in special extraction languages 

by inspecting the characteristics of embedded content. These approaches require 

users to have technical expertise in special languages and have a steep learning 
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ces on the Internet. 

re based on a primary 

assumption: s is embedded with 

sim lar subse e p fu to 

gories ding stru  data on a web page or through a set of 

similar web pages. As most of these approaches are based on heuristics or 

experimental results on web pages, they usually have low recall and precision. In 

addition, these approaches need users to post-process extracted structured data. 

Table 2.11 shows the comparison of these three categories. 

Table 2.11: The comparison of three categories 

 Preprocessing Labeling Extraction rules Post-Processing 

curve. Hence, they are time-intensive and error-prone. It is impractical to apply 

manual approaches to process a large number of data sour

• Semi-automatic approaches automatically generate extraction rules based on 

training web pages, which are selected and labeled by users. These approaches 

largely reduce the involvement of users compared to manual approaches. The 

quality of training web pages has direct impact on the performance of the 

extracting procedures, therefore, the selection of training web pages becomes 

crucial. These approaches require users to label content to be extracted. In the 

face of countless data sources, labeling is still nontrivial. 

• Automatic approaches automatically extract structured data from web pages 

without the involvement of users. All of these approaches a

the same type of structured data on web page

i quences. Thes kinds of a proaches can be rther classified in

two subcate : fin ctured

Manual No No Manual No 
Semi-automatic No Yes Automatic No 

Automatic Yes No Automatic Yes 
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or each group, its features and 

advantages or disadvantages ar ore representative 

approaches in each group are elaborated. 

 The organization of this section is as follows. The semi-automatic and automatic 

approaches are explained in Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2, respectively. For each category, a 

general explanation is firstly presented and several representative approaches are 

discussed in detail in the subsections that follow.               

2.4 Methodology 

 This section discusses approaches belonging to the semi-automatic and automatic 

categories. As many approaches exist in each category, they are separated into several 

groups, in which approaches have the same basic idea. F

e briefly explained. In addition, one or m

2.4.1  Semi-automatic approaches 

2.4.1.1 Introduction 

 The semi-automatic approaches can be separated into two groups based on the 

machine learning paradigm. The approaches, Stalker [MUSL1999], WIEN [KUSH1997], 

and Softmealy [HSU1998], are based on the inductive learning method. The difference in 

these approaches is the representation and learning of extraction rules. WIEN 

[KUSH1997] uses a tuple of tags to represent extraction rules, called HTLR (Head, Tail, 

Left, Right) rules in the paper. For example, consider extracting the computer science 

department and its students in the running example. The extraction rule might be: 

[<table>, </table>, <b>, </b>, <a>, </a>, <a>, </a>, <a>, </a>, <a>, </a>, <a>, </a>].  

The first two fields, <table> and </table>, are called head and tail separators, which are 

used to locate a subsequence embedding structured data. The pairs of remaining fields, 
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opts finite automata to 

represe

Figure 2.10 

shows the experimental results of Stalker and WIEN adapted from [MUSL2001] where 

the four columns contain the source name, whether or not the source has missing items or 

items that may appear in various orders, and the number of embedded lists. In addition, a 

dash denotes failure; √ and ≈ mean perfect and imperfect extraction, respectively. 

According to this table, Stalker has better performance than WIEN. Among these three 

approaches, only Stalker is explained in detail in the subsection that follows.  

called left and right separators, locate data items in the subsequence. Given a set of 

labeled training examples, this approach finds a tuple, which can extract those labeled 

structured data on all training web pages. Softmealy [HSU1998] ad

nt extraction rules. As the construction of automata based on training examples is 

infeasible, users need to inspect structured data to specify automata states. The approach 

learns transitions between these states according to training examples. In contrast, Stalker 

[MUSL1999] represents extraction rules with a disjunctive formula (Disjuncts are called 

landmarks in the paper) where rules are organized in a hierarchy. The approach learns 

extraction rules based on the sequence-covering learning method.  

Extraction rules in these three approaches have different expressive power. The 

extraction rule in WIEN is a conjunctive formula, so, it has lower expressive power than 

the disjunctive formula in the other two approaches. Furthermore, WIEN cannot process 

web pages embedding structured data with a different number of data items. In 

Softmealy, users need to specify automata states by inspecting training web pages. It is 

inflexible and requires extra work compared with the other two approaches. 
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SRC Miss Perm Embd WIEN STALKER
S1 - - - √ ≈ 
S2 yes - - - ≈ 
S3   - √ ≈ 
S4 - - - √ √ 
S5 - - - √ √ 
S6 yes - - - ≈ 
S7 yes    √ 
S8 - - - √ √ 
S9 yes - 1 - ≈ 
S10 - - - √ √ 
S11 yes yes - - ≈ 
S12 - - - √ √ 
S13 - - - √ √ 
S14 - - - √ √ 
S15 - - - √ √ 
S16 yes - - - √ 
S17 - - 1 - √ 
S18 yes - - - √ 
S19 - - - √ √ 
S20 - - - √ √ 
S21 yes yes 2 - - 
S22 - - - √ √ 
S23 - - - √ √ 
S24 yes - 1 - ≈ 
S25 - - - √ √ 
S26 - - 1 - ≈ 
S27    √ √ 
S28 - - - √ √ 
S29 yes yes - - - 
S30 - - - √ √ 

 

Figure 2.10: The experimental results of Stalker and Wien 
(Adapted from [MUSL2001, p.17] ) 

 

Another group of approaches, OLERA [CHAN2004], IDE [ZHAI2005a] and 

Thresher [HOGU2005] is based on the instance-based learning paradigm. The difference 

in these approaches is the representation of an instance. OLERA uses a template 
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sequence to represent extraction rules. The template is generated by aligning multiple 

subsequences embedding the same type of structured data. IDE use two subsequences, 

which precede and follow a data item to be extracted, to identify data on web pages. 

Thresher takes a common subtree as extraction rules. A common subtree is generated 

through aligning subtrees containing the same type of structured data on a web page. In 

comparison to above inductive learning approaches, this group of approaches causes less 

work for users since they only need to highlight one structured data (data item) on web 

pages instead of manually generating training data. However, these approaches have a 

common drawback that the generated instance as a rule is too specific or general to 

correctly extract data from similar web pages. For example, Thresher replaces distinct 

nodes in similar subtrees with wildcard nodes to from an instance subtree, which makes 

an instance very general in nature.   

The purpose of Thresher is to annotate web content with the classes and 

predicates based on the resource description framework (RDF) [RDF1999], which is 

related to the semantic web and is beyond the scope of this thesis. In addition, its basic 

idea of finding similar subtrees is the same as NET [LIU2005], which is explained in the 

later subsection that follows. Finally, Thresher searches all subtrees rooted with the same 

node as the root node of an instance subtree in a tag tree, which is inefficient when a tag 

tree contains many nodes. Therefore, only OLERA and IDE are explained in detail in the 

subsections that follow.           
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2.4.1.2 Stalker 

As web pages exhibit hierarchical structures, the training web pages in Stalker 

[MUSL1999, MUSL2002, KNOB2003, MUSL2003] are described with embedded 

catalog (EC) trees. In a tree, the leaves denote content to be extracted. The internal nodes 

represent the subsequences of a web page embedding either a homogeneous list or a 

heterogeneous tuple. A sequence associated with a node is part of the sequence with its 

parent node. For example, Figure 2.11 shows the embedded catalog tree of the running 

example. The node of students In Figure 2.12 is a leaf node whose content or 

subsequences come from its parent node, the List (student) internal node. Note that the 

embedded catalog tree of a web page is specified by users rather than automatically 

discovered by the approach. In an EC tree, each node is associated with the rules 

generated by Stalker based on the provided training examples. Those rules are composed 

by disjuncts (landmarks), such as SkipTo(<a>), with AND or OR logical operators. A 

landmark uses delimiters to locate the position within a sequence of tokens. The 

delimiters are tokens or wildcards which represent a class of tokens. For example, the 

_HtmlTag_ means all html tags and the _Numeric_ denotes numbers. 
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Figure 2.11: The EC tree of the running example 

List (student)
<tr> <td><a>John</a></td></tr><tr> <td> <a >Alex</a></td></tr>

John

students
Alex

 

Figure 2.12: The sequence of an internal node in EC tree 

 Each extraction operation has two rules: a start rule and an end rule. Given a 

sequence, these two rules specify the start and end positions of its subsequence, 

respectively. Consider extracting the student name from the token sequence <tr><td><p> 

<a>John</a></p></td></tr>. The start rule is SkipTo(<a>) and the end rule is 

SkipTo</a>. The meaning of SkipTo(<a>) is: starting from the beginning of the sequence 

and skipping everything till meeting the <a> tag. The meaning of the end rule is: starting 

from the end of the sequence and skipping everything till meeting the </a> tag. For 

example, various rules may be used to extract the student name. The start rules could be 

one of the following two rules. 

R1: SkipTo(<p> _HtmlTag_)     

R2:  SkipTo(<p>) SkipTo(<a>) 
 43
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The meaning of R1 is: skip to the <p> tag and its next token, which is a tag, from the 

beginning of the sequence. The meaning of R2 is: Skip to the <p> tag from the beginning 

of the sequence; then skip everything till meeting the <a> tag. In addition, if an extracted 

subsequence contains a list of structured data, such as a list of students, list iteration rules 

are used repeatedly to find all the elements.  

In the above example, all student names can be located with the delimiters <a> 

and </a>. However, if student names are embedded in the sequence, 

<a>John</a><p>Alex</p> <a>Mile</a>, only two student names can be extracted with 

the preceding rules. In this situation, a disjunctive rule is applied. For a disjunctive rule, 

the extraction procedure extracts items if one of its disjuncts is satisfied. For example, a 

start disjunctive rule would be SkipTo(<a>) OR SkipTo(<p>).  

Once extraction rules are obtained based on training web pages, each edge in an 

EC tree has extraction rules to extract subsequences for a child node from its parent. In 

addition, a list internal node is associated with a list iteration rule. The extracting 

procedure works as follows: given a web page, for each data item to be extracted, a path 

exists from the root to the corresponding leaf node in the EC tree. Following the path 

from the root, each ancestor node of the leaf is extracted iteratively. To illustrate the 

extraction procedure in Stalker, suppose that the rules in Table 2.12 are applied to extract 

student names on the web page in Figure 2.8.  
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Table 2.12: Extraction rules for the running example 

 Start Rules End Rules 

R1 SkipTo(<body>) SkipTo(</body>)

R2 SkipTo(<table>) SkipTo(</table>)

R3 SkipTo( <a>) SkipTo(</table>)

R4 SkipTo(<a>) SkipTo(</a>) 

 

The extracting procedure at first applies the R1 rule to extract the subsequence for 

the node of the list (department-students) from the sequence of the web page, which is 

associated with the root node. Based on the start rule SkipTo(<body>), the procedure 

scans the sequence leftward and skips tokens till reaching the <body> tag; then the end 

rule is applied from the end of the sequence. As a result, the sequence of the node of List 

(department, students) is generated. As the node is a list, the list iteration rule R2 is 

applied iteratively to divide the sequence into two subsequences, which are the content of 

the node of the tuple (department-students) in the EC tree. The R3 rules then are used to 

extract subsequences, which embed a list of student names, from the content of the node 

of the tuple (department-students). At last, the R4 rules are applied iteratively to extract 

all the student names.        

Before proceeding to explain the learning algorithm, several terms used in 

[MUSL1999] need to be explained. Given a rule, a training example is a positive example 

if the target item can be correctly extracted. Otherwise, the example is a negative 

example. A disjunct is called a perfect disjunct if it accepts only true positives.  
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The induction algorithm in Stalker is a typical sequential covering algorithm. As 

long as there are some uncovered positive examples, it tries to learn a perfect disjunct. As 

the procedure for finding the start and end rule is basically the same, only the induction 

of start rules is explained.  

 To learn a start rule, users provide a set of training examples, in which extracted 

items are marked or labeled. The learning algorithm generates an initial set of candidate 

delimiters, which are the tokens immediately before target items in training examples. It 

then greedily searches the set for the best candidate, which covers the largest number of 

positive examples. If the best candidate is a perfect disjunct, it is taken as a disjunct and 

the covering examples are removed. The remaining training examples are processed in 

the same way. If the best candidate is not a perfect disjunct, a terminal, which is one of 

prefix tokens of a target item and repeats in at least two training examples, is selected to 

combine with the best candidate. The new candidate is checked to see if the generated 

disjunct is a perfect one. This procedure runs iteratively till a perfect disjunct is found. 

 Figure 2.13 shows the training examples where extracted items are marked with 

double underlines. To learn the start rule, a set of initial candidates, {<a>, <p>}, is 

generated. In the set, the best candidate is <a> and the disjunct SkipTo(<a>) is a perfect 

disjunct, which accepts the E1, E4, and E5 training examples and  rejects the E2 and E3.  

E1, E4, and E5 are removed from the training examples. Now, the perfect disjunct for E2 

and E3 needs to be found. For these two training examples, the initial candidate is <p>. 

However, the SkipTo(<p>) is not a perfect disjunct because it also extracts the item of 

Mike’s e-mail address. To find the perfect disjunct, the tag <td> is selected to combine 
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with <p>. The SkipTo(<td><p>) is a perfect disjunct. Therefore, the start rule is 

SkipTo(<a>) OR SkipTo(<td><p>).  Note that there are two ways of combining an initial 

candidate and a chosen tag. If a chosen tag is next to or immediately before a candidate, 

they can be concatenated to generate a landmark, such as SkipTo(<td><p>),  which is 

called landmark refinement in Stalker. Otherwise, If the chosen tag is <tr>, then the 

landmark could be SkipTo(<tr>)SkipTo(<p>), which is called topology refinement.        

E1: <tr><td><a>John</a></td></tr> 
E2: <tr><td><p>Alex </p></td></tr> 
E3: <tr><td><p>Mike</p><p>Mike@cs.ttu.edu</p></td></tr>
E4: <tr><td><a>Jane </a></td></tr> 
E5: <tr><td><a>Jake </a></td></tr> 

 
Figure 2.13: A set of training example 

 In comparison to the other similar approaches, Stalker has many advantages, such 

as expressive power and fewer training examples. However, it still has shortcomings. As 

this approach separately extracts data items from web pages, it cannot keep relationships 

between data items on a web page. For example, suppose department and students are 

extracted in the running example. Stalker extracts two department names from the web 

page; then a set of student names are extracted. As a result, the relationship between the 

department and students is lost. The learning algorithm also can not find a consistent 

extraction rule in some situations. For example, suppose the examples in Figure 2.14 are 

the training examples.   
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E1: <p>Chairman</p><a>John</a>
E2: <a>Alex </a> 
E3: <p>Mike</p> 
E4: <a>Jane </a> 
E5: <a>Jake </a> 

 
Figure 2.14: Training examples causing an inconsistent rule 

Based on the learning algorithm, the first perfect disjunct is SkipTo(<a>) and the 

second is SkipTo(<p>). So the start rule is SkipTo(<a>) OR SkipTo(<p>). However, this 

rule may extract the content Chairman in the first training example.  

2.4.1.3  OLERA 

OLERA (On-Line extraction Rule Analysis) in [CHAN2004] is a instance-based 

learning system. Given several training web pages, it learns a pattern or a sequence of 

tokens for similar structured data. The pattern is then used to extract data from other web 

pages having similar structure. In comparison to wrapper induction approaches, this 

approach simplifies and reduces the labor of providing training examples.  

 This approach consists of two steps. Given a training web page, users firstly 

highlight a complete structured data, which contains data items to be extracted. The 

subsequence of tokens (called example sequence, says ), which embeds the highlighted 

structured data, is located in the sequence of a web page (called document sequence, 

says ). For example, the highlighted block in Figure 2.15 is a structured data consisting 

of the computer science department and its students. Figure 2.16 shows the example 

subsequence.  

tS

dS

 48
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Figure 2.15: Highlighted structured data on a web page 

 

<tr> <td><b>TEXT</b></td></tr>
<tr><td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr> 

 
Figure 2.16: The example sequence of the highlighted data 

 The example sequence is then aligned with the document sequence to discover all 

approximate matching subsequences. The optimal alignment of the sequences and   

is obtained by using dynamic programming with base conditions 

tS dS

||,....1,0;0),0(
||,....1,0;*)0,(

d

t

SjjV
SidiiV

==
=−=

 

and general recurrence.    
 49
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The  is the score of matching two tokens; d is the score of a token 

against space and is greater than zero. Usually, the value of  is greater 

than the one of d.  

])[],[( jSiSmatch dt

])[],[( jSiSmatch dt

 Based on the matrix of the optimal alignment of and , the position  in  

is identified. It has the property that  has the greatest value among all 

 and is greater than a specified threshold value. For this , the approximate 

matching subsequence  can be output by backtracking the matrix from 

to according to the rules mentioned in Section 2.2.2. Figure 2.17 

illustrates this procedure. For the remaining sequences S  and , 

the procedure is recursively applied to find all approximate matching sequences. 

tS

1[d

dS

]'k

'j

|,...,

dS

|]d

)|,(| 'jSV t

)|,(| jSV t

)|,(| 'jSt

'j

S

],...,[ '' jkSd

),0( 'k

,..., 1[ '
d Sj +

 

Figure 2.17 The illustration of approximate matching subsequence  

(Adapted from [CHAN2004], p.3)  
 50
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As approximate matching sequences are not identical, they are aligned together to 

form a general pattern. For example, Figure 2.18 is the subsequence containing content of 

the industrial engineering department and its students. It is an approximate matching 

subsequence of the example sequence in Figure 2.16. In this scenario, the general pattern 

of two subsequences happens to be the example sequence itself. If a web page only 

contains one structured data, at least two training web pages are highlighted. The 

corresponding example sequences are aligned to generate a general pattern.    

<tr> <td><b>TEXT</b></td></tr>
<tr> <td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a>TEXT</a></td></tr>

Figure 2.18: subsequence similar to the example sequence 

While all approximate matching sequences are discovered on training web pages, 

embedded structured data are extracted and put in a table. Each column of a table 

contains one data item in the structured data. Users mark the columns to specify data 

items in which they are interested. 

After obtaining the general pattern and data items to be extracted, the approach 

then explores query web pages to find subsequences approximately matching the pattern. 

Accordingly, expected data items embedded in them are extracted.  

 In comparison to wrapper induction approaches, OLERA largely reduces the 

labor and time of constructing training examples. Furthermore, the approach is very 

simple and does not require users having technical expertise. Finally, the approach can be 

applied to extract structured data embedded in semi-structured plain text files. As the 

paper does not do experiments to compare OLERA with other approaches, its 

experimental results are not shown here.    
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 However, this approach has several shortcomings. As each of the similar 

structured data is not identical on web pages, the approach could find wrong 

subsequences, which approximately match the pattern. For example, an approximate 

matching subsequence spans two contiguous structured data. Figure 2.19 shows an 

example to illustrate the scenario. In this example, the matching score is three and the 

score d of a token against space is 1. The first row and column are the document 

sequence and example sequence, respectively. According to the approximate matching 

procedure, the subsequence <a>TEXT</a></td></tr></table><table><tr><td> <b>TEXT 

</b>, which is showed with arrows, is obtained. However, the subsequence consists of 

two structured data.  

 Furthermore, the approach requires users to adjust the threshold value when 

similar structured data cannot be extracted from web pages. As users have no prior 

knowledge of web pages, they need to test different values and finally find a suitable 

value. This task is tedious and time consuming.  

Finally, the approach is not able to discover approximate matching subsequences 

embedding nesting structured data. For example, the approach considers the structured 

data in the running example to consist of the department name and five student names 

rather than the department and a list of students. In this scenario, if the difference of the 

number of students in two departments is very large, the approach considers their nesting 

subsequences as dissimilar and fails to extract embedded structured data.  
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  <table> <tr> <td> <a> TEXT </a> </td> </tr> </table> <table> <tr> <td> <b> TEXT </b> </td> </tr> </table> 

  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

<a> -1 -1 -1 -1 3 2 1 0 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 -1 

TEXT -2 -2 -2 -2 2 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 2 1 0 -1 -2 

</a> -3 -3 -3 -3 1 5 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 

<b> -4 -4 -4 -4 0 4 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 6 5 4 3 2 1 

TEXT -5 -5 -5 -5 -1 3 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 5 9 8 7 6 5 

</b> -6 -6 -6 -6 -2 2 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 4 8 12 11 10 9 

  Figure 2.19: Approximate matching subsequence spanning two structured data 
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2.4.1.4 IDE 

IDE [ZHAI2005a] (Instance based Data Extraction) adopts the instance-based 

learning method to extract data from web pages. In comparison to OLERA, IDE extracts 

data from web pages only embedding a single structured data. Furthermore, OLEA first 

extracts structured data from web pages and then extracts data items users are interested. 

In IDE, users only label data items they want to extract, called target items. Finally, 

OLEA generates a common pattern to represent subsequences embedding structured data. 

However, in IDE, the prefix and suffix subsequences, which precede and follow a target 

item respectively, are taken as rules to discover data items on similar web pages. 

To extract data from a collection of web pages, users randomly select a web page 

and label data items to be extracted. For each of the target items, the prefix and suffix 

sequences are generated and stored. For example, suppose <tr><td><b>Computer 

Science</b></td></tr> is part of the sequence of a web page. The underlined content is 

the target item. Then prefix and suffix sequences could be <tr><td><b> and 

</b></td></tr>, respectively. The prefix and suffix sequences may be too short to 

uniquely identify a target item on a web page, so users can specify longer subsequences. 

After a page is labeled, query web pages are chosen to extract data items based on 

stored prefix and suffix sequences. For a target item, its prefix and suffix sequences are 

separately used to match the sequence of a web page. The difference between the prefix 

and suffix matching is the direction. For the prefix sequence, the comparison starts from 

the right to left. The suffix sequence is compared from the left to right. Figure 2.20 

illustrates the difference. 
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Figure 2.20: The comparing directions of prefix and suffix sequences 

 As the searching procedure is the same for the prefix and suffix matching, only 

the prefix matching is used to explain the comparison. For a prefix sequence, its 

rightmost token, such as <b>, repeats many times in a document sequence. At each 

incurring position, the prefix sequence is compared with preceding tokens one by one 

from right to left. If two tokens do not match, the comparison stops. The number of 

matching is recorded. Figure 2.21 shows the example of comparing a prefix sequence at 

two positions. The left has only one match but the right three matches. The same 

procedure except the comparison direction executes for the suffix sequence. 

 

Figure 2.21: Two comparisons of a prefix sequence 

After the prefix and suffix matching, the following step is to locate data items. For 

a set of prefix positions, the position with the largest number of the prefix matching, is 

selected as the start position of a data item. In the same way, for a set of suffix positions, 

the position having the largest number of suffix matches is chosen as the end position. 

The data item between the start and end position is the one to be extracted. 
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The experimental results of comparing this approach with FETCH are shown in 

Figure 2.22 and the problem descriptions are shown as follow:  

• miss: The page contains the target item, but it is not found. 

• found-no: The page does not contain the target item, but the system finds a wrong 

one. 

• wrong: The page has the target item, but a wrong one is found. 

• partial err: The page contains the target item, but the system finds only part of it. 

• page err: It is the number of pages with extraction errors (any of the four types 

above). 

According to experimental results, IDE has better performance than Fetch and reduces 

the involvement of users in comparison to OLEA and other wrapper induction 

approaches. However, the main drawback is that the IDE only can process web pages 

embedding a single structured data.   
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Site Labeled 
pages 

IDE FETCH 
miss found Wr. partial 

err. 
page 
err. 

miss found Wr. partial 
err. 

page 
err. 

alight 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
amazon 5 0 0 0 0 0 13 2 1 0 15 
avenue 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 

bargainoutfitters 8 0 0 6 0 6 0 0 9 0 9 
circuitcity 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 3 4 

computer4sure 4 0 0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0 4 
computersurplusoutlet 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

dell 7 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 3 
gap 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
Hp 2 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 7 13 21 

kmart 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
kohls 5 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 
nike 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

officemax 3 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 7 9 38 
oldnavy 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 5 5 

paul 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
reebok 2 0 0 0 0 0 11 0 0 0 11 
sony 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 7 8 

shoebuy 1 0 0 0 0 0 5 0 0 26 31 
shoes 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 
staples 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 10 0 10 
target 2 0 0 0 0 0 24 0 0 1 25 

victoriasecret 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 14 14 
walmart 2 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 0 9 

Total 72 0 0 6 0 6 98 2 25 80 212 
Recall  99.9% 95.7% 

Precision  99.9% 97.8% 
Page accuracy  99.5% 82.5% 

 

Figure 2.22: The experimental results of comparing IDE with FETCH  
(Adapted from [ZHAI2005a, p.11]) 
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2.4.1.5 Summary 

 This section mainly discusses semi-automatic approaches. Based on the 

learning paradigms, these approaches can be classified into inductive learning and 

instance-based learning categories.  

 The inductive learning approaches, such as Stalker [MUSL1999], WIEN 

[KUSH1997], and Softmealy [HSU1998], are different in the construction and 

representing of extraction rules. WIEN uses the tag tuples to represent extraction rules 

and automatically learns rules from the training data. In comparison to manual 

approaches, this approach reduces the labor of users. As a tag tuple in essence is a 

conjunctive whose expressiveness is weak, WIEN cannot cope with structured data, each 

of which has a different number of data items. To overcome WIEN’s drawback, 

Softmealy represents rules with automata whose expressiveness is more powerful than 

conjunctive form. However, this approach needs users to provide the structures of 

automata by inspecting the training data instead of automatically generating them. This 

work is not easy for users because the number of data items in each structured data is 

different.   Stalker represents extraction rules with disjunctives, so its expressiveness is 

equivalent to Softmealy. In addition, a rule language is proposed to construct extraction 

rules, which results in less workload in comparison to Softmealy. Finally, extraction rules 

in Stalker are hierarchically organized in an embedded catalog tree. This organization 

accurately reflects the nature of structured data embedded on web pages.  

 As Stalker extracts each kind of data item independently, it fails to keep 

relationships between data items. In addition, the approach learns extraction rules based 
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on the sequential covering algorithm, which could generate inconsistent extraction rules 

in some situations.  

 The approaches, OLERA [CHAN2004], IDE [ZHAI2005a], and Thresher 

[HOGU2005], are based on the instance-based learning paradigm. They represent 

instances with different formats. OLERA uses a template sequence to represent extraction 

rules. In IDE, extraction rules are represented with two sequences preceding and 

following a data item to be extracted. Thresher adopts a common subtree to represent 

extraction rules. In comparison to inductive learning approaches, these approaches reduce 

the labor of users by highlighting structured data or data items to be extracted instead of 

manually preparing training data. One common drawback of these approaches, however, 

is that the generated instances are too general or specific to correctly extract structured 

data from similar web pages. In addition, IDE only can extract data from web pages 

containing a single structured data. OLERA cannot extract structured data which contains 

nested structured data and cannot correctly distinguish the boundary of two contiguous 

embedded structured data in some situations. In Thresher, the algorithm for searching 

similar subtrees on a web page becomes very inefficient while many nodes in a tag tree 

have the same tag as the root node of an instance.     
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2.4.2  Automatic approaches 

2.4.2.1 Introduction 

 Automatic approaches [EMBL1999, CHAN2001, BUTT2001, CRES2001, 

LIU2003, ARAS2003, LERM2004, ZHAI2005b, LIU2005] utilize the characteristics of 

web pages to automatically discover embedded structured data without the involvement 

of users. These approaches are based on the observations that most of web pages on web 

sites are generated on the fly according to the predefined templates by dynamically 

retrieving embedded data from back-end databases. Furthermore, similar structured data 

on a web page are embedded with similar sequences of symbols.  

Based on the ways of locating structured data, automatic approaches can be 

classified into three subcategories: extracting structured data with web page templates,   

extracting structured data with heuristic rules, and directly extracting structured data on a 

web page.  

The approaches [CRES2001, ARAS2003, LERM2004] find a common template 

for a set of similar web pages to locate structured data. Roadrunner [CRES2001] 

generates a union-free regular expression to represent a set of similar web pages by 

resolving dissimilarities among training web pages. In comparison to [ARAS2003] and 

[LERM2004], Roadrunner can extract structured data containing nested structured data. 

The approach in [ARAS2003] constructs a template based on the frequencies of 

separators on training web pages. It is based on the idea that the separators (or tags) 

should have the same frequency in similar web pages, which are generated by using a 

common template with different content (or structured data). [LERM2004] has the same 
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basic idea as [ARAS2003]. The difference is that it focuses on extracting structured data 

embedded on web pages with tables and lists.  

The approaches [EMBL1999, BUTT2001] apply heuristic rules or experimental 

results on separators (or tags), which are often used by web pages to delimit structured 

data, to extract structured data. For example, most web pages uses separators <table> and 

</table> to enclose a completely structured data. The experimental results of these 

approaches are shown with the column OMINI in Table 2.14, which is adapted from 

[LIU2003]. In this table, the column, Obj, is the number of structured data supposed to be 

extracted from a web page.  

According to the experimental results, they have lower precision and recall in 

comparison to other approaches. So, they are not explained any more. 

Table 2.13: The experimental results of the MDR, OMINI and IEPAD 
(Adapted from [LIU2003,p.8]) 

 
URL Obj. MDR OMINI IEPAD 

cor. found cor. found 
www.bookbuyer.com 4 4 2 4 4 5 

www.powells.com 4 4 4 5 0 0 
www.barnesandnoble.com 4 4 0 5 0 7 

www.codysbooks.com 6 6 0 3 6 7 
www.bookpool.com 25 25 25 26 0 12 
www.borders.com 25 25 25 25 14 14 

www.alphabetstreet.infront.co.uk 10 10 0 8 10 10 
www.ebay.com 7 7 0 1 7 7 

auctions.yahoo.com 6 6 0 3 6 7 
www.drugstore.com 8 8 0 0 7 7 
www.epicurious.com 3 3 0 0 0 12 
www.mymenus.com 6 6 0 2 0 6 
www.cooking.com 11 11 0 3 9 14 

www.eve.com 9 9 0 2 9 9 
www.etoys.com 5 5 4 4 5 5 

www.tourvacationstogo.com 70 70 70 70 0 5 
www.tourturkey.com 6 6 5 6 0 0 
www.asiatravel.com 18 18 0 4 15 15 
www.mapquest.com 2 2 0 4 0 5 

http://www.bookbuyer.com/
http://www.powells.com/
http://www.barnesandnoble.com/
http://www.codysbooks.com/
http://www.bookpool.com/
http://www.borders.com/
http://www.alphabetstreet.infront.co.uk/
http://www.ebay.com/
http://www.drugstore.com/
http://www.epicurious.com/
http://www.mymenus.com/
http://www.cooking.com/
http://www.eve.com/
http://www.etoys.com/
http://www.tourvacationstogo.com/
http://www.tourturkey.com/
http://www.asiatravel.com/
http://www.mapquest.com/
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www.travelocity.com 5 5 0 7 5 5 
www.ubid.com 22 22 0 2 13 27 
www.grijns.net 62 62 0 14 5 5 

journeys.20m.com 8 8 3 5 8 10 
www.softwareoutlet.com 9 9 0 3 8 9 

qualityinks.com/index.php 66 66 0 22 0 0 
www.nothingbutsoftware.com 17 17 14 17 14 14 

www.newegg.com 12 12 0 5 6 6 
chemstore.cambridgesoft.com 5 5 5 5 5 5 

www.godaddy.com 4 4 0 2 4 11 
www.compusa.com 8 8 0 3 8 8 

www.radioshack.com 9 9 3 4 9 9 
www.earlemn.com 4 4 4 5 0 0 

www.kadybooks.com 20 20 0 50 10 10 
www.kidsfootlocker.com 9 9 0 1 9 9 

shop.lycos.com 13 13 0 2 5 5 
thenew.hp.com 4 4 0 5 0 10 
www.dell.com 5 5 5 5 5 5 

www.circuitcity.com 4 4 0 0 0 6 
www.overstock.com 3 3 3 3 0 8 

www.kodak.com 3 3 0 6 0 6 
www.flipdog.com 25 25 25 28 0 0 

www.summerjobs.com 20 20 0 3 0 7 
search.lycos.com 10 10 0 8 10 10 

www.northemlight.com 10 9 10 11 10 10 
www.coolhits.com 20 20 20 21 0 0 
www.mamma.com 15 15 15 20 15 15 

Total 621 620 242 432 241 357 
Recall/Precision  99.8%/100% 39%/56% 39%/67% 

 

The approaches, IEPAD [CHAN2001], MDR [LIU2003], DEPTA [ZHAI2005b], 

NET [LIU2005] directly extract structured data from a web page by searching similar 

subsequences (or subtrees) in the sequence (or a tag tree) of a web page. One special 

requirement of these kinds of approaches on a web page is that structured data must 

repeat more than one time. IEPAD uses the suffix technique to find repeating 

subsequences on a web page and then apply some heuristic rules to determine those 

repeating subsequences embedding structured data. As the sequence of a web page have 

many repeating subsequences, it is very difficult to find correct subsequences based on 

http://www.travelocity.com/
http://www.ubid.com/
http://www.grijns.net/
http://www.softwareoutlet.com/
http://www.nothingbutsoftware.com/
http://www.newegg.com/
http://www.godaddy.com/
http://www.compusa.com/
http://www.radioshack.com/
http://www.earlemn.com/
http://www.kadybooks.com/
http://www.kidsfootlocker.com/
http://www.dell.com/
http://www.circuitcity.com/
http://www.overstock.com/
http://www.kodak.com/
http://www.flipdog.com/
http://www.summerjobs.com/
http://www.northemlight.com/
http://www.coolhits.com/
http://www.mamma.com/
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heuristic rules. Hence, this approach has poor performance (See the experimental results 

in Table 2.14). MDR, DEPTA, and NET process the tag tree in place of the sequence of a 

web page. The fundamental difference in these three approaches is the algorithm for 

determining the similarity of two subtrees. MDR adopts the conventional sequence 

alignment algorithm to determine whether two subtrees are similar or not. NET and 

DEPTA use the simple tree mapping (STM) to find similar subtrees. In addition, DEPTA 

adopts the heuristics to align the data items in extracted structured data, so it has better 

performance than MDR. The experimental results of MDR and DEPTA adapted from 

[ZHAI2005b] are shown in Table 2.15, where the column, MDR-2 Step1, is the 

experimental results of using the simple tree mapping (STM) to replace the conventional 

sequence alignment algorithm in MDR and the column, Step 2, is the experimental 

results after applying heuristics on extracted structured data obtained in Step 1. Although 

DEPTA has better performance than MDR, only MDR is explained in detail in the 

subsection that follows because it first proposes the original idea. As both MDR and 

DEPTA can not correctly extract structured data containing nested structured data, NET 

are proposed by the same authors to overcome this limitation by exploring a tag tree from 

bottom to top instead of from top to bottom. Table 2.16 shows the experimental results of 

comparing NET with DEPTA. From this table, NET has better performance than DEPTA 

on extracting structured data containing nested ones.  NET is explained in detail in the 

subsection that follows.           

Table 2.14: The experimental results of MDR and DEPTA 

(Adapted from [ZHAI2005b, p.84]) 
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URL MDR DEPTA 
Cor. Wr. Cor. Wr. 

accessories.gateway.com 6 0/0 6 0/0 
advanced.search.shopp 15 0/0 15 0/0 
crafts.listings.ebay.com 50 0/0 50 0/0 

froogle.google.com 0 0/10 10 0/0 
google1-cnet.com 32 0/6 32 0/6 
google-zdnet.com 23 0/0 23 0/0 

list.auctions.shopping 25 0/0 25 0/0 
photography.listings.e 27 0/23 50 0/0 

reviews.cnet.com 7 0/0 7 0/0 
search.ebay.com 100 0/0 100 0/0 

sensualexpression.com 6 0/0 6 0/0 
shopping.yahoo.com 10 0/0 10 0/0 
store.babycenter.com 10 0/0 10 0/0 

store.yahoo.com 7 0/0 7 0/0 
video.shopping.yahoo 15 0/0 15 0/0 

www.abtelectronics.com 38 0/4 39 0/3 
www.acehardware.com 9 0/0 0 0/0 

www.adesso.us 10 7/8 16 0/2 
www.alibris.com 14 1/4 18 1/0 

www.amazon.com 4 2/9 12 0/1 
www.ashford.com 7 0/12 19 0/0 

www.bargainoutfitters 22 0/0 22 0/0 
www.bestbuy.com 18 0/3 21 0/0 

www.bobsdiscountmar 16 0/0 16 0/0 
www.buy.com 10 0/5 15 0/0 

www.cameraworld.com 28 1/4 31 0/1 
www.circuitmicro.com 15 0/0 15 0/0 

www.compusa.com 8 0/0 8 0/0 
www.cooking.com 22 15/15 35 0/2 
www.dealtime.com 5 0/15 19 0/1 
www.drugstore.com 11 3/3 11 0/3 

www.essentialapparel 8 0/0 8 0/0 
www.magazinesofame 6 0/0 6 0/0 

www.nextag.com 15 0/0 15 0/0 
www.nothingbutsoftware 65 1/0 65 1/0 

www.npg.org/states 104 0/0 104 0/0 
www.officedepot.com 19 0/0 19 0/0 
www.overstock.com 39 0/0 39 0/0 

www.pricegrabber.com 62 0/0 62 0/0 
www.radioshack.com 3 0/0 3 0/0 

www.randomhouse.com 25 0/0 25 0/0 

http://www.abtelectronics.com/
http://www.acehardware.com/
http://www.alibris.com/
http://www.amazon.com/
http://www.ashford.com/
http://www.bargainoutfitters/
http://www.bestbuy.com/
http://www.bobsdiscountmar/
http://www.buy.com/
http://www.cameraworld.com/
http://www.circuitmicro.com/
http://www.compusa.com/
http://www.cooking.com/
http://www.dealtime.com/
http://www.drugstore.com/
http://www.essentialapparel/
http://www.magazinesofame/
http://www.nextag.com/
http://www.nothingbutsoftware/
http://www.npg.org/states
http://www.officedepot.com/
http://www.overstock.com/
http://www.pricegrabber.com/
http://www.radioshack.com/
http://www.randomhouse.com/
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www.refurbdepot.com 12 0/6 18 0/0 
www.rochesterclothing 20 0/0 20 0/0 

www.shoebuy.com 10 0/0 10 0/0 
www.shopping.com 25 0/0 25 0/0 
www.sitistore.com 0 0/20 20 0/0 

www.smartbargains.com 8 0/0 8 0/0 
www.target.com 0 0/8 8 0/0 

www.tigerdirect.com 14 0/0 14 0/0 
Total 1005 30/155 1140 2/20 
Recall 86.64% 98.27% 

Precision 97.10% 99.82% 
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Table 2.15: The experimental results of DEPTA and NET 
(Adapted from [LIU2005, p.7]) 

URL DEPTA NET 
Wr. Cor. Wr. Cor. 
Without Nesting 

accessories.gateway.com 0/0 15/15 0/0 15/15 
google1-cnet.com 0/0 180/180 0/0 180/180 
google-zdnet.com 0/0 80/80 0/0 80/80 

sensualexpression.com 0/0 12/12 0/0 12/12 
www.shopping.com 0/0 35/35 0/0 35/35 
www.tigerdirect.com 0/0 70/70 0/0 70/70 

Recall 97.15% 98.99% 
Precision 99.37% 98.92% 

With Nesting 
froogle.google.com 12/0 124/136 0/0 136/136 
www.cooking.com 0/15 48/36 1/0 62/63 
www.kmart.com 38/0 0/38 0/0 38/38 

www.rei.com 45/26 32/103 2/0 101/103 
www.sonystyle.com 78/23 0/101 0/0 101/101 

www.target.com 0/43 36/79 0/0 79/79 
www.walmart.com 50/0 28/78 0/0 78/78 
www1.us.dell.com 189/0 32/221 0/0 221/221 

Recall 36.63% 99.63% 
Precision 42.13% 100% 

 

2.4.2.2  Roadrunner 

Roadrunner [CRES2001, CRES2004] forms a template for a set of similar web 

pages to extracts data by utilizing grammar inference techniques. In this approach, a set 

of regular web pages with similar structure are represented with union-free regular 

expression (UFRE), which are also called union-free regular grammar. UFRE is defined 

as follows: if a and b are UFREs, then a•b, (a)+ , and (a|ε)? are UFREs. In comparison to 

the regular expression, the UFRE does not have the union operator. Except (a|ε), which 

means an expression or empty, other operators have the same semantic as ones in the 

regular expression: 

http://www.shopping.com/
http://www.tigerdirect.com/
http://www.cooking.com/
http://www.kmart.com/
http://www.rei.com/
http://www.sonystyle.com/
http://www.target.com/
http://www.walmart.com/
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 +   denotes an expression repeating at least one time;  

 ?   denotes an optional expression. 

 •   denotes concatenate two expressions. 

For web pages, the alphabet of the language is the union of a set of start and end 

tags and a special symbol (#PCDATA) representing each of embedded data. For 

example, the running example is the language of the grammar in Figure 2.23.                     

<html><head><title>#PCDATA</title></head><body> 

(<table><tr><td><b>#PCDATA</b></td></tr>(<tr><td><a>#PCDATA 

<a></td></tr>)+</table>)+</body></html> 

Figure 2.23: The UFRE of the running example 

This regular expression can also be represented with an abstract syntax tree as 

follow: 

 

 

Figure 2.24: The abstract tree of the running example 
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In Figure 2.24, the symbol, And, denotes the concatenation of children nodes and Plus 

means the repeating of a children node.  

 One of critical components in this approach is the finding of the UFRE or 

grammar whose language contains a class of web pages with similar structure. For a class 

of web pages, several ones are selected by users as training examples. One of the training 

pages is randomly chosen as an initial UFRE, called the wrapper page. Then one of the 

remaining web pages, called the sample page, is chosen to compare with the wrapper 

page to resolve the mismatch or dissimilarities between them. During the comparison, if 

two data items mismatch, the algorithm generalizes them with #PCDATA. When a 

mismatch occurs between two tags, the approach first checks if the subsequent segment 

(called a square), which is enclosed by the current mismatch tag and its immediate 

previous one, repeats in the preceding compared segment in each page. If a repeated 

square really exist, it combines them with the + expression. Otherwise, the mismatch is 

resolved with the optional expression. The above procedure runs iteratively until all 

remaining web pages have been processed. The final UFRE expression is a language 

containing all the training pages and chosen as the extraction rule to extract data from this 

class of web pages.  

 Figure 2.25 adapted from [CRES2001] illustrates the learning process. The left 

web page is the wrapper page and the right is the sample page. All of the data 

mismatching are resolved by generalizing with #PCDATA. The first schema mismatch 

<TT> and </A> is resolved with an optional operator represented with Hook because 

their successive squares do not exist in the preceding parts of two pages, respectively. 
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However, for the second schema mismatch, the square enclosed by <LI> and </LI> 

repeats in the preceding part of the sample page and is resolved with the + operator 

represented with the Plus.    

The above example is very simple and intuitive while a complicate scenario has a 

repeating square nesting of the subrepeating squares, each of which could nest 

subsquares, too. In this case, the same procedure is called recursively to resolve the 

mismatches. Therefore, Roadrunner is able to extract data on web pages with nested 

structures.  
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Figure 2.25: The comparison of a wrapper page with a sample page 
(Adapted from [CRES2001], p.5) 

 

 The learning process of Roadrunner is based on the traditional grammar inference 

techniques. Owing to the time complexity of the corresponding traditional algorithms, it 

is impractical for Roadrunner to adopt them directly in face of a huge amount of web 

sites. In addition, according to Gold’s theorem [GOLD1967], not all languages but some 

languages, called identifiable in the limit, can be inferred from only positive examples. 

Therefore, some restrictions are proposed to make the inferred language, called prefix 
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mark up language, become identifiable in the limit and the inferring procedure to be 

practical. One of restrictions is that the tags, such as <LI> and </LI> in Figure 2.25, 

should not repeat in the segment enclosed by them. The reason is that it is very difficult 

for the approach to decide a correct square if there exists nested identical tags. However, 

this restriction limits the scope of web pages this approach can process because nested 

identical tags are very common on most of web pages.  For example, most of web pages 

adopt nested tables to formalize their visual appearances. As the papers do not compare 

Roadrunner with other approaches, their experimental results are not shown here.  

Unlike other automatic approaches, which induce extraction rules based on one 

web page, Roadrunner processes a set of similar web pages to infer a union-free regular 

expression. Hence, users have to select a set of similar web pages before running this 

approach. However, choosing similar web pages is not trivial work for people. 

Furthermore, if those selected web pages are identical, this approach is unable to infer the 

desired expression because the procedure of inferring the grammar is triggered by the 

dissimilarities between pages.  

 

2.4.2.3  IEPAD 

IEPAD (Information Extraction Based on Pattern Discovery) in [CHAN2001] is 

an automatic approach based on the suffix tree technique. As similar structured data are 

embedded with similar sequences of tags, its basic idea is to mine repeating subsequences 

in the sequence of a web page.  
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The approach first builds a Patricia tree [MORR1968] for the sequence of a web 

page (A Patricia tree is a special implementation of the suffix tree and its internal nodes 

have only two child nodes. Here, the general suffix tree is used to explain this approach 

because it is easier for people to understand and does not change the original idea of this 

approach). Based on the suffix tree, all repeating subsequences can be found quickly. As 

some repeating subsequences could embed only part of structured data or several 

structured data, some special rules, such as regularity and compactness, are utilized to 

find the repeating subsequences embedding structured data. After those subsequences 

containing similar structured data are found, they are aligned to form a general pattern, 

which is used to extract data from similar web pages. 

To illustrate this procedure, consider the sequence in Table 2.17, which is the 

subsequence of the running example where the symbol TEXT denotes embedded data. 

The first row in the table contains the suffix positions of tags or symbols in the sequence. 

Figure 2.26 is the suffix tree of the subsequence where the numbers enclosed by curly 

braces are the suffix positions in the sequence. Based on the suffix tree, it is easy to find 

those subsequences repeating more than one time. For example, the subsequence, 

<a>TEXT</a></td>, occurs at the suffix positions 7 and 2.  

Table 2.16: The subsequence of the running example 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
<td> <a> TEXT </a> </td> <td> <a> TEXT </a> </td> 
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Figure 2.26: The suffix tree of the subsequence 

After a collection of repeating subsequences is obtained, some special rules are 

used to find desired subsequences, such as <td>TEXT<a>TEXT</a></td>. As two 

subsequences are identical, the repeating subsequence is also the ultimate pattern.  

The above example is very simple and regular. In reality, the sequence of a web page is 

far more complicated. For example, some data items in structured data could be omitted. 

As a result, the number of candidate repeating subsequences is so large that it is very 

difficult to find desired subsequences. As the paper do not compare IEPAD with other 

approaches, its experimental results are not shown here. The experimental results in 

Table 2.14 adapted from [LIU2003] show the approach has very low accuracy.    

 

2.4.2.4  MDR 

MDR in [LIU2003] extracts structured data from a web page based on its rooted 

and ordered tag tree. Two observations on web pages embedding structured data are 

proposed: a subtree cannot embed data items from two similar and contiguous structured 
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data. For example, Figure 2.25 is the tag tree of the running example. Each of the 

subtrees rooted with the <table> tags embeds a completely structured data. Another 

observation is that the subtrees embedding similar structured data are located under a 

common parent node. For example, two <table> subtrees are under the same parent node 

<body>. 

For a sequence of the child nodes under a parent node, only some contiguous 

nodes, called a region in [LIU2003], embed similar structured data in their subtrees. For 

example, the child nodes labeled with numbers in Figure 2.27 contain two types of 

structured data. The first type is the department and the second is the student name. The 

nodes from 2 to 6 form a region consisting of student names. MDR finds the region in a 

sequence, says S, of child nodes as follows: each node Si ( ||1 Si ≤≤ ) is selected as the 

starting node; then the subsequence S[i,....,|S|] is equally divided into a group of several 

smaller subsequences, says , each of which contains k (k
iG iS −k ≤≤ ||1 ) contiguous 

nodes. For a subsequence in , each node forms a node sequence by traversing its 

subtree in the pre-order; and those node sequences are consecutively concatenated to 

generate a member sequence. The member sequences then are pair-wisely aligned to 

determine if they are similar. If the alignment score of two member sequences is greater 

than the threshold value specified by users, they are considered as similar otherwise they 

are not. If some contiguous member sequences of are similar, these nodes are 

considered to form a region. Table 2.18 is all the s of the labeled nodes in Figure 2.27.  

For a set of s, the approach processes the G  in an ascending order based on k. The 

k
iG

k
iG

k
iG

k
i

k
iG
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purpose is to avoid taking several similar structured data as a structured data. For 

example, in Figure 2.27, tr(2) and tr(3) could be considered to embed similar structured 

data as tr(4) and tr(5).   

   

 

Figure 2.27: The tag tree of the running example 

Table 2.17: An example of the combination 

The starting node The number of nodes Groups 
1 1 {1} {2} {3} {4} {5} {6} 
1 2 {1, 2} {3,4} {5,6} 
1 3 {1,2,3} {4,5,6} 
2 2 {2,3} {4,5} 

 

To find similar structured data on a web page, this approach traverses its tag tree 

from top to bottom. For a sequence of the child nodes under a parent node, the above 

procedure is used to find regions. If a region is found, the child nodes of its containing 

nodes are not explored anymore. Otherwise, child nodes are processed iteratively till the 
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height of a node is less than three. Based on the found regions in a tag tree, structured 

data can be easily extracted from a web page.  

Although the experimental results in Table 2.14 show that this approach has better 

performance than other ones [CHAN2001, BUTT2001], it still has several shortcomings. 

It focuses on web pages whose structured data are encoded in the table or form tags. 

Hence, structured data embedded in other tags cannot be extracted. For example, 

structured data could be embedded in the subtrees rooted with <div> tags.  

Secondly, for a sequence of child nodes, the approach divides them equally. It 

means that all the similar structured data are composed with the same number of 

contiguous nodes. However, this assumption is incorrect in most of situations. As some 

of data items could be omitted, similar structured data have a different number of 

contiguous nodes; thus, incorrect structured data are extracted by this approach. For 

example, an extracted data could consist of data items from two contiguous structured 

data.  

Thirdly, the approach cannot find nesting structures on a web page. For example, 

in Figure 2.27, the schema of the structured data is a department name and a list of 

student names. However, the approach considers it as a department name and a fixed 

number of student names. In this scenario, if the difference of the numbers of students 

between two departments is very large, the alignment score of two sequences 

corresponding to two <table> nodes would be less than the threshold value. 

Consequently, they are considered dissimilar and the nesting structure is not found.  
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Finally, the approach only focuses on how to extract structured data from a single 

web page. It does not talk about how to form extraction rules and extract data from 

similar web pages. 

2.4.2.5  NET 

 As MDR [LIU2003] is unable to extract structured data containing nested 

structured data on web pages, the same authors propose NET [LIU2005] to overcome this 

shortcoming. The basic idea is that, if contiguous subsequences (or subtrees) embedding 

nested structured data are found in a sequence, they are collapsed to form a general 

subsequence. At the same time, those subsequences are replaced with the general 

subsequence, so nested structured data have no impact on discovering nesting structured 

data.  

The approach explores the tag tree in the post-order. For a set of the child nodes 

under a parent node, their corresponding subtrees are compared pair-wisely with the STM 

algorithm. If the number of matches between two subtrees exceeds a threshold value, 

they are considered as similar; otherwise they are not. If contiguous subtrees are similar, 

a general subtree is generated to replace them. This procedure runs iteratively till 

reaching the root node. After that, structured data are extracted based on the collapsing 

operations on the tag tree.  

 To illustrate the above procedure, consider the subtree of the running example in 

Figure 2.28. When the child nodes of the left <table> node are processed, the subtrees 

embedding student names, which are linked with the dash lines in the figure, are found 

similar. Hence, those subtrees are collapsed and only one subtree is left for the future 
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comparison. When the approach processes the child nodes under the <body> node shown 

in Figure 2.29, as the subtrees embedding student names under two <table> nodes have 

been collapsed in advance, the subtrees rooted with <table> node are identical and are 

collapsed too.  

  

Figure 2.28: The subtree of the running example 

<body>

<table><table>

<tr>

<td>

<b>

TEXT1

<tr>

<td>

<b>

TEXT7

<tr>

<td>

<a>

TEXT8

<tr>

<td>

<a>

TEXT2

 

Figure 2.29: The collapsed subtree 

The experimental results in Table 2.16 show that NET has better performance on 

extracting structured data containing nested structured data than DEPTA.  However, as 
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Net aggressively collapses contiguous similar subtrees, many fake and useless structured 

data are extracted from web pages. As a result, users are required to post-process 

extracted structured data and select those they are interested. In addition, NET 

independently extracts structured data from each web page, so it cannot collect structured 

data scattered over similar web pages.                      

 

2.4.2.6  Summary 

This section mainly talks about automatic approaches [EMBL1999, CHAN2001, 

BUTT2001, CRES2001, LIU2003, ARAS2003, LERM2004, ZHAI2005, LIU2005], 

which are based on the observation that most web pages are generated on the fly 

according to the predefined templates with embedded data dynamically retrieved from 

back-end databases. Based on the ways of locating structured data, automatic approaches 

can be classified into three subcategories: extracting structured data with web page 

templates, extracting structured data with heuristic rules, and directly extracting 

structured data on a web page.  

The approaches [CRES2001, ARAS2003, LERM2004] extract structured data 

based on the template for a set of similar web pages. To learn a template for web pages, 

Roadrunner [CRES2001] generates a union-free regular expression for the training web 

pages by resolving their dissimilarities with three operators. This approach does not need 

users to mark structured data and reduces the user’s labor accordingly. On the other hand, 

unlike the approaches, such as MDR, which only extract structured data from a single 

web page, Roadrunner can use the generated templates to extract structured data from 
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similar web pages. However, this approach still has several shortcomings. Although this 

approach does not require users to mark structured data, it still needs them to select a set 

of training web pages. In addition, owing to the time complexity of the traditional 

grammar inference algorithms, the approach imposes on web pages a special requirement 

that the tags cannot repeat in the segment enclosed by the same tags. This restriction 

largely reduces the scope of web pages it can process because most of web pages in 

reality do not meet this requirement. The approaches [ARAS2003, LERM2004] generate 

a template by finding the same frequencies of tags among the training web pages; then 

the template is applied to extract structured data from the similar web pages. Both 

approaches not only own the advantages of Roadrunner but also have no requirements on 

web pages. However, [LERM2004] only extract structured data enclosed by the tags, 

<table> and </table>, but [ARAS2003] can process any web pages embedding structured 

data. One common drawback of these two approaches is that a learned template based on 

the frequencies of tags may be incorrect because structured data embedded on similar 

web pages are not identical.       

The approaches [EMBL1999, BUTT2001] extract structured data on a web page 

by finding boundary separators based on heuristics and experimental results. In 

comparison to the manual and semi-automatic approaches, they do not need the 

involvement of users. However, they both have low recall and precision.  

The approaches, IEPAD [CHAN2001], MDR [LIU2003], DEPTA [ZHAI2005b], 

and NET [LIU2005], directly extract structured data from a web page by searching 

similar subsequences (or subtrees). One special requirement of these approaches on a 
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web page is that structured data repeats more than one time. IEPAD [CHAN2001] finds 

repeating subsequences embedding structured data on a web page with the help of suffix 

tree techniques. This approach can be used to extract structured data from plain text files 

besides web pages. However, as various repeating subsequences exist for a web page, it 

is very difficult to find expected subsequences based on heuristics. Hence, it has poor 

performance. MDR, DEPTA, and NET process the tag tree in place of the sequence of a 

web page. All of them are based on two observations: a subtree cannot embed data items 

from two similar and contiguous structured data and the subtrees embedding similar 

structured data are located under a same parent node. MDR and DEPTA explore the tag 

tree in the same way, but with different algorithms to determine the similarity between 

two subtrees. Two approaches use the conventional sequence alignment algorithm and 

the simple tree matching (STM) algorithm to determine the similarity of two subtrees, 

respectively. In comparison to the above approaches, MDR and DEPTA have high 

accuracy and DEPTA has better performance than MDR. However, as these two 

approaches divide a sequence of child nodes with a fixed number to find similar subtrees, 

they cannot correctly extract structured data having different number of data items. In 

addition, they can not discover structured data containing nested structured data. The 

purpose of NET is to overcome the problem that MDR and DEPTA cannot extract nested 

structured data. By generating a general subtree to replace a set of contiguous similar 

subtrees, NET avoids the side effect of nested structured data containing nesting 

structured data. However, as the approach aggressively collapses similar subtrees, many 

faked structured data are extracted from web pages, which require users to post-process 
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those extracted structured data. In addition, this approach cannot collect structured data 

scattered over similar web pages. 

2.5 Maximum entropy principle 

   This section discusses the maximum entropy principle, which is used to evaluate 

the models derived from data, and its properties, such as the general form of the 

maximum entropy distributions and the duality between the maximum entropy principle 

and maximum likelihood principle, another framework of evaluating derived models. In 

addition, the generalized iterative scaling (GIS) algorithm for estimating the parameters 

of the distribution based on maximum entropy principle is explained as well.      

2.5.1  Maximum Entropy Principle 

The principle of maximum entropy [JAYN1957, GOOD1963] is a framework to 

estimate the distribution of data. Its underlying principle is that the best model for data is 

the one satisfying certain constraints derived from training data with the fewest possible 

assumptions. [JAYN1957, p.3] discusses its advantages: 

...in making inferences on the basis of partial information we must use that 
probability distribution which has maximum entropy subject to whatever is 
known. This is only unbiased assignment we can make; to use any other 
would amount to arbitrary assumption of information which by hypothesis 
we do not have.  

 
More explicitly, given a set of training data, the probability distribution p  should be 

consistent with the known evidence or “partial information” and maximize the entropy 
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where ε is the event space, such as all sequences of similar web pages embedding similar 

structured data .  

The following example adapted from [ADWA1997] illustrates the application of 

the maximum entropy principle. Suppose the task is to estimate a probability distribution 

 where and),( bap },{ yxa∈ }1,0{∈b . The only known fact about p  is 

that . As 6.0)0, =y()0, + px(p p  is a distribution, another constraint is that 

1)1,()1,()0,()0,( =+ pxp+yp+xp y . There are many distributions consistent with these 

two constraints. One possible distribution is Table 2.18.  

Table 2.18: One possible distribution  
(Adapted from [ADWA1997, p.3]) 

)b,(ap  0 1  

x 0.5 0.1  

y 0.1 0.3  

total 0.6 0.4 1.0 
 

17.1)3.0log3.01.0log1.01.0log1.05.0log5.0()( ≈×+×+×+×−=pH . 

However, according to the maximum entropy principle, the estimated distribution with 

the maximum entropy is Table 2.19.  

Table 2.19: A distribution with the most uncertainty  
(Adapted from [ADWA1997, p.4]) 

)b,(ap  0 1  

X 0.3 0.2  

Y 0.3 0.2  

total 0.6 0.4 1.0 
 

It’s entropy is: 
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36.1)3.0log3.02.0log2.02.0log2.03.0log3.0()( ≈×+×+×+×−=pH . 

To apply the maximum entropy principle to estimate the distribution of data, a 

critical step is the representation of the facts (or evidences) about data. For example, how 

to represent the known fact that the student names embedded on web pages like Figure 

2.30 are enclosed with <table> and </table> tags. In most applications, this fact is 

represented with a binary function: }1,0{: →εif

>

, called a feature (function). Suppose 

that the feature function  denotes a sequence enclosed by the <table> and 

</table> tags, then the value of  for the tag tree in Figure 2.30 is one.   

)(xf table><

<tablef

 

Figure 2.30: The tag tree 

Based on a set of feature functions defined on data, the maximum entropy 

principle imposes two requirements on an estimated distribution p of data. The first 

requirement is that, given the training sample S and the proposed k  features on data, the 

estimated distribution must meet the following equations (called constraints)  

ipip fEfE ~=  (2.7)                                         

where .  is the model ki ≤≤1 jp fE p ’s expectation of : if
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∑
∈

=
εx

iip xfxpfE )()(  (2.8)                                         

and is equal to the empirical expectation, : ip fE ~
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                                         ∑
∈

=
εx

iip xfxpfE )()(~
~  (2.9)

where )(~ xp  is the empirical distribution of x  based on the training sample S . An 

estimated distribution satisfying the constraints in Equation 2.7 is said to be consistent 

with the training sample. Another requirement is that an estimated distribution has the 

maximal entropy. Therefore, an optimal estimated distribution  of data based on the 

maximum entropy principle should be consistent with the training sample and have the 

maximal entropy, shown in Equation 2.10.  

*p

|{ fEpP ip }}....1{~ kifE ip ===  

                                      )(maxarg* pHp
Pp∈

=

∞<< i
xf

i
i

1

)( 0, αα

(2.10)

where P is a set of estimated distributions consistent with the training sample. 

2.5.2  The form of maximum entropy distribution 

The maximum entropy distribution has a general form: 

∏
=

=
k

i

Zxp* )(  (2.11)

where Z  is a normalization constant and the iα ’s are the model parameters. Each 

parameter iα corresponds to exactly one feature . The following part illustrates its 

derivation.    

if
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Definition 2-4: The relative entropy (or Kullback-Liebler Distance) D between two 

probability distributions p and q is given by: 
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Definition 2-5:  

         ε =the event space. 

         }}...1{,|{ ~ kjfEfEpP ipip === . 

        . ∏
=
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Lemma 2-1. For any two probability distributions p and q, , and 0),( ≥qpD 0),( =qpD  

if and only if qp = . 

Proof: See [COVE1991]. 

Lemma 2-2. Given P and Q from definition 2-5, if QqPp ∈∈ , , and , then 

. 

QPp ∩∈*

),(),(),( ** qpDppDqpD +=

This lemma is discussed in [CSIS1975] and [DELL1995]. It states that the 

Kullback-Liebler distance  between ),( qpD Pp∈ and Qq∈ is equal to the sum of the 

distance and , where  belongs to the intersection of Q and P.  Here a 

brief proof is provided. 

),( *ppD ),* q( pD *p

Proof:  For any , and Psr ∈, Qt ∈ , 

∑ ∏∑
∈ =∈
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Let  and : QqPp ∈∈ , QPp ∩∈*

),(),( ** qpDppD +  
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∈ ∈ ∈∈
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ε ε εε x x xx

xqxpxpxpxpxpxpxp )(log)()(log)()(log)()(log)( ****  

According to the preceding derivation, ∑∑
∈∈

=
εε xx

xqxpxqxp )(log)()(log)(*  and  

∑∑
∈∈

=
εε xx

xpxpxpxp )(log)()(log)( *** , then 

),(),( ** qpDppD +  
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),( qpD=  

Theorem 2-1. If , then . Furthermore,  is unique. QPp ∩∈* )(maxarg* pHp
Pp∈

= *p
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Proof:  1).To prove   )(maxarg* pHp
Pp∈

=

Suppose and , and Pp∈ QPp ∩∈* Qu∈ is the uniform distribution so that 
||

1)(
ε

=xu  

for all ε∈x . According to Lemma 3-2,  

),(),(),( ** upDppDupD += . 

By Lemma 2-1, 

  ),(),( * upDupD ≥

∑ ∑ ∑∑
∈ ∈∈

−≥−
ε εεx xx

xuxpxpxpxuxpxpxp )(log)()(log)()(log)()(log)( ***

∈εx
 

||
1)(

||
1)( *

εε
−−≥−− pHpH  

)()( * pHpH ≥  

2). To prove  unique. *p

Assume that there exists another distribution p  having maximum entropy too.   

⇒= )()( *pHpH  

⇒−−=−−
||

1)(
||

1)( *

εε
pHpH  

⇒= ),(),( * upDupD  

Since , then )*,(*),(),( upDppDupD += 0*),( =ppD  

*pp =⇒  

This theorem states that there exists a unique distribution belonging to the 

intersection of Q and P, whose entropy is larger than others distributions in P.  In other 
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words, if a distribution has the form of Equation 2.11 and satisfies those constraints 

derived from data, then it has maximum entropy compared to other distributions 

satisfying those constraints. Based on the maximum entropy principle, it should be 

chosen as the distribution for data.   

Since  rewrote with  is convenient for mathematic operations, the 

form of Equation 2.13 instead of Equation 2.11 is usually used    

)( xf
i

iα )( xfiieλ

∞<< ix λ0,))(= ∑
=

k

i
ii f

xZ
xp λexp(

)(
1)(

1

*  (2.13)

where iλ  is a parameter and  is a normalized factor. )(xZ

2.5.3  The duality of maximum entropy and maximum likelihood  

The maximum likelihood is another framework for estimating the probability 

distribution from data [HOGG2005]. Suppose that  are iid (identical and 

independent distribution) random variables with a common pdf (probability distribution 

function)

nXX ......1

Ω∈θθ ),;(xp , where Ω  is a set of unknown parameters to be estimated. The 

likelihood function )(θL is given by, 

Ω∈=∏
=

θθ ,);()
1

n

i
ixpθ(L  (2.14)

Since the log of this function is more convenient to work with mathematically, a 

log likelihood function )(θl  is given by, 

Ω∈θθ ,);( ixp== ∑
=

θθ log)(log)(
1

n

i
Ll  (2.15)
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Given a sample space , an optimal estimated parameter  according to the 

maximum likelihood principle satisfies the following equation, 

S *θ

 90

)(maxarg* θθ
θ

l
Ω∈

=  (2.16)

For a given sample space , the empirical (or observable) distribution S )(~ xp  is 

given by, 

Sx
S

C
xp x ∈= ,

||
)(~  (2.17)

where is the number of times x repeats in S, and  is the total members in S. Hence, 

the log likelihood function can be rewrote with 

xC || S

∑∑
∈

==θ
xSx

SxpxpSl
∈ε

xpxp )(log)(~||)(log)(~||)(  (2.18)

 As  is a constant, the maximum of || S )(θl  is equivalent to maximize∑
∈εx

xpxp )(log)(~ .  

Definition 2-6:         

∑
∈

=
εx

xpxppL )(log)(~)( . 

Theorem 2-2. If , then . Furthermore,  is unique. QPp ∩∈* )(maxarg* qLp
Qq∈

= *p

Proof: 1) To prove . )(maxarg* qLp
Qq∈

=

 Let , and by Lemma 3-2, Qq∈

 )*,(*),~(),~( qpDppDqpD +=  

 According to Lemma 3-1, 

 ⇒≥ *),~(),~( ppDqpD  

 ⇒−−≥−− *)()~()()~( pLpHqLpH  
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)  (*)( qLpL ≥

2). To prove unique. 

Assume that there is Qq∈  and )(*)( qLpL = . 

)()~(*)()~( qLpHpLpH −−=−−⇒  

),~(*),~( qpDppD =⇒  

Because of )*,(*),~(),~( qpDppDqpD += , 

qpqpD =⇒= *0)*,(  

This theorem states that the maximum entropy distribution maximizes the 

likelihood of sample data. Therefore, the maximum entropy principle is consistent with 

the maximum likelihood principle.   

2.5.4  Parameter estimation 

The algorithm for estimating the parameters }......{ 1 kαα of the distribution  is 

Generalized Iterative Scaling (or GIS) procedure [DARR1972]. The GIS procedure has 

three requirements on

*p

ε∈x . The first one is that 

∑
=

=∈∀
k

i
i Cxfx

1
)(ε

∑
=

∈
=

k

i
ix

xfC
1

)(max
ε

 (2.19)

where C is some constant. This equation means that the sum of features equals to a fixed 

constant for each x.  If this requirement cannot be satisfied, the  C’s value is chosen based 

on Equation 2.20,  

 (2.20)
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On the other hand, for each x, a “correction” feature in Equation 2.21 is added to 

guarantee the convergence of the algorithm.   

 92

∑
=

−=
k

i
il xfCxf

1
)()(∈∀x ε  (2.21)

where  and 1+= kl Cxfl ≤≤ )(0 . The final requirement is that at least one feature is 

active (or greater than zero) for each x. It means that a set of features should cover 

all ε∈x .  

The GIS procedure runs as follows: the first step assigns an initial value (one) to 

each parameter (See Equation 2.22). The procedure then runs iteratively based on 

Equation 2.23.  

1)0( =iα  (2.22)

C

i
n

in
j

n
j fE

fE 1

)(
)1( ]

~
[αα =+  (2.23)

where  

   ∑
∈

=
εx

i
n

i
n xfxpfE )()()()(

   ∏
=

=
k

i

xfn
i

n ixp
1

)()()( )()( απ

  ∑
∈

=
Sx

ii xf
S

fE )(
||

1~  

i
n fE )(  is the expectation of the feature i based on the nth iteration distribution; ifE~  is the 

average value of the feature i based on the sample space S. This procedure terminates 
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after a fixed number of iterations as specified by users or when the change of log-

likelihood is minor.  

 93

)()( )()1( nn pLpL ≥+

[DARR1972] gives a proof of the convergence of the GIS procedure. It also 

shows that the likelihood is non-decreasing, which implies that . The 

detailed proof is omitted here. The interested reader can refer to [DARR1972]. 

2.5.5  Summary 

The main points of this section are as follows: 

• The maximum entropy principle states that the best model (or distribution) for 

data is the one satisfying certain constraints derived from training data with 

the fewest possible assumptions.  

• The distribution for data according to the maximum entropy principle has the 

general form of Equation 2.11.   

• The maximum entropy is consistent with the maximum likelihood principle.      

• The generalized iterative scaling (GIS) algorithm is used to estimate the 

parameters in a maximum entropy distribution. 

2.6  Markov model 

A Markov model is a stochastic finite automaton with the Markov property that 

the probability of a state only depends on a fixed number of previous states [RABI1989]. 

These Markov models are further classified into many classes based on the number of 

previous states. For example, in a first-order Markov model, the probability of a state 
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only depends on a previous state.  In a second-order model, the probability depends on 

two previous states. Note that all Markov models in this thesis are first-order.  

Although various kinds of Markov models exist, in this section, only three kinds 

of models are briefly discussed to help with the understanding of the MESMM models. 

Section 2.6.1 illustrates the Markov chain. The hidden Markov model (HMM) and its 

inference algorithms are discussed in Section 2.6.2. Finally, the maximum entropy 

Markov model (MEMM), which overcomes the limitations of HMM, is explained in 

Section 2.6.3. 

2.6.1  Markov chain 

The Markov chain model is the simplest Markov model [RABI1989]. The model 

consists of M distinct states. The state at time t is denoted as , where t = 1, 2 , . . . is the 

time index. At time t = 1, the probability distribution over the states is given by π, the initial 

state distribution; i.e., 

ts

iisp π== )( 1  for Mi ≤≤1

p

.  Given the state  at time t, the state 

 at  is given by the conditional probability  and conditionally independent 

of earlier states. The state transition matrix A specifies the conditional 

probabilities

ts

1+ts 1+t )|( 1 tt ss +

)|1 isj tt(spaij ==+= , where Mji ≤≤ ,1  and . Figure 2.31 

illustrates the state structure of a discrete Markov model with three states.  

1
1

=∑
=

M

j
ija
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Figure 2.31: The state structure of a discrete Markov model 

2.6.2  Hidden Markov model (HMM) 

 A hidden Markov model (HMM) is a Markov model where the states ( ) are 

unobservable [RABI1989]. Instead, an observation is generated in state with 

stationary probability distributions

ts

tstO

)|( isOp tt = , where Mi ≤≤1 . Given a state , an 

observation is conditionally independent of all previous states  and previous 

observations . Figure 2.32 illustrates a graphical structure of a hidden Markov 

process. 

ts

1...... −ts1s

11...... −tOO

 

Figure 2.32: The graphical structure of HMM 

Given a hidden Markov model, the joint distribution of a state sequence 

and an observation sequence  can be written with a factor form, Tsss ......21 TOOO ......21

 95
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tt sO )|∏
=

−=
T

t
ttsTT psspsOpOOOsssp

2
1112121 ()|()|()......,......(

1
π  (2.24)

where 
1s

π  is the initial probability of the state at time one. 

One of fundamental inference problems for the HMM is to find the most likely 

state sequence  for a given observation sequence*S TOOOO ......21= : 

  )|(maxarg* OSpS
S

def

=

                  )()|(maxarg OpOSp
S

=

        ),(maxarg OSp
S

=

This inference procedure can be done efficiently by the Viterbi algorithm 

[VITE1967, FORN1973], which is based on dynamic programming. The )(itδ , which 

the Viterbi algorithm computes, is defined as: 

)...,... 212 tt OOOis =(max)( 1... 121 sss

def

t sspi
t

=
−

δ  (2.25)

 

It is the maximal probability of a state sequence with the state being i at time  and a 

partial observation sequence . During this procedure, for each t and j, the state i, 

which maximizes

t

tOOO ...21

ijt ai)(1−δ , is stored in a matrixϕ . The optimal state sequence  then 

can be reconstructed by tracing back 

*S

ϕ  after the termination. The Viterbi algorithm is 

based on the following equations.  

1) Initialization: 
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Opi i
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Miis == ()(1 ≤ ≤1,)| 11πδ  

                                    0)(1 i =ϕ  
(2.26)

 2) Recursion:  

sOpaij ttijtMit Ttj ≤== −≤≤
|(])([max)( 11

≤2,)δδ  

Mjai ijj tMit ≤=
≤≤

[maxarg)(
1

≤− 1,])(1δϕ  
(2.27)

3) Termination 

)]([max
1

* iS TMi
δ

≤≤
=

)]([maxarg
1

* iTMiT δϕ
≤≤

=

 

 
(2.28)

 

The following simple example illustrates the Viterbi algorithm. Suppose there are 

three states indexed with 1, 2, and 3, respectively. Their initial probabilities, ,, 21 ππ  and 

3π ,  are  0.3, 0.3, and 0.4. The transition matrix A is as follow: 

Transition  
probabilities

1 2 3 

1 0.2 0.3 0.5
2 0.6 0.1 0.3
3 0.4 0.2 0.4

 

In addition, each state generates an observation from the alphabet {a,b,c} according to the 

distributions in Table 2.21. Note that all these values are specified by users or learned 

from the training data by the leaning algorithms.  
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Table 2.20: The observation distributions 
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)y|( sxOp tt ==  1 2 3 
A 0.1 0.4 0.2
B 0.2 0.5 0.3
C 0.7 0.1 0.5

 

Given an observation sequence aabO = , the Viterbi algorithm finds its state 

sequence   as follows: *S

1) 1=t  and aO =1  

03.01.03.0)1|()1( 1111 =×===×= saOpπδ  

12.04.03.0)2|()2( 1111 =×===×= saOpπδ  

08.02.04.0)3|()3( 1111 =×===×= saOpπδ     

 

                                                               

 

 

2) 2=t  and aO =2  

)1|(])([max)1( 2211312 ===
≤≤

saOpai ii
δδ  

    = }1.04.008.0,1.06.012.0,1.02.003.0max{ ××××××   

           0.0072=

])([maxarg)1( 11
31

2 i
i

aiδϕ
≤≤

=  

    }4.008.0,6.012.0,2.003.0max{arg ×××=  

)( jtϕ  j=1 j=2 j=3
t=1 0 0 0 
t=2    
t=3    

)j(tδ j=1 j=2 j=3 
t=1 0.03 0.12 0.08 
t=2    
t=3    
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     2=

)2|(])([max)2( 2221312 ===
≤≤

saOpai ii
δδ  

    = }4.02.008.0,4.01.012.0,4.03.003.0max{ ××××××   

          0.0064=

])([maxarg)2( 21
31

2 i
i

aiδϕ
≤≤

=  

    = }2.008.0,1.012.0,3.003.0max{arg ×××   

      3=

)3|(])([max)3( 2231312 ===
≤≤

saOpai ii
δδ  

    = }2.04.008.0,2.03.012.0,2.05.003.0max{ ××××××   

          0.0072=

])([maxarg)3( 31
31

2 i
i

aiδϕ
≤≤

=  

         = }4.008.0,3.012.0,5.003.0max{arg ×××  

2=           

               

)( jtϕ  j=1 j=2 j=3
t=1 0 0 0 
t=2 2 3 2 
t=3    

)( jtδ j=1 j=2 j=3 
t=1 0.03 0.12 0.08 
t=2 0.0072 0.0064 0.0072 
t=3    

 

3) 3=t  and bO =3  

 )1|(])([max 331231
)1(3 ===

≤≤
sbOpai ii

δδ  

    = }2.04.00072.0,2.06.00064.0,2.02.0 ××0072.0max{ ××××   
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           0.000768=

])([maxarg)1( 12
31

3 i
i

aiδϕ
≤≤

=  

         = }4.00072.0,6.00064.0,2.00072.0max{arg ×××  

     3=

)2|(])([max)2( 3322313 ===
≤≤

sbOpai ii
δδ  

    = }5.02.00072.0,5.01.00064.0,5.03.00072.0max{ ××××××   

          0.00108=

])([maxarg)2( 22
31

3 i
i

aiδϕ
≤≤

=  

          = }2.00072.0,1.00064.0,3.00072.0max{arg ×××  

      1=

 

)3|(])([max)3( 3332313 ===
≤≤

sbOpai ii
δδ  

    = }3.04.00072.0,3.03.00064.0,3.05.00072.0max{ ××××××   

          0.00108=

])([maxarg)3( 32
31

3 i
i

aiδϕ
≤≤

=  

          = }4.00072.0,3.00064.0,5.00072.0max{arg ×××  

      1=
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)( jt
)( jtδ j=1 j=2 j=3 

t=1 0.03 0.12 0.08 
t=2 0.0072 0.0064 0.0072 
t=3 0.000768 0.00108 0.00108 

ϕ  j=1 j=2 j=3
t=1 0 0 0 
t=2 2 3 2 
t=3 3 1 1 

 

Based on the results of Step 3, the value of S  is  and the value of * 00108.0 Tϕ is 

the second or third state. Suppose the third state is chosen as 3. By tracing back the 

values in )( jtϕ , 1)3(32 == =ts ϕ  and 2)1(= 21 ==ts ϕ . Therefore, the state sequence with 

the highest probability for the sequence aab is )3)(1 3)( 22( 1 === sss . 

 Besides the finding of the most likely state sequence for an observation sequence, 

another inference problem for HMM is to compute )|( Oisp t = , the probability of the 

state at time t being i given an observation sequence O, based on the Forward-Backward 

algorithm [BAUM1967, BAUM1968]. The forward variable )(itα  is defined as 

),......()( 21 isOOOpi ttt  (2.29)α = =

The )(itα  denotes the probability of the partial observation sequence, , and the 

state being i at time t. It is equal to the sum of the probabilities of the state sequence 

 and the given observation sequence  for all possible state 

sequences of . Its value can be calculated based on the following recursive 

equations. 

tOOO ...21

iss =21

s

ss tt−1... tOOO ...21

121 ... −tss

1) Initialization: 

MiisOpi i ≤≤== 1,)|()( 111  (2.30)α π

 

2) Induction: 
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11 −≤≤ Tt

∑
=

=
M

j
TT jOOOp

1
21 )()...( α

,)|(])([)( 11
1

1 == ++
=

+ ∑ isOpaji tt

M

j
jitt αα  (2.31)

 

The probability  then can be calculated as follow: )...( 21 TOOOp

 (2.32)

Similarly, the backward variable )(itβ is defined as  

)(it )|...( 21 isOOOp tTtt == ++β  (2.33)

The )(itβ  denotes the probability of the partial observation sequence from t+1 to the end 

given the state being i at time t. It is equal to the sum of the probabilities of the state 

sequence  and the partial observation sequence  given the state 

being i at time t for all possible state sequences of . The value of 

Ttt ss ...21 ++s Ttt OOO ...21 ++

Tstt ss ...21 ++ )(itβ can be 

calculated based on the following recursive equations. 

1) Initialization: 

MiiT  (2.34)≤≤= 1,1)(β

 

2) Induction: 

Mi
Tt

jjsOpai ttt

M

j
ijt ≤≤

T −−=
== +++

=
∑ 1

,1
,)()|()( 111

1
ββ

1,...,2
 (2.35)

Based on the forward and backward variables, the probability )|( Oisp t =  is 

calculated by, 
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)(
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)|(

2121
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isOOOpisOOOp
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Oisp

Oisp

tt

tTtttt

t
t

βα
=

==
=

=
==

++  

 The previous two inference problems are done when the parameters of a HMM 

model are known. The algorithm for learning these parameters from a set of training data 

is the Baum-Welch algorithm [BAUM1967, BAUM1968], which is equivalent to the EM 

(Expectation-Maximization) algorithm [DEMP1977]. As the hidden Markov model is not 

the main topic of this thesis, its learning algorithms are not explained here. See 

[RABI1989] for a good tutorial on HMM.  

2.6.3  Maximum Entropy Markov Model (MEMM) 

The maximum entropy Markov Model (MEMM) is proposed in [RATN1998, 

MCCA2000] to overcome the limitations of the HMM. The hidden Markov models make 

an assumption that the observations of each state are independent. Actually, dependency 

exists among observations in some applications. For example, the <tr> tag in an html tag 

tree occurs in the block enclosed by a pair of <table> and </table> tags. Furthermore, the 

HMM cannot describe the overlapping features of an observation. For example, given an 

observation ‘a’, the HMM only describes it with its identity. However, in some 

applications, another feature, such as “it is not a number”, is also very important. Thirdly, 

the HMM is a generative model and uses the joint distribution to predict a sequence of 

states given a sequence of observations. However, in some applications, it is intractable 

to enumerate all possible observation sequences. As a result, it is impossible to generate a 
 103
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joint distribution for states and observations. In this situation, a conditional model is 

better than a joint one because it does not need to enumerate all possible observation 

sequences.           

The basic difference between the HMM and MEMM is that the MEMM adopts a 

conditional distribution, , to replace separate state transition and 

observation distributions,  and . In other words, in a MEMM model, 

the probability of a current state not only depends on its previous state, but also on the 

current observation. Figure 2.33 illustrates their difference.  

),|( 1−ttt sOsp

)|( 1−tt ssp )|( tt sOp

 

 

Figure 2.33: The difference between HMM and MEMM 

The most likely state sequence for an observation sequence in a MEMM model 

can be obtained based on the Viterbi algorithm [VITE1967, FORN1973] with some 

minor changes.  Suppose a “start” state is added to the model at time .The 0=t )(itδ  in 

Equation 2.24 is redefined as  

)...|... 21 tt OOOis =(max)( 21... 121 sss

def

t sspi
t

=
−

δ  (2.36)
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)(itδ  is the maximal probability of a sequence of states with the last state being i at time t  

given a partial observation sequence. Its value and the corresponding matrix ϕ  can be 

computed recursively based on the following equations.  

1) Initialization: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=
otherwise

isiif
i

0
"1

)(0δ
≤≤ Mistart 1,"

0)(0

 

                                    i =ϕ  

(2.37)

 2) Recursion:  

Oisjspij ttttMit Tt≤=== −−≤≤
)],|()([max)( 111

≤1,δδ  

MjOisjspij ttttMit ≤=== −−≤≤
,)],|()([maxarg)( 111

≤1δϕ  
(2.38)

3) Termination 

)]([max
1

* iS TMi
δ

≤≤
=

)]([maxarg
1

* iTMiT δϕ
≤≤

=

 

 
(2.39)

 

The state sequence with the highest probability can be reconstructed by tracing it back 

through ϕ .  

Two different ways are used to represent the conditional distribution for the 

MEMM. [RATN1998] adopts a single distribution function to represent all conditional 

state transitions. However, in [MCCA2000], each state is associated with a conditional 

transition distribution. The first method is more complex but may handle sparse data 
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better. The second one allows arbitrary state transition structures. However, the number 

of parameters, such asλ , to be estimated is larger than those in [RATN1998].   

For a set of labeled sequences, the procedure for estimating the parameters of the 

MEMM is the Generalized Iterative Scaling (or GIS) algorithm [DARR1972], which is 

discussed in Section 2.5.4. MEMM also must select the feature functions, which are 

discussed in detail in the next chapter.  

 

2.6.4  Summary 

 This section discusses three kinds of Markov models: the Markov chain, the 

hidden Markov model, and the maximum entropy Markov model. 

 The Markov chain is the simplest Markov model. The transition probability of a 

state only depends on its previous state. Its observation is a sequence of states.   

The hidden Markov model is an extension of the Markov chain with unobservable 

states. Each state generates an observation based on a stationary distribution. 

Furthermore, an observation only depends on the current state and is independent of 

previous states and observations. The algorithm for finding the most likely state sequence 

given an observation sequence is the Viterbi algorithm, which is based on dynamic 

programming. The forward and backward algorithms are used to find the posterior 

probability of a state at time t given an observation sequence. 

The maximum entropy Markov model uses one conditional distribution to replace 

the separate state transition and observation distributions in HMM. It overcomes several 
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limitations of HMM. Its inference algorithm is similar to the Viterbi algorithm with some 

minor changes. 

2.7  Summary 

 This chapter reviews the topics relevant to the dissertation on extracting 

structured data from web pages. The reviewed topics: 

1. The prerequisite knowledge is provided to help the readers understand the 

approaches for extracting structured data from web pages. This knowledge 

includes:  

• The similarity of two strings is defined based on the costs associated with 

permitted edit operations for transforming one string to another.  

• The alignment algorithms adopt the dynamic programming technique to 

find the optimal alignment of strings.  

• Like the definition of the string similarity, the similarity of two trees is 

based on the edit operations for transforming one tree to another.   

• The algorithm of the simple tree matching (STM) is used to determine the 

similarity of trees.  

• The suffix tree technique is used to find the repeating parts of a string. 

2. The approaches for extracting structured data from web pages usually consists of 

two steps: the first step is the generation of the template or rules for a set of 

similar web pages from the training web pages; the second step applies the 

generated template or rules to extract structured data from a set of similar web 

pages. Based on the degree of the user’s involvement, the extracting approaches 
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can be classified into three categories: manual, semi-automatic, and automatic. 

The manual approaches require users to investigate the characteristics of 

structured data embedded on web pages and write rules in the special rule 

languages. They are time-intensive and error-prone. The semi-automatic 

approaches only need users to mark structured data to be extracted and 

automatically generate the extraction rules using the machine learning techniques. 

Thus, these approaches reduce the user’s involvement in comparison to the 

manual approaches. Based on the assumption that the similar structured data are 

embedded on the similar subsequences, the automatic approaches discover the 

repeating subsequences of a web page to extract structured data without the user’s 

involvement. As these approaches have no information provided by users, they 

usually have poorer performance than the semi-automatic approaches, which 

obtain information on structured data from users.   

3. The semi-automatic approaches can be further classified into subcategories 

according to the machine learning techniques, the inductive learning and the 

instance-based learning, adopted to learn the extraction rules. For the approaches 

using the inductive learning paradigm, their main difference is the expressive 

power of the extraction rules, which has deep impact on the performance of an 

approach. The drawback of these kinds of approaches is that the labor of labeling 

structured data is nontrivial for users. The instance-based learning approaches 

extract structured data based on one instance of structured data provided by users. 

The main difference of these approaches is the representation of the instance. In 
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comparison to the inductive learning approaches, these kinds of approaches 

reduce the user’s labor. However, owing to the expressive power of the instances, 

these approaches can not process the web pages containing the complicated 

structured data, such as missing data items or nested structured data.  

4. The automatic approaches can be further classified into three subcategories: 

extracting structured data with web page templates, extracting structured data 

with heuristic rules, and directly extracting structured data on a web page. The 

approaches in the first subcategory generate the template for a set of the similar 

web pages based on the training web pages provided by users. The difference of 

these kinds of approaches is the scope of web pages they can process. The 

approaches in the second subcategory use heuristic rules to extract structured data 

and has low accuracy. The approaches in the third subcategory extract structured 

data directly from a single web page without the rules or templates. The main 

difference of these approaches is the algorithms used to discover the similar 

subsequences of a web page. These kinds of approaches have better performance 

than other automatic approaches. However, they may extract unexpected 

structured data, which still need users to post-process them. 

5. The maximum entropy principle states that the best model (or distribution) for 

data is the one satisfying certain constraints derived from training data with the 

fewest possible assumptions. The generalized iterative scaling (GIS) algorithm is 

used to estimate the parameters in a maximum entropy distribution. 
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6. The Markov chain is the simplest Markov model. The transition probability of a 

state only depends on its previous state. Its observation is a sequence of states.  

7. The hidden Markov model is an extension of the Markov chain with the 

unobservable states. Each state generates an observation based on a stationary 

distribution. Furthermore, an observation only depends on the current state and is 

independent of previous states and observations. The algorithm for finding the 

most likely state sequence given an observation sequence is the Viterbi algorithm, 

which is based on dynamic programming. The forward and backward algorithms 

are used to find the posterior probability of a state at time t given an observation 

sequence. 

8. The maximum entropy Markov model uses one conditional distribution to replace 

the separate state transition and observation distributions in HMM. It overcomes 

several limitations of HMM. Its inference algorithm is similar to the Viterbi 

algorithm with some minor changes. 
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CHAPTER 3   

MAXIMUM ENTROPY SEGMENTAL MARKOV MODEL 

APPROACH 

This chapter explains in detail a new approach for extracting structured data from 

web pages based on the maximum entropy segmental Markov model, which is an 

extension of the maximum entropy Markov model (MEMM). The organization of this 

chapter is as follows: the basic idea, which motivates this research, is explained in 

Section 3.1. To let readers have a whole picture of this approach, its workflow is 

illustrated in Section 3.2. The MESMM and its learning and inference algorithms are 

discussed in Section 3.3.  Since the provision of training data for a model is the main 

labor of users, a semi-automatic approach discussed in Section 3.4 is provided to reduce 

the users’ involvement. 

3.1  The basic idea 

The approaches for extracting structured data from web pages can be classified 

into three categories: manual, semi-automatic, and automatic. As manual approaches are 

error-prone and time intensive, they become impractical in face of the large number of 

web sites on the Internet. On the other hand, although automatic approaches extract data 

without the involvement of users, they have lower accuracy compared to semi-automatic 

approaches because the latter obtain more information from users. In addition, automatic 

approaches usually extract useless or fake structured data from web pages, so users still 
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need to post-process extracted structured data. Therefore, a semi-automatic approach is 

good choice for data extraction from web pages. 

The proposed semi-automatic approach is based on the following two initial 

ideas: unlike the semi-automatic approaches, which apply inductive learning techniques 

to generate extraction rules based on the context of structured data (or data items) of a 

web page, a model describing the sequence other than context of structured data (or data 

items) can reduce the number of training web pages because similar structured data are 

embedded with similar sequences, which is the basic assumption adopted by the 

automatic approaches, Secondly, as the semi-automatic approaches based on instance-

based learning techniques usually generate templates by combining difference among the 

training data, the learned templates may be too general or specific to correctly extract 

structured data from similar web pages. The cause of this problem is that extra 

assumptions are made from training data. For example, one training data contains a 

distinct symbol not existing in other ones; a learned template containing this symbol 

makes an assumption that all sequences embedding similar structured data contain this 

symbol. This problem can be solved by enforcing a model only describe the 

characteristics of training data without extra assumptions.  

As the sequence embedding structured data are comprised by several contiguous 

subsequences, each of which embeds one data item of structured data, they can be 

described with segmental Markov models. On the other hand, to prevent generating too 

general or specific models from training data, the maximum entropy principle is applied 

to learn the transition distributions between two states. As the maximum entropy Markov 
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models (MEMM) are based on the Markov model, it can not be used directly here to 

solve the problem. Hence, the MESMM, which is an extension of MEMM, is proposed to 

describe the sequences embedding structured data.  

3.2  The workflow of the approach 

To give a reader the whole picture of the proposed approach, its workflow is 

briefly explained here. To establish an maximum entropy segmental Markov model 

(MESMM) for sequences embedding structured data, users are asked to highlight one 

structured data on a web page. The approach then automatically generates training data 

(See Section 3.4), which are used to generate a segmental Markov model (SMM) 

discussed in Subsection 3.3.1. For each state in the SMM, feature functions explained in 

Subsection 3.3.2 are generated based on its training data.  At the same time, the 

generalized iterative scaling (GIS) procedure explained in Subsection 3.1.4 is used to 

learn the state transition distribution based on the maximum entropy principle in Section 

2.5 of the second chapter.  When a query web page is submitted, the approach first 

determines if this web page is similar to the training web pages based on their Kullback-

Leibler distance discussed in Subsection 3.3.5. If the web page is similar, the 

corresponding MESMM model is applied to find the sequences embedding structured 

data and their optimal segmentations with the inference algorithm shown in Subsection 

3.3.1. If the query web page is not similar to any model’s training web pages, users are 

required to highlight structured data and a new model is generated accordingly.     
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3.3  Maximum entropy segmental Markov model 

This section discusses the maximum entropy segmental Markov model 

(MESMM) and its application for extracting structured data from web pages. The 

MESMM and its inference algorithm are illustrated in Section 3.3.1.  The feature 

functions and their parameter estimation are discussed in Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3, 

respectively. Section 3.3.4 explains the “bias” problem in MESMM and its solution. The 

determination of the similarity between web pages is discussed in Section 3.3.4.      

3.3.1 Maximum entropy segmental Markov model (MESMM) 

The maximum entropy segmental Markov model (MESMM) is an extension of 

the MEMM with a segment of observations instead of one observation for each state. 

Figure 3.1 illustrates the graphical structure of the MESMM, where K is the length of a 

state sequence except 0s , which denotes a “start” state, and TK ≤≤1 . Note that a 

MESMM model becomes a MMEM model when K is equal to T. The il  is the length of a 

segment of observations for the state is  and Tl
K

.  
i

i =∑
=1
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Figure 3.1: The graphical structure of the MESMM 
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be one segmentation of an observation sequence O, 

where b , is the length of , and =i ib TH ≤≤1

ss ...21

.   is a set of all 

possible segmentations for O. The probability of a state sequence, , given O and b 

is defined as follow: 

TB

Ks
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⎧
= ∏
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− ifbssp

bOssssp

K

i
iii

def

K
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1
210

=

otherwise

KH
 (3.1)

    

For an MESMM model with known parameters and a given observation 

sequence , the inference problem is to find a segmentation and a state 

sequence , whose probability  is the highest. This 

problem can be solved in a similar way as the Viterbi algorithm. The corresponding 

O

*
1s

TBb ∈*

)**
2 ... Hss ,|...( ***

2
*
10 bOssssp H

)(itδ  

is defined as follow: 

)],...21 bOOO t|...(max[max)( 210... 121

isssspi HsssBb

def

t
Ht

==
−∈

δ  (3.2)
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where  is a set of all possible segmentations for the observation sequence . It 

means the largest probability of a state sequence with the last state being i given an 

observation sequence and one of its possible segmentations. 

tB tOOO ...21

The inference algorithm for the MESMM model is similar to the Viterbi 

algorithm. The difference is that each element in the matrix ϕ  only stores a previous 

state in the Viterbi algorithm; however, for MESMM, two values need to be stored. One 

denoted as ])[( Lenitϕ  that is the length of current observation segment; another denoted 

as ]ev)[Pr(itϕ  that is the previous state based on ])[( Lenitϕ and the current state i. The 

recursive equations are given by,  

1) Initialization: 

⎩
⎨
⎧

=i
0
1

)(0δ otherwise
startisiif ""

0])[Pr(
0])[(

0

0

=

 

                                    
evi

Lengthi
ϕ

=ϕ
 

(3.3)

  

2) Recursion:  

)]]...2 tlt OO +−,'|()([max[max)( 111 ltltMjtlt Ojsispji +−−≤≤≤≤
=== δδ  

MiTtwhere ≤≤≤≤ 1,1  

)]]...,'|()([max[maxarg])[( 2111
tltltltMjtl

t OOOjsispjLeni +−+−−≤≤≤≤
=== δϕ  

)]...,'|()([maxarg])[Pr( 2])[(1])[(])[(
1

tLenitLenitLenit
Mj

t OOOjsispjevi
ttt +−+−−

≤≤
=== ϕϕϕδϕ  

(3.4)
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In the above equations, s and s’ denote the current and previous states, respectively.  

 3) Termination 

 123

)]([max
1

* iS TMi
δ

≤≤
=

)]([maxarg
1

* iTMiT δϕ
≤≤

=

 

 
(3.5)

The inference algorithm shown in Figure 3.2 first creates two matrixes, δ and ϕ ,  

with the size (lines 2-3), where T is the length of an observation sequence and 

is the number of distinct states in the MESMM. Note that each state is indexed with 

a number between zero and 

|| MT×

|| M

1|| −M . Furthermore, the “start” state is assigned with the 

index zero. The first columns in δ and ϕ  are initialized according to Equation 3.3. Given 

a position t in an observation sequence, the algorithm finds the maximal value of tδ  for 

each possible current state by enumerating segments with the length from one to t (lines 

13-29).  This step runs iteratively for each position in the sequence. The time complexity 

of this algorithm is  and the space complexity is . )2T|2M(|O )|(| TMO
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Algorithm OptimalSegmentation (In: O, Q; Out:ϕ )  
// O is an observation sequence; Q is the MESMM. ϕ  is the matrix storing related values.         
{ 
1.      T=the O’s length; 
       //|M| the number of distinct states in Q. 
2.      Create the matrix  δ  with the size || MT× ; 
3.      Create the matrix ϕ  with the size || MT× ;  
          // A “start” state is indexed with ‘0’. 
4.      1]0,0[ =δ ; 
5.      0].0,0[ =Lengthϕ ; 
6.      0Pr].0,0[ =evϕ ;  
7.       For i=0 To |M|+1   
8.                0],0[ =iδ  
9.                0].,0[ =Lengthiϕ ; 
10.              0Pr].,0[ =eviϕ ;  
11.     EndFor        
12.     For t=1 To T                   
13.              For i=1 To |M| 
14.                     v=0; //store the maximum probability; 
15.                     s=0; //store the previous state; 
16.                     n=0; //store the length of a segment;                         
17.                     For n=i To 1                    
18.                             For j=1 To |M| 
19.                                   If vOOOjsispjlt tltlt >==×− +−+− )...,'|(],[ 21δ  then 
20.                                                  )...,'|(],[ 21 tltlt OOOjsispjltv +−+−==×−= δ ; 
21.                                                   s=j; 
22.                                                   n=l; 
23.                                   EndIf 
24.                             EndFor 
25.                     EndFor 
26.                    vit =],[δ ; 
27.                    nLengthit =].,[ϕ ; 
28.                    sevit =Pr].,[ϕ ; 
29.                EndFor 
30.       EndFor                  
   } 
Figure 3.2: The inference algorithm for the MESMM 

Based on ϕ  and , the optimal segmentation and state sequence can be 

constructed in a similar way as the Viterbi algorithm. The change is that 

*
Tϕ

))((1 itt ϕϕ −  is 
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replaced by ]))[((])[( previtLenit t
ϕϕ ϕ− , where ])[( previtϕ  is the state of the previous 

segment, ])[Leni(tϕ  is the length of the current segment, and ])[( Lenit tϕ−  is the end 

point of the previous segment.   

The following example illustrates the inference algorithm and the finding of an 

optimal segmentation. To clearly understand this example, the reader is suggested to first 

read Section 3.3.2.   

Suppose the state structure of an MESMM is    

 

 

 

The feature functions and their parameter values for the state “start” is  

1
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The feature functions and their parameter values for state 1 is  

 

 

 

The feature functions and their parameter values for state 2 is  
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To find the optimal segmentation and the associated states of segments for the   

sequence <a>TEXT<b>TEXT, which is the result of preprocessing the sequence 

<a>TEXT</a><b>TEXT</b>, the inference algorithm runs as follows: 

Initialization: 

1)(0 =startδ  

0)1(0 =δ  

0)2(0 =δ  

 
)( jtδ

 

 

 start 1 2 
t=0 1 0 0 
t=1    
t=2    
t=3    
t=4     
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Iteration: 

1)  >=<= aOt 1

   
)],2|1()2(),,1|1()1(

),,|1()(max[)1(

010010

0101

><==×><==×
><==×=

asspassp
astartsspstart

δδ
δδ

  

    5.0]
2
10,

2
10,

2
11max[ =×××=  

   startev =])[Pr1(1ϕ  1])[1(1 =Lenϕ    

])[( Lenjtϕ start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1    
t=2    
t=3    
t=4    

])[Pr( evjtϕ  start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1    
t=2    
t=3    
t=4    
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)],2|2()2(),,1|2()1(

),,|2()(max[)2(

010010

0101

><==×><==×
><==×=

asspassp
astartsspstart

δδ
δδ

 

        5.0]
2
10,

2
10,

2
11max[ =×××=  

   startev =])[Pr2(1ϕ  1])[2(1 =Lenϕ  

 
)( jtδ  start 1 2 

t=0 1 0 0 
t=1  0.5 0.5 
t=2    
t=3    
t=4    

 

 

 

 ])[Pr( evjtϕ  start 1 2 
t=0  0 0 
t=1  start start 
t=2    
t=3    
t=4    

])[( Lenjtϕ start 1 2 
t=0  0 0 
t=1  1 1 
t=2    
t=3    
t=4    

 

 

         

2)   TEXTaOt >=<= 2

      Calculating )1(2δ  

       When the length of the segment is 2: 

           95.01),|1()( 4

4

020 =
+

×=><==×
ee

eTEXTastartsspstartδ  

  0
2

0),1|1()1( 020 =×=><==×
e

eTEXTasspδ  

0),2|1()2( 020 =><==× TEXTasspδ  

      When the length of the segment is 1: 
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     25.05.05.0),2|1()2( 121 =×===× TEXTsspδ  
       

Therefore,  

     95.0]25.0,25.0,0,0,95.0max[)1(2 ==δ    

startev =])[Pr1(2ϕ    2])[1(2 =Lenϕ  

Calculating  )2(2δ  in the same way 

     25.0)2(2 =δ    1])[Pr2(2 =evϕ   1])[2(2 =Lenϕ  

 

 
)( jtδ  start 1 2 

t=0 1 0 0 
t=1  0.5 0.5 

   

t=2  0.95 0.25 
t=3    
t=4    

 

 
])[( Lenjt
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3)  ><>=<= bTEXTaOt 3

      Calculating )1(3δ  

       When the length of the segment is 3: 

82.01),|1()( 5.02

2

030 =
+

×=><><==×
ee

ebTEXTastartsspstartδ  

0
2

0),1|1()1( 030 =×=><><==×
e

ebTEXTasspδ  

])[Pr( evjtϕ  start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1  start start
t=2  start 1 
t=3    
t=4    

ϕ start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1  1 1 
t=2  2 1 
t=3    
t=4    
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0),2|1()2( 030 =><><==× bTEXTasspδ  

    When the length of the segment is 2: 

255.05.0),1|1()1( 131 .0=×=><==× bTEXTsspδ  

25.5.05.0),2|1()2( 131 0=×=><==× bTEXTsspδ  

   When the length of the segment is 1: 

475.05.095.0),1|1()1( 122 =×=><==× bsspδ  

25.05.05.0),2|1()2( 232 =×=><==× bsspδ  

Therefore,  

82.0]25.0,475.0,25.0,25.0,0,0,82.0max[)1(3 ==δ  

  startev =])[Pr1(3ϕ  3])[1(3 =Lenϕ  

  Calculating  )2(3δ  in the same way 

475.0)2(3 =δ   1])[Pr2(3 =evϕ   1])[2(3 =Lenϕ  

 
)( jtδ  start 1 2 

t=0 1 0 0 
t=1  0.5 0.5 
t=2  0.95 0.25 
t=3  0.82 0.475
t=4    

 

 

 
])[( Lenjt
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])[Pr( evjtϕ  start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1  start start
t=2  start 1 
t=3  start 1 
t=4    

ϕ start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1  1 1 
t=2  2 1 
t=3  3 1 
t=4    
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4)  TEXTbTEXTaOt ><>=<= 4

      In the same way as 3) 

     73.0)1(4 =δ  startev =])[Pr1(4ϕ  4])[1(4 =Lenϕ  

  9025.0)2(4 =δ  1])[Pr2(4 =evϕ  2])[2(4 =Lenϕ  

 
)( jtδ  start 1 2 

t=0 1 0 0 
t=1  0.5 0.5 
t=2  0.95 0.25 
t=3  0.82 0.475 
t=4  0.73 0.9025

 

 

 
])[( Lenjt
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After ϕ  is established, the next task is the finding of the optimal segmentation of 

a sequence by tracing backϕ . Based on the results at t=4, )2(4δ is greater than )1(4δ , so 

the state of the last segment is 2. In addition, the length of the last segment is 2 

( 2=])[2(4 Lenϕ ) and the state of its previous segment is 1 ( 1])[Pr2(4 =evϕ ). As the 

length of the last segment is 2, its previous segment ends at t= 2])[2(4 =4 − Lenϕ . In the 

same way as the last segment, the length of the previous segment is 2 ( 2])[2(2 =Lenϕ ) 

and the state of its previous segment is “start”, which causes the procedure terminate. 

Therefore, the optimal segmentation of the sequence <a>TEXT<b>TEXT is <a>TEXT 

with state 1 and <b>TEXT with state 2. 

 

])[Pr( evjtϕ  start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1  start start
t=2  start 1 
t=3  start 1 
t=4  start 1 

ϕ start 1 2 
t=0 0 0 0 
t=1  1 1 
t=2  2 1 
t=3  3 1 
t=4  4 2 
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),( sOf

3.3.2  Feature functions 

An important aspect of the maximum entropy principle is the selection of features 

or feature functions. In [RATN1998, MCCA2000], a feature function is a binary value 

function, which indicates if an observation sequence has that feature or not. However, 

here a feature function maps an observation sequence to a real value between zero and 

one. Furthermore, like the functions in [MCCA2000], a feature function has 

two arguments: the sequence and its current state; a  is a pair 

Oa

>=< sha , , where h is a 

function, which maps an observation sequence to a real value;  s is a destination state. 

⎩
⎨
⎧ =

=
otherwise

ssifOh O

0
)(

>< sOf Osh ),(,  (3.6)

Equation 3.39 states that the value of a feature function equals to  if the state of an 

observation sequence is the same as the function state; otherwise, it is zero. 

)(Oh

The function h in Equation 3.6 is defined based on the tag trees of an observation 

sequence. Its original idea comes from [EISE1994, ABNE1997]. As an html file is 

generated based on the HTML grammar, the templates for a set of structured data can be 

considered as a specific grammar derived from the HTML grammar. For example, Figure 

3.4 may be considered as the grammar for the structured data in Figure 3.3. However, this 

grammar also generates the structured data in Figure 3.5, which is different from the one 

in Figure 3.3. 
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<table> 
<tr> <td><b>Computer Science</b></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a href=””>Jack</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a href=””>Mike</a></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><a href=””>Todd</a></td></tr> 
</table> 

 
Figure 3.3: The part of an html source file 

><>→<
><>→<

><>→<
><>→<
><>→<

><>→<

aTEXTaS
bTEXTbS

tdStdS
tdStdS
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tableSSSStableS

/
/

/
/
/

/
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3

42

32

21

1111

 

Figure 3.4: The grammar for generating the structured data 

<table> 
<tr> <td><b>Computer Science</b></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><b>Industrial Engineering</b></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><b>Statistics</b></td></tr> 
<tr> <td><b>Civil Engineering</b></td></tr> 
</table> 

 
Figure 3.5: A difference kind of structured data 

To differentiate among the different kinds of structured data generated by a 

grammar, parameters are assigned to its rules [EISE1994, ABNE1997]. Suppose there is 

a grammar for a sequence O and its distinct rules are denoted as R;  is the number 

of times the rule

)(OCr

Rr ∈  is applied for the sequence. The function  is defined as 

follow:   

)(Ohr
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def
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The  is the ratio of the repeating times of the rule r to the total number of rules 

applied in a sequence. As the specific grammar for structured data is unknown a priori; a 

simplified solution is adopted. A sequence generated by the HTML grammar can be 

represented with its corresponding tag tree.  Let  denote the edge in a tag tree; 

and  are its parent and child tag names, respectively. Two edges  and   

are the same if and only if '

)(Ohr

2v

>< 21 ,vve

1v >< 21 ,vve >< ',' 21 vve

11 vv =  and '22 vv = . Suppose that  represents a rule in 

the back grammar and N is the number of nodes in a tag tree. The function in Equation 

3.7 is redefined as follow:      

>< 21 ,vve

 133

1

)(
)( 2,1

2,1 −
= ><

>< N

OC
Oh vv

vv

edef

e  (3.8)

where  is the number of edges with the vertex  and  in the tag tree of  the 

sequence O. This function is called an edge function to discriminate it from the feature 

function defined in Equation 3.6. 

)(
2,1

OC
vve >< 1v 2v
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<table>

Jack Mike ToddComputer
Science

<tr>

<td>

<b>

<tr>

<td>

<a>

<tr>

<td>

<a>

<tr>

<td>

<a>

 

Figure 3.6: The tag tree of structured data 

To simplify the notation,  is used to denote an edge instead of  . For the 

sequence in Figure 3.3 and its tag tree in Figure 3.6, its edge functions and their values 

are as follows: 

21vv >< 21 ,vve

 
4
1

16
4
==>><< trtableh                 

4
1

16
4
==>><< tdtrh  

       
16
3

=>><< atdh                       
16
1

=>><< btdh  

      
16
3

=>< TEXTah                       
16
1

=>< TEXTbh  

Based on the above edge function definition for a sequence, the feature functions 

of Equation 3.8 can be generated by combining edge functions with states. For example, 

suppose that, except for an auxiliary “start” state, there are two states indexed with 1 and 

2 in a MESMM. At the same time, the sequence is the same as in Figure 3.3 and the 

assigned state is 1. The possible feature functions and their values are as follows 

(arguments are omitted): 

   
4
1

1, =>< >><< trtablehf                      02, =>< >><< trtablehf  
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4
1

1, =>< >><< tdtrhf                        02, =>< >><< tdtrhf  

   
16
3

1, =>< >><< atdhf                         02, =>< >><< atdhf  

   
16
1

1, =>< >><< btdhf                         02, =>< >><< btdhf  

  
16
3

1, =>< >< TEXTahf                          02, =>< >< TEXTahf  

  
16
1

1, =>< >< TEXTbhf                          02, =>< >< TEXTbhf  

3.3.3 Parameter estimation 

Like the method in [MCCA2000], each state  in a MESMM is associated with a 

state transition function , where  is a possible current state given a current 

observation sequence and the previous state . Therefore, there are |M|-1 state transition 

functions after a “start” state is added (M stands for a set of states including a “start” state 

unless explicitly specified). On the other hand, one requirement for training data D is that 

each member d contains three elements: a previous state , a current state , and an 

observation sequence .  

s

),|'( Ossp

d

's

s

ds '
ds

O

According to the maximum entropy principle, should satisfy the 

constraint that the expected value of each feature in the learned distribution is the same as 

its average on the data , which is a set of members having the same previous state s in 

the training data. Formally, each state transition function should have the property that 

),|'( Ossp

sD

aa FF =~ , where 
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aF~  is the average value of a feature based on the training data.  is the average 

expectation of a feature based on the training data. Note that  is approximated with the 

training data instead of determining all possible observation sequences.  

aF

aF

In addition, each state transition distribution is unique, satisfies the maximum 

likelihood principle, and has the general form: 

))',(exp(
), ∑

a
aa sOf

s
λ

(
1),|'( =
OZ

Ossp  (3.11)

where aλ  is the parameter for a feature and needs to be estimated; is a 

normalized factor making the sum of the distribution for all next states one and is 

computed as follow: 

),( sOZ

∑ ∑
∈

=
Ms a

aa sOf
'

))',(exp() λsOZ ,(  (3.12)

For each state transition function, an important problem is how to choose its 

related features. [DELL1995] proposes an iterative method to select features from a 

feature set. The feature, which reduces the Kullback-Leibler distance between the 

empirical distribution and the corresponding model distribution the most, is selected with 

the highest priority. This method is very useful when there are a large number of potential 

features. However, as the number of features is not as much a consideration for the 
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sequences embedding structured data on web pages, a simple solution is provided here.  

For each state transition function, its features are the Cartesian product of all possible 

current states and a set of edge functions, each of which corresponds to a distinct edge in 

the tag trees of the training data. For example, suppose there are two states (1 and 2) in an 

MESMM model and the training data are  

 137

}{ ,} ,2',1{ TEXTaOss >,1',1{ >><=<== tdtrOss =<== }  

The distinct edges in the tag trees of two observation sequences are <tr><td> and 

<a>TEXT. Furthermore, the possible current states are 1 and 2 when the previous state is 

1. Therefore, for state 1, the features for the transition function are , , 

, and .      

>< >><< 1,tdtrhf >< >><< 2,tdtrhf

>< >< 1,TEXTahf >< >< 2,TEXTahf

The generalized iterative scaling (GIS) procedure [DARR1972] is used to 

estimate the feature parameters for each state. The estimation procedure works as 

follows. 

Given a set of training data, the procedure classifies them into several groups 

whose members have the same previous state. For a group , a set of features are 

generated for the state transition function. In addition, for each member d in , a 

“correction” feature  is added and its value is

sD

sD

xf ∑−C
a

dd sOf ),( ' , where 

.  The GIS procedure is then called. It first calculates all 

feature averages (

∑∑
∈

=
sDd a

da OfC ,(max

aF

ds )'

~ ) based on  and sets all feature parameters (sD aλ s) with an initial 

value (one). At each iteration, all feature expectations ( s) are calculated based on the aF
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distribution with parameter values from the previous iteration. The parameter values are 

updated with 
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Based on updated parameter values, the log-likelihood of the training data  is 

calculated. The iteration runs until the change of the log-likelihood is negligible. Figure 

3.7 shows the pseudo-code of these algorithms.  

sD
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 is a set of training data; Q is the MESMM model.  

 into several subset sets, each of which has the same previous state. 

on function based o ; 

n” feature to each member in ; 

he GIS procedure. 
  EndFor  

 } 
(a) Classifying training data 

ining data with the previous state s; Q is the MESMM model; C is the 
aximal value.  

ture a

Algorithm ClassifyTrainingData (In: D; Out: Q)  
// D
{ 
      Separate D
      For each sD  

n sD              Generate features for the transiti
             Calculate the maximal value C; 

sD             Add the “correctio
             GIS ( sD , Q, C);   
            //call t
     

Algorithm GIS (In: sD , Q, C)  
// sD  is a set of tra
// m
{ 
      Calculate each fea verage aF~  for the sD  based on Equation 3.9; 

 the iteration  of the GIS procedure with each parameter ; 
      Let 

             For e
Calcu ture based on distribution with 

 based on Equation 3.13;                     

          

0=j 1)0( =aλ      Start

∑=
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      Do  
             1+= jj ; 
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egligible between  and   
en exit; 

  EndDo              
} 

Figure 3.7: The parameter estimation algorithm for the MESMM 

 

             EndFor 
)( )1( −jl λ )( )( jl λ             If the change is n

                      Th
              EndIf 
    

(b) The GIS algorithm 
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As the learning procedure is the same for each state in the MESMM model, a 

simple example is provided to illustrate it.  Suppose there are two states (1 and 2) in a 

MESMM model and the training data for state 1 is as follows: 
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In addition, the features, which indexed with a number, for the transition function are: 

(1), (2), (3), and (4). The corresponding values 

for the training data are: 

>< >><< 1,tdtrhf >< >><< 2,tdtrhf >< >< 1,TEXTahf >< >< 2,TEXTahf

     1).  },1',1{ >><=<== tdtrOss

1)1,(1 =>><< tdtrf   0)1,(2 =>><< tdtrf  

0)1,(3 =>><< tdtrf   0)1,(4 =>><< tdtrf  

   2).     },2',1{ TEXTaOss >=<==

0)2,(1 =>< TEXTaf  0)2,(2 =>< TEXTaf  

  0 1)2,(4)2,(3 =>< TEXTaf =>< TEXTaf  

Hence, the averages for features based on the training data are: 

 
2
1~

1 =F , 0~
2 =F , 0~

3 =F , and 
2
1~

4 =F . 

As the sum of feature values is the same (C=1) for each member in the training data, the 

“correction” feature is not considered here.  

1. Initialization: 

1,1,1,1 )0(
4

)0(
3

)0(
2
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To calculate the ,     ),1|1'()0( >><<== tdtrssp
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In the same way, 
2
1),1|2'()0( =><== TEXTassp . 

Hence, 39.1
2
1log

2
1log)( )0( −=+=λl  

2. Iteration 

Based on the parameter values in the initialization step, the expectations of the 

features are as follows: 

),1|1'()1,({
2
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1
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}
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In the same way as , )0(
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 For the feature whose average is zero, its parameter is not updated. The 

parameter values after updating are as follows:  

         69.1,1,1,69.1 )1(
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)1(
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Hence,  8.067.0log67.0log)( )1( −=+=λl

This procedure runs iteratively till the change of  is negligible or specified 

by users.  The final learned distribution is considered to be consistent with the training 

data and has the maximum entropy (the maximum entropy principle). 

)( )( jl λ

3.3.4 The bias problem 

The MESMM models potentially have the bias problem [LAFF2001] as non-

generative finite state models based on next-state classifiers. This problem occurs when 

the transition leaving a state only has one next state. In this case, an observation is 

neglected by the transition function because the state would be changed from the current 

state to next state no matter which observation is. For example, suppose that the state s 

has only one next state s’. For any observation sequence O, the transition probability 
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. This causes a bias toward state s’.  As a result, a wrong 

segmentation for an observation sequence is given by the inference procedure because it 

considers all remaining observations as a segment and neglects all possible next states of 

the next state.  

[BOTT1991] proposes two solutions to this problem: the changing of the state 

structure of a model and a fully connected model. The first solution may lead to 

combinatorial explosion in determining the state structure and the second one precludes 

the use of prior structural knowledge [LAFF2001]. As the number of states is low for 

structured data, a fully connected state structure is adopted for a model. In addition, 

besides an auxiliary “start” state, an “end” state is added, too. The purpose of an “end” 

state is to avoid the situation that an undesired sequence is the prefix of the sequence 

embedding structured data. The state structure for an MESMM model usually has the 

form in Figure 3.8 with two states. The “start” state leads to other states except the “end” 

state. The states except the “start” and “end” states have transitions to themselves and 

other states except the “start” state.       

 

Figure 3.8: The state structure for two states 
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)(g

3.3.5  Determining the similarity between web pages 

After an MESMM model is trained based on several sample web pages, the 

following step is how to extract structured data from similar query web pages with the 

model. Given a query web page, the first task is to determine if it is similar to sample web 

pages. If it is not similar, users are asked to label extracted data and a new model is 

generated for this class of web pages; otherwise, the model is applied to extract data from 

the subsequences of the web page. 

A simple way based on the Kullback-Leibler distance is proposed to determine 

the similarity between web pages. It is based on the assumption that the distributions of 

tags for similar web pages are very close. In other words, the Kullback-Leibler distance 

between the tag distributions for a web page and a similar one is smaller than the distance 

for it and a dissimilar web page. For a set of sample web pages W, suppose G is an 

alphabet containing distinct tags occurring in sample web pages and C  is the 

frequency of the tag g in the web page w.  The tag distribution P, called the model 

distribution, is estimated as follows: 

w

Gg
W

gC
gC

Ww
Gg

w

w

∈

∑ ∑∈
∈ ,

||

)'(
)(

'gp =)(  
(3.14)

 The tag probability is the average of the ratio between its frequency and the total number 

of tags in a web page for all sample web pages. Given a query web page  and its tag 

alphabet ' , its tag distribution

'w

G P~ , called an empirical distribution, is calculated with  
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The empirical tag distribution for a query web page is the ratio between the frequency of 

the tag and the total number of tags in the page. Based on the model and empirical 

distributions, their distance ),~( PPD  is calculated as follow: 
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A threshold value, such as 0.02, is specified by users to determine if a query web 

page is similar. If the distance between the empirical and model distributions is less than 

the threshold value, a query web page is considered as similar; otherwise, it is not. 

3.3.6 Finding similar subsequence of a web page 

While a query web page is similar to the training web pages, the next step is the 

using of the corresponding MESMM model to locate and segment the subsequences 

embedding structured data. A brute-force solution is to explore all the sub tag trees of the 

web page like those in [LIU2003, LIU2005]. To reduce the search space, two 

observations on the characteristic of a web page embedding structured data are utilized: 

the sub tag trees embedding different types of structured data have different paths in the 

tag tree. Here the path of a subtree is defined as the sequence of consecutive tags from 

the root of a tag tree to the subtree’s root. Figure 3.9 is the partial tag tree of a web page. 

The subtrees enclosed by large rectangles embed different types of structured data. The 

similar structured data are embedded in the subtrees with the same path; the subtrees 

embedding different structured data have different paths. In addition, the sub tag trees 
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embedding structured data have the same path on similar web pages because most similar 

web pages are generated on the fly from the backend databases with the same templates. 

Hence, given a similar query web page, only the sub tag trees having the same path as 

those subtrees embedding structured data to be extracted on the training web pages need 

to be explored.   

 

Figure 3.9: The partial tag tree of a web page 

After similar subsequences and their optimal segmentations are found on the 

query web pages, the next step is to extract data items from segments. There are two rules 

guiding this extraction procedure. The first rule is that data items to be extracted have the 

same path as those labeled by users; otherwise, no data item is extracted. If a segment has 
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several data items with the same path, the second rule is applied. For each data item, its 

front and back empirical distributions are first calculated based on its front and back part 

of the segment according to Equation 3.15. Then the front (back) Kullback-Leibler 

distance is calculated based on its front (back) empirical distribution and the front (back) 

distribution of the corresponding data items in the segments of the training examples, 

which are generated based on Equation 3.14.  Finally, the data item, which has the 

minimal sum of the front and back Kullback-Leibler distances, is extracted.     

3.3.7 Summary 

This section discusses the maximum entropy segmental Markov model 

(MESMM) and several aspects related to its application to extract structured data from 

web pages. The main points of this section are as follows: 

• The MESMM model is an extension of the MEMM model with a segment of 

observations instead of one observation. Given an observation sequence, the 

inference procedure is similar to the Viterbi algorithm and finds a segmentation 

and state sequence with the largest possibility.   

• Given an observation sequence, an edge function is defined as the ratio of the 

repeating times of an edge in the tag tree to its length minus one. Given a 

previous state, its transition function contains a set of feature functions generated 

by combining the edge functions of its training data with all possible current 

states. The value of a feature function equals to its edge function if the sequence 

state is same as the state of the feature function; otherwise, it is zero. 
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• The procedure for estimating the model parameters is based on the GIS 

algorithm. 

• The bias problem is solved by a fully-connected state structure. 

• The similarity between the query and sample web pages is determined based on 

the Kullback-Leibler distance between their tag distributions.   

3.4  Generating training data 

In this application, the main labor for users is to provide the training data. In the 

face of a huge amount of web sites on the Internet, such work is nontrivial. There are two 

methods for solving this problem. One is to reduce the amount of training data; however, 

the sparse training data has a detrimental side effect on the performance of the learning 

model.  The second solution is to generate the training data automatically as much as 

possible. After users provide some information on extracted data, this method 

automatically finds and generates training data from web pages. Hence, it avoids the 

problem existing in the first method and reduces the labor of users.       

This section discusses the automatic generation of training data after users select 

data items to be extracted. The organization of this section corresponds to the three main 

steps of this method. Section 3.4.1 illustrates the finding of the minimal covering tree for 

a set of selected data items. The labeling of the minimal covering tree is discussed in 

Section 3.4.2.  The algorithms for finding subtrees similar to the minimal covering tree 

on the same web page are explained in Section 3.4.3. 
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3.4.1  Finding the minimal covering tree  

The first problem in generating training data is how to find the subtrees 

embedding structured data on a web page after users provide extracted data items. For 

example, Figure 3.10 shows data items to be extracted. The first step is to find a tag 

subtree embedding a complete structured data (the computer science department and its 

students). Based on the found subsequence, the following step automatically finds similar 

structured data (the industrial engineering department and its students). As a result, users 

do not need to label similar extracted data items on a web page.  

 

Figure 3.10: Labeled data items 

Before discussing the method for finding a subtree embedding a complete 

structured data, two terms are explained first. Given a tag tree T , let  denote its nodes 

and  be a subset of . A covering tree  for  is defined as a subtree of 

TV

sV TV cT sV T whose 

nodes contain . Note that a tree is a subtree of itself. The minimal covering tree sV
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cTmin

T

for  is a covering tree  with the property that there does not exist a covering 

tree '  so that .  For example, Figure 3.11 is the tag tree of the web page in 

Figure 3.10. Given the selected data items (shaded), the covering tree are subtrees rooted 

with <html>, <body>, and the left <table>. However, only the subtree rooted with the left 

<table> is its minimal covering tree.    

sV cT

c cc TT VV ⊆'

<html>
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Figure 3.11: A minimal covering tree 

Based on the above definitions, the problem of finding a subtree embedding a 

completed structured data is transformed into searching for a minimal covering tree for a 

set of selected data items in a tag tree. The searching algorithm works as follow: it first 

finds a node representing a selected data item. The algorithm then searches its child 

nodes to find other selected data items. If all selected data items have been found, the 

algorithm stops. Otherwise, the algorithm visits its parent node and searches its sibling 

nodes. This procedure runs iteratively till all selected data items are found. The last 
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visited parent node is the root of the minimal covering tree. Figure 3.12 shows the 

pseudo-code of this algorithm. 

Algorithm MinimalCoveringTree (In: T, ; Out: ) sV cvmin
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 children nodes of  and remove found data items from ; 
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=
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h the subtree rooted with  and remove found data items from ;                      

   EndWhile     
} 

Figure 3.12: The algorithm for finding minimal covering tree 

As a MESMM model is used to describe the sequences embedding similar 

structured data, the selected data items must come from the same instead of several 

structured data. Otherwise, the algorithm may consider the subsequence embedding 

several structured data as the one embedding one structured data.   

// T is the tag tree sV  is selected data item cin  is the root of the minimal covering ; ; vm

tre
{ 
      ;          // the root node of the minimal covering tree. cvmin

      searchedv = Ø;     / he root od

iv    sV      Get a mem er 
       sV = sV -{ iv }; 
       S T a d  'v iv
       searchedv = 'v  

 'v  sV       Search all
       If V  s

            cvmin =the par  searchedv  
             Exit 
       End If  
       While ≠Ø  sV
                the parent node of searchedv ; cvmin

               childrenV = {all the chil en n f cvmin searchedv
               For each child node jv  in childrenV  

 jv sV                     Searc
               EndFor 
               searchedv = cvmin  
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While data items are selected by users to be extracted, state labels are generated 

automatically and assigned to them. For example, for the data items in Figure 3.11, the 

“Computer Science” is assigned “state1” and “Jane” is assigned with “state2”.  The 

procedure is different when structured data contains repeated data items, such as student 

names in a department. In this case, all repeated data items should be selected and 

assigned state labels with the same prefix. For example, all student names in computer 

science should be selected. In addition, the data item “Mike” may be assigned with the 

label “state2#1”. The reason is that it is very difficult for the application to determine 

repeating data items in structured data. But users can easily recognize them. 

3.4.2  Labeling structured data 

Given the minimal covering tree and selected data items with state labels, the next 

step is to label all nodes in the tree. This procedure tries to label a tree with as few states 

as possible so that the learning time is reduced.  

Before discussing the labeling algorithm, several terms are explained first. A 

labeled tree is called a miscellaneous tree if it has more than one state label; otherwise it 

is called a uniform tree. A state label is called a repeating label if its corresponding 

selected data item repeats in a structured data; otherwise, it is called a non-repeating 

label.  For example, the state label assigned to the student “Jane” in Figure 3.11 is a 

repeating label. But the label for “Computer Science” is a non-repeating label. The 

rightmost label of a labeled tree is the last label found by scanning the tree in pre-order. 

For a uniform tree, the rightmost label is the label of its root node.  
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Figure 3.13 shows the algorithm for labeling a tree; and the major scenarios of 

labeling nodes are shown in Figure 3.13 where the numbers, 1, 2, and 3, are non-

repeating labels and 1# is a repeating label. This labeling procedure traverses the tree in 

post-order (lines 3-5). If a node has no child nodes or all child nodes are not labeled, the 

procedure exits (lines 2 and 7).  For a set  of child nodes, which are ordered 

according to their sibling relationships, the procedure locates the first labeled node. If its 

label is a non-repeating label, all previously unlabeled nodes  and their child nodes 

are labeled with that label (See Figure 3.14[a]); otherwise, they are labeled with a new 

state label (lines 8-12) (See Figure 3.14[b]). Note that all new state labels generated by 

this procedure are non-repeating labels. In addition, the labeled node and its previous 

nodes are removed from  (line 13).  

childrenV

prevV

childrenV

Based on the remaining child nodes, the procedure searches the first labeled node 

again.  If no labeled node is found, all remaining nodes are assigned to ; otherwise, 

 contains unlabeled nodes between previous and current located nodes (lines 16-19). 

prevV

prevV

If the label of the previous located node is a uniform label, it is assigned to all nodes in 

 and their child nodes (line 27) (See Figure 3.14[c]). Otherwise, if the rightmost 

label of the tree rooted with the previous located node is a non-repeating label, all nodes 

in  and their child nodes are set with this rightmost label (See Figure 3.14[d]). If the 

rightmost label is a repeating label, a new state label is assigned to these unlabeled nodes 

(lines 21-25) (See Figure 3.14[e]). Similarly, the nodes in  and the current located 

node are removed from  (line 29). This step runs iteratively till  is empty.   

prevV

Vprev

prevV

childrenV childrenV
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After all child nodes are labeled, their parent node is set with the label of the first 

child if its label is non-repeating or if all child nodes have the same label; otherwise, the 

parent node is set with a new state label (line 31-34).  

Algorithm LabelingTree (In: ) //  is the root of the tree to be labeled. rootv rootv
{ 
1. = all the children nodes of ; childrenV rootv

// The nodes in  are ordered according to their sibling relationships childrenV
2.  If  Then Exit;  0|| =childrenV
3. For each child node  in  jv childrenV
4.        LabelingTree( ) ;          jv
5.         EndFor               
6. = the first child node, which has been labeled, in ; Labeledv childrenV
7. If = Ø Then Exit;  Labeledv
8. =all previous sibling nodes of  in ; prevV Labeledv childrenV
9. If the label of  is a non-repeating label Then Labeledv
10.        Label all trees rooted with the nodes in  with ’s label;  prevV Labeledv
11. Else  
12.        Label all trees rooted with the nodes in  with a new state label;  prevV
13. = - -{ }; childrenV childrenV prevV Labeledv
14. While | |>0 childrenV
15.       =the first child node, which has been labeled, in ; childv childrenV
16.        If  = Ø  Then  childv
17.                    = ; prevV childrenV
18.              Else  
19.                    =all previous sibling nodes of  in ; prevV childv childrenV
20.              If  the  rooted tree is a miscellaneous tree Then Labeledv
21.  label=the rightmost label of the  rooted tree; Labeledv
22.                   If  label is a repeating label Then 
23                           Label all trees rooted with the nodes in  with a new state label; prevV
24.                   Else 
25.                          Label all trees rooted with the nodes in  with label; prevV
26.             Else       
27.                   Label all trees rooted with the nodes in  with the label of ;  prevV Labeledv

 154
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28.            = ; Labeledv childv
29.      = - -{ };   childrenV childrenV prevV childv
30. EndWhile   
31. If the first child’s label is non-repeating or child nodes have the same label Then 
32.     Set the label of  with the first child’s label; rootv
33. Else 
34.     Set the label of  with a new state label; rootv
} 
Figure 3.13: The algorithm for labeling a tree 
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Figure 3.14: The illustration of the labeling algorithm 
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3.4.3  Finding similar structured data on sample web pages 

While the minimal covering tree is labeled, the next step is to find subtrees similar 

to the minimal covering subtree on a web page. Based on the observation that similar 

structured data are embedded in the subtrees with same path on a web page, the similar 

subtrees can be found by comparing the minimal covering tree with the ones having the 

same path. Like MDR [LIU2003], a simple tree mapping (STM) algorithm [YANG1999] 

is adopted to find similar subtrees.  

After similar subtrees are determined, the matching between their nodes and the 

ones of the minimal covering tree are found. Furthermore, the nodes are labeled with the 

labels of matching ones in the minimal covering tree. Based on these similar and labeled 

subtrees, the training data are easily generated by dividing their pre-order sequences 

based on labels. For the beginning subsequence of a sequence, its previous state is the 

auxiliary state, “start”.         

3.4.4  Summary 

 This section discusses the algorithms to generate training data automatically after 

users select data items to be extracted in one structured data. The purpose of these 

algorithms is to reduce the involvement of users. 

  After data items to be extracted are selected and assigned with state labels, their 

minimal covering tree, which is the subtree covering all selected data items with the 

minimal number of nodes, is found in the tag tree of a web page. The labeling procedure 

then labels the minimal covering tree based on assigned state labels.  
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Based on the observation that the subtrees embedding similar structured data have 

the same path, similar subtrees on a web page can be found from those having the same 

path as the minimal covering tree by the simple tree matching (STM) algorithm. 
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3.5  Experiment and Evaluation 

 This section discusses the experimental design and the evaluation of the MESMM 

approach. The selection of the compared approach and the preparation of experimental 

data are discussed in Section 3.5.1.  In Section 3.5.2, the metric for evaluating the 

performance of the approaches is explained. 

3.5.1  Experiment design 

 One critical issue in designing experiments is to choose an appropriate approach 

to compare with the MESMM approach. As the approaches in the manual category are 

labor-intensive and error-prone, they are usually not selected for this purpose. On the 

other hand, the MESMM approach belongs to the semi-automatic category. This class of 

approaches receives more information from users than the approaches in the automatic 

category. As a result, the semi-automatic approaches definitely have better performance 

than the automatic approaches, so it is meaningless to select an automatic approach to be 

compared with the MESMM approach. Therefore, the compared approach should be 

chosen from the semi-automatic category. Among all semi-automatic approaches, Stalker 

has the best performance and its idea has been adopted by the commercial product, Fetch 

[FETCH].  Hence, Stalker is selected to be compared with the MESMM approach on 

performance. 

 Another issue is the collection of experimental data. As no standard experimental 

data is available in this field, each approach constructs its data by directly selecting web 

pages on the Internet. To avoid the bias of some special web pages on performance, 

experimental data is constructed by selecting web pages from those web sites used in 
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published papers. There are two requirements on selecting web sites. One is that a web 

site still exists on the Internet; another is that the MESMM approach requires at least two 

similar web pages, one for learning and another for extracting, to evaluate its 

performance.  The selected web sites are shown in Table 3.1.         

Table 3.1: The selected web sites for experimental data 

No. website No. website 
1 www.alphastreet.com 16 www.flipdog.com 

2 www.asiatravel.com 17 www.grijins.com 

3 www.barnsnoble.com 18 www.mamma.com 

4 www.bestbuy.com 19 www.mapquest.com 

5 www.bookpool.com 20 www.newegg.com 

6 www.borders.com 21 www.nothingbutsoftware.com 

7 www.circuitcity.com 22 www.overstock.com 

8 www.codybooks.com 23 www.qualityinks.com 

9 www.compusa.com 24 www.radioshark.com 

10 www.coolhits.com 25 www.scistore.cambridgesoft.com 

11 www.drugstore.com 26 www.shop.lycos.com 

12 www.ebay.com 27 www.softwareoutlet.com 

13 www.epicurious.com 28 www.tourturkey.com 

14 www.etoys.com 29 www.ubids.com 

15 www.eve.com 30 www.yahoo.com 

 

After a set of web sites is selected, four or five similar web pages are chosen from 

each site. For convenience, those web pages are downloaded and stored in a local 

machine. Note that there is no precise definition of similar web pages. Two web pages 

are considered to be similar by users if they have similar visual appearances and layouts. 

In fact, similar web pages sometimes are generated based on different templates and have 

completely different source files.  

 The principal goal of the MESMM approach is to keep the high accuracy with 

fewer training web pages. To achieve this goal, the experiment is performed in the 
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following way: for each web site, one web page is selected as the training example, 

which is used to generate the MESMM model and to learn the corresponding state 

transition distributions. Consequently, the model is used to extract structured data from 

the remaining similar web pages. 

3.5.2  Evaluation 

 Three types of errors exist for an approach to extract structured data from a web 

page. The first type, denoted as m, is missed expected data items; the second type, 

denoted as w, is wrong expected data items; the third type, denoted as e, is extra (or 

unexpected) data items. Note that errors are represented with data items instead of 

structured data. This processing comes from the following considerations: it is difficult to 

provide a uniform scheme to depict extracted structured data containing errors because 

extracted structured data contains the different number of data items and erroneous data 

items, however, erroneous extracted structured data can be easily represented in terms of 

data items.    

Based on three types of errors, a metric, error rate, is proposed to measure the 

performance of an approach extracting structured data from a web page. The error rate 

for a web page is defined as follows: 
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r =  (3.17)

Where  is the number of expected data items to be extracted from a web page;  is 

the number of erroneous items extracted from a web page and 

EN un
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 Note that extra extracted data items are considered as error items so that the value 

of error rate could be greater than one in the situation where the number of extra data 

items is greater than the number of expected items. This treatment of extra items comes 

from the user’s requirements on an extraction system. One critical and essential 

requirement is that an approach does its best to avoid missing expected data items. On the 

other hand, users also do not expect a system to meet the previous requirement by 

extracting more unexpected data items. 

 Besides the error rate, another metric is the precision of an approach, which is 

defined as follows: 
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E

corr

N
n

p =  (3.18) 

Where  is the number of expected data items to be extracted from a web page;  is 

the number of items extracted by the approaches correctly. 

EN corrn

 To compare the performance of Stalker and the MESMM approach, the average 

error rates and precisions of selected web sites with two approaches are calculated based 

on the average rate and precision of each web site, which is obtained by averaging the 

error rates and precisions of its web pages except of the training web page.   

3.5.3  Summary 

 This section mainly discusses the design of experiment to evaluate the MESMM 

approach. 

 As the MESMM approach belongs to the semi-automatic category, Stalker, which 

has better performance compared to other semi-automatic approaches, is chosen to 
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compare with the MESMM approach. On the other hand, there are no standard 

experimental data available to compare the performance between the data extraction 

approaches. The experimental data are obtained from a set of web sites, which are 

selected from the published papers. For each selected web site, four or five similar web 

pages are downloaded and stored in a local machine. One of these pages is randomly 

chosen as the training web page to learn a model (or rules), which then is used to extract 

structured data from the remaining similar web pages. 

 An approach for extracting structured data from web pages has three types of 

extracting errors: missed expected data items, wrong expected data items, and extra 

unexpected data items. To evaluate the performance of Stalker and the MESMM 

approach, the metrics, error rate and precision, are proposed. Given a web page, the error 

rate is the ratio of the number of erroneous data items to the number of expected data 

items. The precision is the ratio of the number of correctly extracted data items to the 

number of expected data items. The performance of Stalker and the MESMM approach is 

compared based on the average error rate and precision for all the selected web sites. 

3.6  Summary 

 This chapter discusses the maximum entropy segmental Markov model 

(MESMM) approach for extracting structured data from web pages. The main points of 

this chapter are as follow: 

1. The MESMM approach comes from two basic ideas. The number of the training 

web pages can be decreased by modeling the sequences embedding structured 

data instead of their context. To accommodate the change of the embedding 
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sequences, only their general features instead of all of symbols are used to 

determine and segment the similar sequences. 

2. This approach consists of two main components: constructing the MESMM 

models for the embedding sequences and using these models to find the similar 

sequences on web pages and segment them. 

3.  The MESMM model is an extension of the MEMM model with a segment of 

observations instead of one observation. Given an observation sequence, the 

inference procedure is similar to the Viterbi algorithm and finds a segmentation 

and state sequence with the largest possibility.   

4. Given an observation sequence, an edge function is defined as the ratio of the 

repeating times of an edge in the tag tree to its length minus one. Given a previous 

state, its transition function contains a set of feature functions generated by 

combining the edge functions of its training data with all possible current states. 

The value of a feature function equals to its edge function if the sequence state is 

same as the state of the feature function; otherwise, it is zero. 

5. The procedure for estimating the model’s parameters is based on the GIS 

algorithm. 

6. The bias problem of the MESMM models is solved by a fully-connected state 

structure. 

7. The similarity between the query and sample web pages is determined based on 

the Kullback-Leibler distance between their tag distributions.   
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8. To reduce the labor of preparing the training web pages, the algorithms for 

finding the minimal covering trees and labeling these trees are proposed to 

generate the training data automatically after users select data items to be 

extracted. 

9. Stalker is chosen to compare with the MESMM approach on performance. The 

experimental data are obtained from a set of web sites, which are selected from 

the published papers. The metric used to evaluating two approaches is the error 

rate, which is the ratio of the number of three types of extracting errors, missing 

data items, wrong data items, and extra unexpected data items, to the number of 

expected data items on a web page. Another metric is the precision, which is the 

ratio of correctly extracted items to the expected items. 
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CHAPTER 4  

RESULTS 

This chapter discusses the implementation of the maximum entropy segmental 

Markov model (MESMM) approach and its experimental results. The organization of this 

chapter is as follows: the architecture of the MESMM approach and the concerns of its 

implementation are explained in Section 4.1. Section 4.2 presents the experimental results 

of applying the MESMM approach and Stalker to extract structured data from web pages 

on selected web sites. The comparison and analysis of the experimental results are 

discussed in Section 4.3. Section 4.4 summarizes the chapter.  

4.1  Implementation of the MESMM approach 

The architecture of the MESMM approach illustrated in Figure 4.1 consists of two 

fundamental components: the learning component and the extracting component. The 

learning component generates and learns a MESMM for a set of web pages generated 

based on a common template when users provide one or several training pages where 

structured data to be extracted are marked. It first preprocesses training web pages to 

eliminate possible grammar errors existing in the html source files, and then builds the 

corresponding tag trees. Based on the information for labeled data items provided by 

users, the learning component locates the minimal subtrees, each of which covers one 

structured data, and generates the training data. At the same time, an unlearned segmental 

Markov model is generated based on the number of data items to be extracted. Finally, 
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the GIS procedure is used to learn the conditional transition distributions of the MESMM 

model based on the training data.  
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Figure 4.1: The architecture of the MESMM extraction system 

The extracting component uses a MESMM model to extract structured data from 

web pages similar to training web pages on structure. Given a query web page, the 

extracting component first preprocesses the page to eliminate grammar errors like the 

learning component. To retrieve a suitable model for extracting data, it calculates all the 

Kullback-Leibler distances between the tag distributions of each model’s training web 
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pages and the distribution of the query web page. The model, whose training web pages 

have the smallest distance where the distance is less than a threshold specified by users, is 

selected to extract data from the query web page; otherwise, the procedure concludes that 

no suitable models exist in the model base. Users then are asked to label the query web 

page and the learning procedure is called to learn a new MESMM model for a set of web 

pages similar to the query page. After an appropriate model is found, the extracting 

procedure locates all subtrees, which have the same path as the minimal covering tree on 

training web pages, in the tag tree of the query web page. For each subtree, the inference 

algorithm is applied to find its optimal segmentation, which is used to compose structured 

data by consecutively extracting data items from its segments.  

The MESMM approach is programmed in the C# language and developed in the 

Visual Studio 2005. As the source code of Stalker cannot be obtained from its authors, it 

is implemented from scratch based on the published papers. 

The main concern of implementing the MESMM approach is to reduce the user’s 

work for preparing training data. To fulfill this requirement, a friendly user interface, 

shown in Figure 4.2, is implemented. It embeds a web browser to let users operate on the 

web pages instead of their source files. At the same time, an embedded web browser 

dispenses the effort for correcting grammar errors on source files. Furthermore, an error-

free tag tree can be easily constructed with the help of the browser. Secondly, when a 

web page embeds a lot of repeating structured data, users only need to select and mark 
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data items of one structured data to be extracted. The approach then automatically finds 

other similar structured data on the web page and generates training data.  

 

 

Figure 4.2: The user interface of the MESMM approach 

4.2 Experimental results 

To compare the performance between the MESMM approach and Stalker, the 

experiment is executed in the following way: for each web site given in Table 3.1, five 

(or less) web pages, which have similar visual appearance, are downloaded to a local 

machine for convenience. For a set of similar web pages, one web page is selected 

randomly as the training example. The MESMM approach and Stalker use this web page 
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to generate the MESMM model and extraction rules, respectively. Then, the model or 

extraction rules are used to extract structured data from the remaining web pages. 

The experimental results are listed in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3. As space limitation, 

web sites are represented with the numbers assigned in Table 3.1. MH column indicates 

the approach utilized to extract structured data from web pages, where Stalker and the 

MESMM approach are denoted with S and M, respectively. The RN row shows the 

number of expected data items to be extracted from a web page. It has the form IR NN × , 

where  is the number of structured data on a web page and  is the number of data 

items in each structured data. In addition, if the elements of RN row are blank, it means 

that less than five similar web pages are obtained from this web site. For each web page, 

three parameters, m, e, and w, are used to indicate three kinds of extraction errors. The 

parameter m denotes the number of expected data items not extracted by an approach; e is 

the number of unexpected data items extracted by an approach; w is the number of 

expected data items incorrectly extracted by an approach. 

RN IN
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Table 4.1: The experimental results I 

Site MH Web Page I Web Page II Web Page III Web Page IV 
  m e W m e w m e w m e w 

1 
RN 12×3 12×3 12×3 12×3 
S 1   2   12      
M             

2 
RN 8×3 8×3 8×3 8×3 
S             
M 24   24   24   24   

3 
RN 10×3 10×3 10×3 10×3 
S 30   30   30   30   
M             

4 
RN 25×3 21×3 6×3 3×3 
S 8   24   16   7   
M   1   1   2    

5 
RN 10×3 10×3 10×3 10×3 
S             
M             

6 
 

RN 10×3 10×3 10×3 10×3 
S 13  2 17  3 14  3 16  1 
M             

7 
RN 20×3 20×3 8×3  
S 13   5   5  9    
M             

8 
RN 7×2 10×2 10×2 7×2 
S             
M             

9 
RN 20×3 20×3 20×3 20×3 
S 28  30 34  22 30  26 28  25 
M             

10 
RN 11×2 11×2 12×2 16×2 
S       24   32   
M             

11 
RN 9×3 10×3 8×3 11×3 
S 1  2       3   
M             

12 
RN 50×3 50×3 50×3 50×3 
S 28  1 51      34  6 
M             
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Table 4.2: The experimental results II 

Site MH Web Page I Web Page II Web Page III Web Page IV 
  m e w m e w m e w m e W 

13 
RN 4×2 4×2 4×2 4×2 
S 8   8   2   8   
M    8      4   

14 
RN 15×3 15×3 15×3 15×3 
S 45   45   45   45   
M             

15 
RN 9×3 9×3 9×3 9×3 
S             
M             

16 
RN 20×2 20×2 20×2 20×2 
S    40       1 1 
M             

17 
RN 1×3 1×3 1×3 1×3 
S 3   3   3   3   
M             

18 
 

RN 15×2 15×2 15×2 15×2 
S    1         
M             

19 
RN 8×2 8×2 8×2 8×2 
S 3   2   1   4   
M             

20 
RN 12×3 12×3 12×3 12×3 
S 36   36   36   36   
M             

21 
RN 24×3 24×3 24×3 10×3 
S          21   
M             

22 
RN 60×3 30×3 60×3 36×3 
S   12      14 108   
M          108   

23 
RN 4×3 2×3 3×3 3×3 
S             
M    6         

24 
RN 11×3 67×3 80×3 4×3 
S 11   76   90   12   
M          12   
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Table 4.3: The experimental results III 

Site MH Web Page I Web Page II Web Page III Web Page IV 
  m e w m e w m e w m e w 

25 
RN 27×3 27×3 27×3 27×3 
S 60  1 60   60   60   
M             

26 
RN 9×3 9×3 9×3 9×3 
S   3 6   6  1 6   
M             

27 
RN 10×2 10×2 10×2 10×2 
S             
M             

28 
RN 260×4 199×4 1010×4  
S             
M             

29 
RN 662×3 267×3 27×3 159×3 
S 1986   801   81   477   
M  30 9 8 87   6   27 2 

30 
RN 10×3 10×3 10×3 10×3 
S             
M             

 

4.3  Analysis of experimental results 

 The experimental results in Tables 4.1, 4.2, and 4.3 are processed in the following 

way: for each web page of a web site, the error rate is calculated according to Equation 

3.17. The average error rate of a web site is calculated based on the error rates of its 

query web pages. Finally, the total average error rate over thirty web sites shown in Table 

4.2 is calculated.  

 The error rates in Table 4.4 show that the total average error rates of Stalker and 

the MESMM approach are 0.37 and 0.08, respectively. Table 4.5 shows that the 

extracting precisions of Stalker and the MESMM approach are 0.62 and 0.93, 
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respectively. These conclude that the MESMM approach has far better performance than 

Stalker when only one training web page is provided. In other words, the MESMM 

approach ensures good performance with fewer training web pages.    
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Table 4.4: The error rates of web sites 

Site M
H I II III IV Ave 

www.alphastreet.com 

S 0.03 0.06 0.33 0.0 0.11 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.asiatravel.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.barnsnoble.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.bestbuy.com 

S 0.11 0.38 0.89 0.78 0.54 
M 0.01 0.02 0.11 0.0 0.04 

www.bookpool.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.borders.com 

S 0.5 0.67 0.57 0.57 0.58 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.circuitcity.com 

S 0.22 0.08 0.58  0.29 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 

www.codybooks.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.compusa.com 

S 0.97 0.93 0.93 0.88 0.93 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.coolhits.com 

S 0.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.5 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.drugstore.com 

S 0.11 0.0 0.0 0.09 0.05 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.ebay.com 

S 0.19 0.34 0.0 0.27 0.2 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.epicurious.com 

S 1.0 1.0 0.25 1.0 0.81 
M 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.5 0.38 

www.etoys.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.eve.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.flipdog.com 

S 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.05 0.26 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.grijins.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.mamma.com S 0.0 0.03 0.0 0.0 0.01 

http://www.alphastreet.com/
http://www.asiatravel.com/
http://www.barnsnoble.com/
http://www.bestbuy.com/
http://www.bookpool.com/
http://www.borders.com/
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http://www.compusa.com/
http://www.coolhits.com/
http://www.drugstore.com/
http://www.ebay.com/
http://www.epicurious.com/
http://www.etoys.com/
http://www.eve.com/
http://www.flipdog.com/
http://www.grijins.com/
http://www.mamma.com/
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M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.mapquest.com 

S 0.19 0.13 0.06 0.25 0.16 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.newegg.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.nothingbutsoftware.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.7 0.18 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.overstock.com 

S 0.07 0.0 0.08 1.0 0.29 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.25 

www.qualityinks.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.25 

www.radioshark.com 

S 0.33 0.38 0.38 1.0 0.52 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 1.0 0.25 

www.scistore.cambridgesoft.com 

S 0.75 0.74 0.74 0.74 0.74 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.shop.lycos.com 

S 0.11 0.22 0.26 0.22 0.2 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.softwareoutlet.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.tourturkey.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0  0.0 

www.ubids.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 0.02 0.12 0.07 0.06 0.07 

www.yahoo.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

Total S     0.37 
M     0.08 
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Table 4.5: The extracting precision of web sites 

Site MH I II III IV Ave 

www.alphastreet.com 

S 0.97 0.94 0.67 1.0 0.89 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.asiatravel.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 

www.barnsnoble.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.bestbuy.com 

S 0.89 0.62 0.11 0.22 0.46 
M 0.99 0.98 0.89 1.0 0.96 

www.bookpool.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.borders.com 

S 0.5 0.33 0.43 0.43 0.42 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.circuitcity.com 

S 0.78 0.92 0.42  0.71 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0  1.0 

www.codybooks.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.compusa.com 

S 0.03 0.07 0.07 0.12 0.07 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.coolhits.com 

S 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.0 0.5 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.drugstore.com 

S 0.89 1.0 1.0 0.91 0.95 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.ebay.com 

S 0.81 0.66 1.0 0.73 0.8 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.epicurious.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.75 0.0 0.19 
M 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.5 0.62 

www.etoys.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.eve.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.flipdog.com 

S 1.0 0.0 1.0 0.98 0.74 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.grijins.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.mamma.com 
 

S 1.0 0.97 1.0 1.0 0.99 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

http://www.alphastreet.com/
http://www.asiatravel.com/
http://www.barnsnoble.com/
http://www.bestbuy.com/
http://www.bookpool.com/
http://www.borders.com/
http://www.circuitcity.com/
http://www.codybooks.com/
http://www.compusa.com/
http://www.coolhits.com/
http://www.drugstore.com/
http://www.ebay.com/
http://www.epicurious.com/
http://www.etoys.com/
http://www.eve.com/
http://www.flipdog.com/
http://www.grijins.com/
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www.mapquest.com 

S 0.81 0.87 0.94 0.75 0.84 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.newegg.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.nothingbutsoftware.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.3 0.82 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.overstock.com 

S 0.93 1.0 0.92 0.0 0.71 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.75 

www.qualityinks.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 1.0 0.0 1.0 1.0 0.75 

www.radioshark.com 

S 0.67 0.62 0.62 0.0 0.48 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 0.0 0.75 

www.scistore.cambridgesoft.co
m 

S 0.25 0.26 0.26 0.26 0.26 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.shop.lycos.com 

S 0.89 0.78 0.74 0.78 0.80 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.softwareoutlet.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

www.tourturkey.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0  1.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0  1.0 

www.ubids.com 

S 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 
M 0.99 0.99 1.0 0.99 0.99 

www.yahoo.com 

S 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
M 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 

Total S     0.62 
M     0.93 

 

The performance difference between Stalker and the MESMM approach can be 

justified by investigating their underlying mechanisms. Stalker uses context symbols to 

discover the boundaries of sequences embedding structured data or data items. The 

MESMM approach, however, takes sequences themselves to determine if they embed 

expected structured data. This approach is consistent with the basic assumption adopted 

by automatic approaches that similar structured data are embedded on similar sequences.  

Secondly, Stalker chooses common symbols occurring in the contexts of embedding 

http://www.mapquest.com/
http://www.newegg.com/
http://www.nothingbutsoftware.com/
http://www.overstock.com/
http://www.qualityinks.com/
http://www.radioshark.com/
http://www.scistore.cambridgesoft.com/
http://www.scistore.cambridgesoft.com/
http://www.shop.lycos.com/
http://www.softwareoutlet.com/
http://www.tourturkey.com/
http://www.ubids.com/
http://www.yahoo.com/
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sequences to locate structured data. However, it is very difficult to find those common 

symbols with fewer training examples. In this situation, Stalker would consider the 

symbols specific to the training web page as common symbols. As a result, the generated 

extraction rules are too specific to extract data from similar web pages. However, as the 

MESMM approach learns the state transition distributions with the maximum entropy 

principle, it avoids the shortcoming of generating too general or too specific models. At 

the same time, this approach takes all features of an embedding sequence into account, 

and the common features have more impact on determining the similarity of a sequence 

than the specific features.   

 One weakness of the MESMM approach compared with Stalker is the time 

complexity of its inference algorithm.  Given a sequence with the length n, Stalker takes 

almost linear time to locate a subsequence with extraction rules. However, the 

MESMM approach takes  time to determine if a sequence is similar, where C is 

the number of states of the model. Hence, when the value of n is very large, the MESMM 

approach becomes impractical owing to its processing time.      

)(nO

)( 2CnO

 Besides the time complexity, the MESMM approach extracts extra structured data 

from web pages where similar sequences not only embed structured data but also 

unexpected data.  The source of this problem is that the MESMM approach replaces all 

data with a special tag, such as TEXT, and does not consider their content. However, 

Stalker uses the content symbols to generate extraction rules besides the tags.   
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 The current implementation of the MESMM approach cannot process web pages 

like www.aisatravel.com, where data items from structured data are interleaved. For 

example, in Figure 4.3, structured data consists of two data items, computer brand and its 

price. Instead of prices directly following their corresponding computer brands, computer 

brands and prices are clustered separately; and their relationships are embodied with their 

orders in the arrangement. This problem is not caused by the MESMM approach itself 

but the implementation of generating training data. If the model and training data are 

manually generated by users instead of automatically generated by the approach, which is 

adopted by Stalker, this problem does not exist any more.   

 

Figure 4.3: Interleaved structured data 

4.4 Summary 

 This chapter mainly discusses the implementation of the MESMM approach and 

experimental results. The MESMM approach consists of two components: the learning 

and extracting components. The learning component learns MESMM models from the 
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training data and the extracting component extracts structured data from web pages using 

learned models. 

 The experimental results are obtained by using Stalker and the MESMM approach 

to extract structured data on web pages from thirty sites with only one training web page, 

respectively. 

 The error rates of Stalker and the MESMM approach show that the MESMM 

approach has better performance than Stalker when only one web page is provided. In 

comparison to Stalker, the main shortcoming of the MESMM approach is the time 

complexity of its inference algorithm.      
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CHAPTER 5  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 This chapter summarizes the contributions and results of this research and 

suggests future work to extend this research.  

5.1 Conclusions 

The primary contribution of this dissertation is a novel semi-automatic approach 

for extracting structured data from web pages, which maintains a good performance with 

less training web pages. This maximum entropy segmental Markov approach is motivated 

by two basic ideas to overcome the problems existing in the semi-automatic approaches. 

As semi-automatic approaches based on the inductive learning paradigm need more 

training web pages to ensure their performance, the MESMM approach overcomes this 

shortcoming by modeling the sequence embedding structured data instead of their 

context. Another problem in semi-automatic approaches based on the instance-based 

learning paradigm is that the learned models (or templates) are too general or specific to 

guarantee a good performance. The MESMM approach uses the maximum entropy 

principle to prevent the models containing extra assumptions from the training data.  

The experimental results demonstrate that the MESMM approach has far better 

performance than Stalker when only one training web page is provided. In comparison to 

Stalker, the main shortcomings of the MESMM approach are the time complexity of its 

inference algorithm and the extraction of extra structured data.  
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5.2  Future work 

 Experimental results demonstrate that the MESMM approach has far better 

performance than Stalker when only one training web page is provided.  However, there 

still exists room to improve the MESMM approach and extend its application. The 

possible directions of the future work are listed as follows:     

• The improvement to the inference algorithm becomes very crucial when the 

approach is applied to process very long sequences. One solution is that the 

inference algorithm takes a chunk of contiguous symbols with the same state 

instead of taking each single symbol one time at a time. For example, if a tag node 

is assigned with a state, all its sub-nodes are assigned with the same state.      

• The current implementation of the MESMM approach can be extended to process 

web pages where data items from structured data are interleaved. As it is difficult 

to generate these training data automatically, a mechanism is provided to let users 

prepare the training data manually.  

• The specific information of embedded content can be considered to improve the 

accuracy of the current approach. For example, the product prices are usually 

displayed together with special symbols, such as $.    

• The MESMM approach only focuses on extracting structured data from web 

pages. Is it possible to apply this approach to process other types of documents, 

such as text files, Microsoft Word, or pdf documents? 
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• The MESMM approach can be extended to annotate web pages automatically, one 

of critical steps for the semantic web. For example, after users specify the 

relationships among data items of  structured data on training web pages, the 

approach can annotate the same relationships for structured data on similar web 

pages.  
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